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English Breakfasts,
Of the

Very Finest Quality,

RECEIVED, AT

JUST

impoverished and poor, and
not because the patient does
not eat, but because what is eaten is not appropriated to th« nervous system; there are many causes
for this, but Dr C W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills have in my bands proved a perfect remedy
for tbis c mditJon and these diseases.
Sold by ail
Price, 50 cents a box.
Depot 106 North iiutaw St., Baltimore. Md. By
for
boxes
or
six boxes for $2.50, to
two
$1,
mail,
any

druggists,

Hnngariau Capital.

December 10 -FLORENCE AND PISA. A Memory of Hour.’ucalh Itilinu Nkies,
Florentine Life and Art. Distinguished Natives and Sojourners. The Beauties of Pisa, the Sleeping
City.
Jaunaryl-SICILV AND TU« NEAPOLITAN SHORE- Driftwood fram the Vesuri n Bar. A Paradise on Earth. Vesuvius and .-Etna. A Walk through Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri
and Amslfii.
January 6-FRO M M IRS HILi, TO MT. OI.IVET. Humbles through Cities of She
Impressive
Pans
Inspiring Scenes iu Athens. The Field of Maratuon. A Journey to Jerusalem.
Sights in and about the Holy City,

Nervous Irritability, Sciatica and all painful NervDiseases.—A treatiBe by a well known physician, a specialist on these subjects, concludes as
follows: “Neuralgia is tne of the most painful of
disea ea, and is attended with more or less nervous
irritation. Sciatica is also a form of neuralgia, and
all painful nervous diseases come under that name.
Neuralgia means nerve ache, and therefore you can
suffer with neuralgia in any pajt of the body, as the
erves are supplied to every part.
Vave for many years closely studied the cause of
ueurait’ia, and ihe nature of the n> rvous system,
with the many diseases that it is sut»j*ct to, and
have found by actual experience tbat the true and
primary cau>e of neuralgia is poverty of the nerv-

ous fluid—it becomes
in some cases starved,

grjlREK IN NI'OTLA'D. The Land of Keen and Barm. Bonnie
Doon. Fii_ga'’s Cave. The Scotch Lakes. Edinburgh. Melrose. Homes and Haunte of Scotland’s
Immortal Bards.
Sc n'
December '4.1—DOWN THE DANl'BK. Through Auelria and Hungary. Imposing
of Vlenna-its Beautiful Parks, Streets and Butidings,
pry, ’^jeada and Ci ties. The Noble City

W. L. Wilson & Co’s,
Cor.

This fine series of lectures, unsuroassed by any MB STODDARD has ever given, has been received
with the greatest enthusiasm and delight by the larges audiences ev*r gathered to hear this gifted speaker.
the attractions of a PARI’IC'L VRI.Y FA VO ABLE R >UTE through DEEPLY INTERESThey
TING LOCALITIES with dAGNIFICENTLY ILLUSTRATED SCESES.

& Federal Sts.

Exchange

address._
DR. S. W. BENSON’S

^

I SKIN CURE |
Is Warranted to Cure

h

Z

$1.50 and $2.00

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, m
Q
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
g
>»
g ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
8 DISEASES OF HAIR AND 8CALP, *•

according to location The opening sale of Course Ticket* will begin at STOCKBRIDQE’S, on SATUR*
DAY Dec 10. at 9 a. m
£3p*In order tb it all may have a fair chance, the ru;e founi necassary everywhere will be strictly adhered to namely; No more than «0 Ticket* to any Applicant.
RCJKOITT Cfc NORTH. [HaDacera.
N. B.—We have issued an elaborate programme, with designs c*y Ipsen, which has been circulated at
at
Stockbridge’s.
residences. Parties noG receiving may obtain them
dec3

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and g
^
TENDER ITCHINC8onHlp*rt*of the
white, soft and smooth;
body. It makes the
removes tan and freckles, and is the BIST toilet
dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal

present

dec2
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Pine SI., HI. E. Churcli,
Will give a supper on WEDNESDAY evening,
exclusively by the gentleDec. 7tb. Cooki. g,
men. Supper Berved at 6.30.
4DniH§ION 2S Cents.
dee5 dtd

CITY

the Young
Association.

o.

'-O v; hi

SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.

fej

valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
the tlisoovery cf which was the result
many years’close study, in order tu discovermH
tho cause, the symptoms, and the

1.

'■

Ii i s

“

Tribes of John and Jesse*”
Having returned from tbe^r great Pacific Coa*t trip
will giv* one of their world-ienowned characteristic

concerts at the

Portland,

City Hall,

e**

WEDNESDAY EVE’G, DEC. 7.
The company wa» never b* well o-ganized, never
large, and never sang so well or so twee ly *8 today. Tne n ueical tut of the programme wil be
selected fr« m ever 300 choice piece*, and will include all the old gems of the Hutchin-on Family
songs, ai d the best g* ms of modern classic music,
embracing pathetic, deycriptive. humorous, etc. It
will be rendered in their inimitab e style, by

Hon. William Senter,

Committee
E. C.
Wm.
E. D.

on

Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. J. D Fe^euaen,
Mr. Lewis Pit rce.
Mr. W. A. Wiuahlp,
Mr. W. F. Miiliken.
Entertainment*.

Fred R. Farrington,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
Jordan,
P. T. Griffin,
Senter, Jr.,
Wm. H. Schumacher.

Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Lanies $o; to be obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
Evening tickets $1.
Musi' by Chandler’* Full
novl8

Quadrille

Band

Miss Jenniebelle Neal,

SEVENTH

pieces.

Admission 25 cts; Reserved scats 35 cts.; Children
under 10 y ears of age 16 cu. Reserved s ats f r
•ale at n lock bridge's Music Store. Tickets may be
obtained at Loriug. Short & Harmon’s, aud Carter
Br a.* Jewelry Su re.
Doors open ai 7 o’clock. Concert begins at 8.
d4t
decS

_____

1881.

PORTLAND CADETS.

TwillMDnlland Ball
CITY

HALL,

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6th, 1881.
Chandler’s Band.

Music by

Tickets (admitting one) 60 cts., for sale by Dres
Farrington Bros., C. E Bank*.
•er, McLellan a Co
L. J. Perl ins, of members *nd at the «oor. Reserved
cts.
For
sale
at F. L. Bartlett & Co’s Monseats 75
day mi>rr in*, Nov, 28th, at 9 a. m. For programme
nov2H-dtd
see ••Skirmisher.”

New Portland

Roller

Skating

Rink.
STOKER BROS’ BUII DING,MIDDLE ST
(Corner of

Pearl and Silver

|g
mm DOWNS’ EUX1R.ESM

eodtd

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

nov29

6

of the State.
T» ree classes will be formed, one in “Mechanical ’’one in 4 Architectural’* and one in “Free
Hand” Drawing.
Pupils wilt be required to supply themselves with
all tn« necessary implements ami stationery.
Appl cations will be re-eived until the day of
opening by the Sec re tar' of the Committee
JOHN W. D. < -AhT^R,
Mechanics’ Hall, 521 Congress Street.

nov22-eodtd

street

Arthur

over

store.

uiven vu wrirttLo

J. W.

pupna aj

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
Eaton

Family School-

(Established 1856 )
MAINE.

nov28

CELEBRATED

by Chandler.

March,

8 30.
dtf

MINCE MEAT.
All

Gentleman with Ladies, 75 c.
of ix a-*em ulies. $3.00.
and
the ‘‘German” every Monday EvenWaltzing
nov29dtmar29
lag

Sirgl

a course

BASKETS.
Office, Scrap. Work, Wood, Lunch,
School. Hamper, Clothes, and
Dog Baskets, and a latge
variety of Willow Work
stands at

AND RETAIL,

-BY-

Kendall & Whitney,
PORTLAND.

dee3eod4w

ESTABLISHED IN X«4«.
s. Tl. PETTENGILL * CO.’S

Advertising Agency,
ROHTOit.l

I 3* Barli Raw,

i

VORM

Fatlm.ie, turnitbed gratia for Advertising In
Nnoiajar, In tbe United State* and British l*roT
SOM.

times, from

220

Street,

Federal

GA* FIXTIRGiiA SPECIALTY.
Send for Illustrated

MAINE,

Circular.

R. HOLLINGS & GO.,
manufacturers,
Importers

Portland.

and

dtf

sep20

that

Hoston,
517 Washington Street,
Orders by express and mail promptly attended to.
eod6w

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’

Pianos, THE WHITNEY

Block,

PI IIM

arch 15, 18SI.

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
Under,,the

PORTLAND.

Falmouth

Hotel.

STREET,

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.

dtf

dtf

ELEGANT
PlinniNC

TABLELAHPS

Ready for the Tabic.

A

Cure

Guaranteed.

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvaid Burners.

uovlSd&wly4G
E. ». FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
118« W. FOURTH ST.,

UHVCINJVATI.

For

Salo Wholesale and Eetail.

■

BISHOP^

Will perfectly

cure

LINIMENT

a w

■—

w*

by the little finger
the nostrils. On
package. For sale in Port-

GARFIELD.

SCIATICA
dim

■

AGENTS WANTED iZZP&SXtIT I"ge

the worst forms of

after all else has failed.
Use onlv I.A HC.E hot
ties for sciatica. Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
$1.50; small bottles (tor sprains. Lame Baok, Ac),
76 cents. Sold by all druggists. F. W. KVDLK
A SON, Proprietors, Boston, Hints.

nov9

and

receipt of 50c will mail a
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS* CREAM BALM CO., Owego. N. V.
nov24
a<&wly48

dtf

SOULE’S

taste

mjr
D
MAT rbVbni into

C. E. JOSE & GO.

oolO

of

smell jbeneflcial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever. &c. Unequaleafo
colds in
the head
Agreeable to use. Ap-

English

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for liysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Menial Dcprtssion, Loss
of Memory. Spern atorrhcea, Imiotei.cy, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overto misery, decay
recent cases Each bo* contains one
ment. One dollar a bvx, or six boxes for tive dollars; sent bv mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West& Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case.
With each order received for
six boxes, accom anied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H H.
HAY & CO., Druggists, onlu agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle arid Free sts.

sense

Fitted complete with the

DEBILITY.

which leads
box will cure
month’s treat-

cleanses
passages of
virus, canning healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the

Effectually

the nasal
Catarrhal

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
San cguemines,
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

Only Reliable!

over-indulgence,
e’rtion, self-abuxe, or
and death
One

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

With Beautfnl Pottery
Centres,

codim

NERVOUS

o
£
~

<5

8.

■-

E

£
75
E

»>

»
c

>
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LYDIA E. PINKHAIW’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
IsaPosltlveCure
Palnftol Complaint# and Weaknesses
so common to our best fcmule population*
It will cure entirely tlie worst form of Female ComUlcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and
tlon, Falling and Displacements, am! the consequent
and
fs
particularly adapted to the
Spinal Weakness,
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
to canan early stage of development. The tendency
its use.
cerous humors there Is checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for all those

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by Its use.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act In
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
Forthecureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this

Compound is unsurpassed.

Address

as

above.

---

Mention

this

■

|

Engraved In Line and Stipple from a photograph
approved by Mrs. Garfield as a correct Ukenesa.
A beautiful work of art. No oompetltlcn.
81 *e 18x34.. Bend for circulars and extra terms.
The Henry Bill Publishing Co.,Norwich,Conn.
nev28 ©od3t & wlm48

«

*—

Paper.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINXHAM’8
I^*~SIt pills. They cure constipation, biliousn«M(
and torpidity of the liver. 26 cents per box.
Hold by all Draggiiti.

M.W.F&wly

The Jamaica

Giuger Cordial,

MANUFACTCKED

are prepared with scrupulous care from choicest maierials, and have a well
earned reputation, and all grocers keep them
Be sure and obtain Atmorc's, and don't te imposed
upon with worthless imitations.

novlG

z
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These standard articles

Atmore’s. The

a
o

ireeiyuiBnciBiuiicvwiau.

ATMORE’S
PNGI KU

o

*
>

let.

SAMEL TMIRSTOJ,
sep29

O

*>

LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’B VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham

Gaiter

stock et drst-olast

atented

3 Free Street

*■
w

£

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloat!gg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

indorsed iiy ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
Also a eholco

*

s

_

BGCKFORD,

GENERAL AGENT IN

>.0

of pas.
is
Attention
invited to a parfine
line
ticularly
of Longwy and
Cloisonne Ware,?elegantly mounted and fitted with
the celebrated Harvard Burner. These lamps form
a rare ••ombmafcion of beauty and u'ility, without
which no house is complete.

FRESH EVERY DAY.
C. A.

to
Student
and far

lamps
superior

it

53^*0nr Yeast i« 'xtenxively counterfeited
Notice carefulh our ^abel, which is primed on 3el
low paper, and bears signature of Gaff, Fleisobmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

GIHDINB

/fl. Every Thursday Evn’g,

I

all

supply

to put between the
trusts and Bake.

ASSEMBLY

St.,

at
as we now

Prepared

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

I* State

and reliable

igh- equal

four

d2w

^

ATMORE’S

Hall,

Thursday Evening,

WHOLESALE

l>up'ex Burner,
which affords a

PIANOS ASDOROANS.

ASSEMBLY.
December 8.

Ticket* for

Lami s are fitted
with the English

dt-i

jau 24

Winter Term will commence MonH. F. EATON, Prin.
day, Dec. 12.

nov5

for
designed
parlor and read*
nig lamps. These

novlG

Tlip

9ln«ic

Owari,and other
rare
potteries,

tue suroonuo.

NOBBIDGEWOCK,

Mechanics’

depend upon getting

baker,

a

importation
of Ch isyLeRoi,
Havilarid’i* Limoges, T o k i,

yesas *r.

Mrs. O’N El EIj will also be prepared to receive
pupils In private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 6th.
seplod3m

Instruction in English and Class*
ical Studies.

Justrceived

new

Compressed
cor or

at

THEJjOLIDAYS. I

--

Gaff, Fleischirarn & o.’s

their gr<

The ferm open* on the 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any time.

nov2cdtf

FIFTH

can

Absolutely fresh

MB. H. N.ONEILL,
Teacher of EugliNli and Italian Singing
and FfayMioiogyof the Voice.
begs to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for
P
IVATI! liESNU.'N,
on the 6th of September at his
ne
and elegant
rooms, No. 146 Tremont

FAMILIES

--

g

i
i

FOR

YEAR.

This school will be opened on
IVONDAV EVENING, BBC. 5, 1881,
at 7Vs, at Mechanics’ Hall, and will continue four
months five of tuition to mechanics from any part

Schmidt’s Music

dm,wSfswly46

nov!7

MRS. LYDIA t PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

Streets.)

Skatif g surface 150ft. long, 40 ft. wide. Waiting rooms, Coat rooms—heated by steam
Notice-There wil be two see-ions daily throughout the season. Saturday, Juvenile Day, three sessions.
Sessioxs—Afternoon 2 to 6. Evening 7.30 to 10.
Satnr lay, “juvenile day,” 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p.
m., 7.30 to 10.30 p m
Admissions Evening session 25 c's.; day sessions
15 cts. skates lo ctB. Package tickets—Evening
session. 6 for *1; day session 7 for $1.
Musi* evenings.
gy Lots of new Winslow Skates Jnst received.

$10,000,000_
lx four years the
bave increased fiftv

city
ner

expenses of Albany
Tt. lias heen

cent.

done under Democratic rule.
Long John Wentworth of Chicago flatters
himself that ho is the last survivor of the
battle of Thames, October 13, 1813, where
Tecumseh was killed.

It is thought that if President Arthur
would only take ha'f the advice the papers
give him, he would get out a message that
is a message.

Tuo Cleveland Leader is willing to give
for sincerity of purpose, but feels constrained to take issue
with him on the abolition of the whiskey
and tobacco taxes.

Judge Kelley full credit

Tde Kichmond Dispatch cries out against
the attempt to Mahonize South Carolina,
and warns southern people that the North
is already hurrahing over the probable degradation of the South.

position of the Director of the Mint,
stoppisg the coinage of silver, as
viewed by the Cincinnati Commercial, is entirely consistent with the bi-metallism in
Tue

in favor of

which be Is

a

believer.

Mb. William H. English, who owns the
Indianapolis Opera House, has put a statne
of his late wife in the lobby along with
Terpsichore, Calliope, Mnemosyne, and
others of the Graces and Muses.
President Arthur's life was recently
insured in a Chicago company for $20,000,
and the application elicited the information
that there are $80,000 already insured in

companies.

A side lLht

is thrown on life

the Marianna Courier which
that ooe of the most attractive

by

in Florida
announces

features of
the fair now being held at that place will be
a fight between two alligators, one ten feet
and tho other eight feet long.

with other

CONSUMPTION

from
gMsame
sHi strong opiate and astringent afticlea, which are
a nature as to boin
great danger ofjpl
figgofso dryingtho
patient; whereas this medicine
BB|destroying
pfljl never dries or stops the cough, but, by remov- Hj
BHing the cause, generally destroys the hectic
BH before tho cough is entirely gone. Conse-H
R9 quently, when the cough iaeured tho patient|H
well. Send address for pamphlet giving HB
gpjia
directions for euro of pulmonary diseases. H
f|g fullPrice
WH
35 cts., 50 cts., and $1.00 per bottle.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
d
HEIRY J0H5S05 & LORD, Props., Enrlington.Yt. fl

School.

Drawing

the Press is furnished

^

li heals the ulcerated surfaces
relieves the cough and makes tho breath-118
Qjand easy.
supports the etiength and at the^B
Hgiug tiin-.e Itreduces
the fever.
11 is free
BH

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.
Free

ol

Ex-Governor Holden, of North Carolina
says in a letter that ‘Lis a ‘peace’ man, after

S

B

PianLt

of Boston, the vounge*', mot talented and popular
of American lady readers. who will give a variety of
choice dramatic, bu^ o ous and pv hetic recitations,
•elected from «t repertoire of over 10U standard

Bj

**
Is not incurable, if properly attended to.—
&& Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
SR slight irritation of the membrane which covers J2
the-Lungs; then an inflamation, when the££
dry; then X
gj cough is more observable, but rathermore
W becomes local fever and the
fre-“**
pulse
the cheeks flushed and chillsmorecom- 530
Sequent,
SHmon. This Elixir in curing the above com-fin
Bhplaints, operates so as to remove all morbid HB
inllamatioxi from them
gSirritntbmsand
HHlungs to tho surface, and finally expel themH
HB from the system. 11 facilitates expectoration.
^B

Wednesday, Not. 23rd,
We shall commence a Special
Sale of Ladies’, Gents,’ and Children’s
Linen Hankerchiefs. These Goods comprise
the last season’s Stock of a large New York Importer,
which we have just closed out at much under
price. All will do well to secure some
of these Bargains before the
Holiday rush begins.

EDUCATIONAL

assisted
also be
Hutch insons will
at this concert by ibe peerles sDramatic Reader and

gy“The

protcrre com-

pgw aud Lungs, In all cases where this Elixir has tre
been duly administered its efficacy has been
invariably manifested,convincing the most incredulous that

■jjj
dtf

nov4

Spring.

Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Mr. George S. Hunt,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Mr. Cbas. McLaughJiD,
Mr. Johu N. Lord,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,

Noyes,

||

SS

Treasurer.

Mr. S. E.

Hon. George Walker,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
! Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
N *n Jacob Me Lei lan,
! H'm. Wm. L. Putnam,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. VY. I. Thom,
Mr. Nathan Wenb,
Mr. Charles E. Joso,
Mr S. T. Pullen,
Mr. M. P. Emery,

so

Mr. John W. Huichins n, Baritone.
Mrs. pannif B. Huti Hinson, Contralto.
Mr. Hen it y J. Hutchinson, Basso.
M>s. Lillie Phillip-Hutchinson, Soprano,
assisted by
Mr. Isaac Littlefiei d, Tei or.
Miss FloeenCoH. lmes, 1st Contralto.

Noyes,

cure—v*-5«§f

and every species of oppression of the Cliest

...

OF THE-

oflSBg

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Plourisy, Hoarseness, jj§]
Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis, ||

■-■

General Committee.
C. Hersey, Esq., President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. anderson Esq., Vice President.
E. A.

or

not used.

>

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
T.

are

The salary list of the employes of New
York City amounts to the nice little sum of

other

40th Annual Tour.

HUTCHINSON FAMILY

;'j
£j

i §m

Hetil.

-IN AID

only original

feii .51 <•; sS&iKV

M. H,
Vegetebie Balsamic

m

Thursday Evening, Nov. 24th,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 8th,
Monday Evening, Dec. 26tb,
Thursday Evening, Jan. 12th.
Thursday Evening, Jan. 26th,
Thursday Evening, Feb. 9th.

Over 12 000 Concerts in EuThe fajnous old-time and
rope and America.

M,W,F ly

ecl7

Dances!

City
ONLY.
HALL^ONE NIGHT
Men’s Christian

For the benefit

external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price 51. per package.
fl-rtr!

ENTERTAINMENTS

Fraternity

Is

The finances of Kentucky are not in a bad
She has of outstanding bonds *180,364, and resources 708,133.27.

NEURALGIA,

A

ENTERTAINMENTS.

are

Ex-Goveknok Noyes, of Ohio, says that
Cincinnati, with the exception of Constantinople, is the dirtiest city in the world.

ous

-and—-

Jan. 2, 6, 1882.

Tickets for the Series, with Reserved Seats

and address of tlie writer

Every regular attache

-—also-

/IT CITY HALL,

THE

name

state.

GIVING REMINISCENCES OF HOURS ABROAD,

The

The

with a Card oertiiioate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel manager*
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

New Course of Five Illustrated Lectures! New Garden Formosas

December I6

~

■

an

Emigrant.

A Fresh Arrival put Through the Tortures
of the Turkish Bath.

cases

We cannot undertake to return

E A Sr>

TREMENDOUS HOUSES IN BOSTON j
A PERFECT OVATION IN BROOKLYN !

Dec. 16, 23, 30, 1881.

PRESS.

Indispensable, not necessarily for publication bat as a guaranty of good faith.

all

munications that

ANNOUNCES

■

We do not read anonyraotu letters and oommncloations.

A WONDERFUL SUCCESS !

JOHN

■

Initiating

MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5.
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G. I). DOWS & CO., of Boston,
has just been awarded a Silver Medal, the
only one of any kind awarded to the
mauy Jamaica Ginger preparations competing for a reward.
It contains no intoxicating stimulants
ano is for sale by all
first-class Druggists and Grocers.
nov30

dim*

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred Jaine.
1,000’Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 11. Oak, Cor Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 Ct. Hemlock.
100.000 Ct. 7-8 dry pine br
boards
OCtl

Co-partnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed aco-parknership under the firm name of GEO. BLAKE
& SrN, and will continue in the business formerly
carried on by Geo. Blake.

THE

GEO. BLAKE,
HERBERT E. BLAKE.

New Gloucester, Nov. 28,1881.

dec21lw*

PORTER KNITTING

TARN, Red, (8
(3 shades,) Irou Gray.
Silver Gray, Brown and Black. Price 20
shades,) Blue,

ct».

a

skein.

HORATIO
novie

STAPLES.
(Itf

July, 1803,1 urged

that this State

alone,

or

Southern States, should negotiate for peace on honorable terms with the
General Government, as It seemed to be
clear that Mr. Davis would not in any event
attempt to negotiate; and as it also appeared
to be clear that if the war went to its end
our subjugation was inevitable.”
Each month for

some

mouths past the

reduction of the

public debt has been so remarkably large that the figures representing
the liquidation accomplished during the
month of November seem small by comparison.
In that time we only paid off about
seven

and a quarter millions of the national
or at the rate of something

indebtedness,

like one-quarter million for each working
To be sure, this is doing pretty well-

day.

There is not another nation in the world
which is in a position to accomplish anything like it.
Although it is not probable that tho
Spanish government will be able to obtain
the assent of the Pope to the authorization
of civil marriage in Spain, there can be very
little doubt that Spain will follow the example of France in that respect, and require
the civil marriage as indispensable, either
with or without the religious ceremony. The
contest on that point is a very old one in
Catholic countries of Europe, and was one
of the very first points insisted upon by the
Austrian government after the monarchy
was liberalized. The object of the civil
marriage is obviously lo provide a safeguard
against clerical despotism and extortion.
The Louisville Courier-Journal prints a
letter from “Dr T. Y. Roy, a Hindoo Theist-Reformer of Madras, India,” dated at

Glasgow, who seems to be a good deal of a
backslider. He says: “lama member of
the First Presbyterian church of Lexington,
Ky., and I desire to say I have given up
Christianity and gone back to the Brahma
Somaf church of India, which was founded
by my family. By this church I am persuaded to study for the ministry and go
back to my country and preach the fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man. I
want to be understood distinctly that 1 am
not'an orthodox Christian.” Probably the
Brahmins may conclude to send Dr. Roy
back to Kentucky as a missionary.
Women and Pets.
The London World says: “The relations between women and the dumb animals whom
they keep and adore form a very interesting
anil fiomnlAT miABtinn.

ThA laHv wlio is ffivfln

horses aud to dogs regards them with feelings altogether different from those entertained
hy men, who are, in a sense, equally devoted
to both. Love, there is poetical authority for
saying, makes up the whole sum of the existence of women, and is a thing apart in the
to

life of man: and the woman who lias a passion
for her kennel and her stable seldom finds
much t'me to care for anything else. The dog
which she pets aud the horse which she rides
have to her a more vivid personality than they
could possess for the sluggish soul of any of
the lords of creation. The most enthusiastic
panegyrists of dumb animals have been women.
Kingsley and Whyte-Melville, both of
them loved dogs arid horses, and described
what may be called their inner life aud emotions with pathos and power. Katerfelto is a
well as a
monument reared by a loving as
knowing hand to an immortal steed. But one
must go to the novels of Ouida to find what
dumb animal worship really is. No doubt the
animals themselves are perfectly aware of the
intensity of affection which they awake in the
breasts of their mistresses. They do their utmost to reciprocate it aud thus there spriugs
up between the dog or the horse and the lady a
sentiment which is one of more than intelligent friendship, and almost approaches to the
verge of romantic attachment. All this may
It poshave its humorous aud amusing side.
sesses, however, another aspect of a rather
their
to
whom
character.
Women,
melancholy
dogs aud horses are the first objects of existeuce, have usually had more or less paiDfal
histories. Their life has beeu to a great extent
wasted, aud their affections have been squandered, aud have brought them in no adequate
return. The dog, big or small, violates uo coufideuce, and is guilty of no betrayal. It appreciates kindness and makes the best return of
which it is capable. It is loyal and true after
its owu lights; and, if it is fond of its own comforts, it is a paragon of unselfishness in comparison with men. Such, at least, is the feminine estimate of the well-cared-for quadruped,
whose nearest approach to a sigh is a whine,
and to an expression of distrust a growl. The
pet thus becomes the prime necessity of the
over-wrought, feverish existence which women lead uow.
Men find comfort aud counsel
in tobacco, in their clubs, and sometimes in
their books and in their own thoughts. But
all, or most, of these resources are denied to
women.
There remains the cup of tea or the
dumb pet; aud if the latter were endowed
with the gift of understanding all which it
has observed, or might have observed: if it
were able to express these experiences in articulate speeoh, what are the romances, and
sometimes the tragedies of real life which it
could not publish to the world?”

[Xew

York

Times.]

When an emigrant ship comes in with her
thousand or fifteen hundred passengers, we are
likely to look upon the throDg that eagerly
pashes ashore, if we happen to see them at all,
merely as so many more added to oar great
working population—so many uncouth men and
women in costumes we see only in the neighborhood of the Battery; men and women laden
with great bundles, and children without a single one of the glees or graces of our own youngIt is hard to realize that in the steerage
sters.
of every steamer, close hold in the breasts of
the people, come as many hopes and fears, as
many proud ambitions, dreams of liberty and

happiness, as many doubts and fond anticipations, as, could they be boxed and baled, like
merchandise, would make a cargo for the entire
Atlantic fleet. Thc»c men and women when
they get foot upon our shores, have often
brought about what has been the bright dream
of their whole lives; they are in America,
where their parents or their aunts or their
cousins came beforo them; they have brought
messages from fond old parents on the other
side to prospering children on this; love tokens
from sweethearts to lovers; some little Old
World delicacy (rough enough and cheap
enough no doubt, but beyond all price) to some
evcr-to-be-iemombered relative who crossed
the seas. And if we overlook these things in
the

men

and women, how much

loss

do we

thought upon upon the children—httle
rascals in clumsy boots and blue caps and the
Coarsest and warmest of clothes. It is impossible to cross the plaza in front of Castle Gaiden on any fair day without encountering a
waste

a
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them a chubby little youngster just able to toddle along—au incumbrance positively of no use
to any one but the owner. Yet it is often this
very same little chap (of so little account to
anybody beyond his parents that he might be
laid in the Potter’s Field without moro sympa-

thy than can be wrung from a Coroner’s certificate) that has brought his parents to far-away
America. Strange it is, of course, that such
people should have the same love for their
child, the same hopes for him, that we have
for ours, but true as strange: and so they have
brought him to the only place they know

of under the sun where he will have a fair
chance to develope whatever is iu his little
noddle.
Few of the emigrants (and anybody who insists that they should be called immigrants, as
some people do, is kindly invited to explain at
what point on the Atlantic they cease to be
emigrants and become immigrants) come to
America without some definite idea of where
they are going and what they wish to do.
Above all, they have some friend here, most of
them, who has prospered, and to whom they intend to apply for advice, if nothing more, as
Their friends in Amersoon as they find him.
ica have all prospered, if their letters home are
to be believed, for nobody who breathes our
lively air a few months is likely to be such a
dance as to write home that he has mado a
failure. Ths best foot is always put foremost,
and America has been pictured ta them as only
This is
a Jew degrees removed from paradise.
well illustrated by the story told of the janitor
of the City Hall—a story that probably is not
true, but that nevertheless illustrates the point
loo well to bo lost.
They say of this gentleman
(who came not so very long ago from the counwho
man
a
where
pays rent Is a little worse
try
than a burglar) that after he had been janitor
of the City Hall a few months he obtained a
photograph of the building, and mailed it to
his old mother across the water, telling her
that was a very faithful representation of hiB
Winter residenco m New York. That the simple-minded emigrants are not muchis ofteuer
due to
robbed and swindled than they are
the watchful ca-e of the Commissioners who
and
their
take them in charge
agents. But
that thov should sometimes be made the vietims of innocent jokes by shrewd Americans,
who have
or even by ti-eir own countrymen
of the new country, is
learned the ways
An instance of
not at all to be wondered at.
this latter kind happened in Brooklyn a few
played
days ago, and as the practical joke was
Irishupon one of his own countrymen by an
man who is known as ODe of the kindest hearted men in America, aud as it resulted in nothing bat good to 1I19 victim, and as it was really
solemn
us funny a thing as ever was done in
Brooklyn, it deserves to be told. The narraof
fact, except in the
tive is an exact statement
name of the society in which the young emi-

grant

was

initialed.

An Irish gentleman who shall be called
Clark (solely because that Is his real name)
buscame to America vears ago, aud went into
iness in Brooklyn, at No. 90 No-matter-what
he
made
ai
d
street. His business flourished
money, and is now as comfortable and contented an adopted citizen as over voted against the
Brooklyn riug He is as fond of a joke as some
of his countrymen are of spirits, aud he is also
In the
a devoted disciple of the Turkish batii.
Mr. Clark
same county in Ireland from which
little
youngcame there was, when he left, a
Pat, in
ster whose name, of course, was Pat.
due course of time, changed from a barefooted
and freckled little boy into a barefooted aud
freckled big boy, and eventually into a young
man.
Believing that the older portions of Ireland were too dull for him, he determined to
to
try a new part of the kingdom, and so came
America. He had no relative hero, strange
But upon that
one friend.
and
only
enough,
friead ho desceuded, armed with a letter of introduction. The friend was the aforesaid Mr.
Clark: and Pat had no misgivings about the
good employment
certainty of finding some Mr.
Clark, sure, a
without delay, for was not
his friend? So
he
not
groat man? aud was
in
the afternoon,
shio
landed,
early
,vhen Pat’s
ho inquired bis way qnickty to Brooklyn, and
goo .’I stood in his friend’s office.
Mf. Clark, as it happened, was just closing
the oi^ce, having arranged to go up to Clinton
arrival
street w> take a Turkish bath, and Pat’s
delayed h im. But Pat presented his preoions
kind
AVliat
his
desires.
letter am) stated
No matter
of work did he want to do?
what.
Anything that would provide
food and shelter till he had time to look

ir“Idon’t know,” said

Mr. Clark, "whethor I
will be able to find you anything to do. The
and
great trouble is you are act » Bed Man, that
it’s not easy work to get a job for anybody
isn’t.”
“A phwat?” said Pat.
•‘A Bed Man,” Mr. Clark repeated.
“No. indeed, that I am not,” Pat gasped,
indignant. I'm a whoite naon; ivery inch of
me.”
“Here in America,” said Mr. Clark, “we
all belong to a great secret society called the
a man
Independent Order of Bed Mon, andchance*
who doesn’t belong to the order hoe no
societhe
The best thing you can do is to join

ty.”

“Do you want me to lose my sowf, Mr,
Clark?” exclaimed Pat, who had been brought
up with the aversion of his Church to secret
societies
“Oh, that’s all well enough in the old country,” said Mr. Clark,“but it won’t do in America. If you want to amount to anything here
you’ve got to be a Red Man.”
Pat deliberated a few minutes, and the need
of bread aud butler overcame his scruples.
“And coaid I get something to do if I was to
“Without

a

doubt,”

was

the

reply.

"Aud could you make me a Red Man, Mr.
Clark?”
“Why, certainly; I’ll do it this very afternoon. I’m just going to a meeting of the order
now.
Come right along, aud you’ll be a Red
Man in less than

an

hour.”

Together they went no Clinton street to the
Turkish bath, where Mr. Clark was wellknown. He .ought two tickets, aud the pair
the dressing rooms, where Pat
were soon in
was instructed to array himself iu the airy, but
graceful habiliments of the Turkish bath. The
young emigrant, being bashful, at first objected to this, but it was explained to him that

necessary if he desired to beRed Man and make a living in AmeriIu a few moments he was arrayed in as
ca.
well-fitting a suit of fresh bog-skin as ever was
made—only this, aud nothing m ire; for he
had never even heard of a Turkish bath before, and he had oo idea of the use of the largo
Turkish towels in which most bathers wrap
themselves.
“We have to go, in the first place,” said Mr.
Clark, “into the Graud Council Chamber,
where the council is now iu session. You must
not, for your life, spoik a word while there, no
If the counmatter what you hear others say.
cil are satisfied with you they will give orders
undorstaud
will
not
of
signals you
by a series
for you to be conducted before the Sanhedrim
iu another room. It these rooms seem to yon
to be uucomfortably warm you muit remember
that the American climate is very hot iu the
Summer, and .the sooner you become used
to it the better.
But, above all things, do not
opeu your mouth.”
Au attendaut advanced aud showed the pair
to the hot room, where the temperature was
175°. Pat, as he readied the door, put his
baud before bis face to protect it from the hot
blast, aud took a step or two backward. His
conductor grasped him by the arm and led him
gently inward.
“By the powers,” said Pat, “if this is the
American climate, I want no more of it.”
His guide, putting his forefinger over his
lips, pointed to a lecltuiug ohair, well covered
with sheets, and Pat sat down. For just 30
minutes by the clock the oaudidate for honors
was left to enjoy the balmy atmosphere of 175°
iu the shade, seated by his guide, philosopher
and friend. His frequent appealing looks,
directed to his guide, had no mure effect than
if they had falleu upon a statue.
With honor
Pat saw all the juices of his body, as he thought,
running out through the pores of his skin.
With still greater horror be found himself
"peeling oflf” whenever he happened to rnbhis
hands over his skin. The perspiration conra-

it

was

positively

come a

■

ed into his eyes and nearly blinded him; it
stood oat all over him, as if be had tumbled
into the river, aided by an occasional glass of
steaming ice-water brought him oy an attendant. At the end of the half-hoar the guide
reached behind him and twice touched the
button of an electric bell—an appliance that
Pat of conrse knew nothing about. At this
signal the guide arrose and gravely beckoned
the candidate to follow him. Into the mysterious inner recesses of the bath they went
till they reached the very hottest of the hot
rooms, where the temperature was a little oyer
200°.
This was too much. Pat considered himself
already well cooked, and be instantly rebelled
against going into any hotter place.
“I’ll have no more of it,” said be. "If I have
to either roast or starve, I’d rather starve; but
into that room I will not go. No, not if I starve
this minnte!”
Two of the attendants, who by this time
knew what was going on, tried to urge him iu,
but Pat was determined. Suddenly be broke
away from them and made a dash for the door.
An instant more and he would have been in
the street, in a costume not now in vogue
But other attendants
across the East river.
caught him, and half coaxed, half dragged him
back into the very hot room. There he incautiously left the strips of carpet and walked
over the bare hot tiles that kept him changing
feet like a chicken standing on ice. He and
his guide were the only occupants of this overheated apartment, and Pat begau to beg to be
let off, promising anything iu the world if
he would only be allowed a breath of fresh
air.
Mr. Clark, fearing that too much of the heat
he had successmight hurt him, told himofthat
fully passed the aerating the Grand Council,
Sanhedrim by
the
invisible
and had delighted
his bravery aud fo-titude. Thero now remained, he said, only a few formalities, and when
they were over I’at would be.a full-fledged Ked
Man and ready to go to work. The candidate
was accordingly taken to the scrubbing department, and in loss than 10 minutes he was,
beyoud a doubt, the cleanest emigrant ever
landed in America. Before the attendants
he was a Ked Man,
were done rubbing him
indeed, for all the blood of bis body seemed to
his
skin. Then the big coldbe tingling against
water hose was turned on, and poor Pat was
almost drowned.
“Now, then, Sam.” said the attendant,
when the rubbing was completed, "are the
irons ready?”
This immediately set Pat to inquiring about
the irons, and what was to be done with
mem.

•They're arelnot quite hot enough," Sam
replied, *‘but they’ll be ready in a minute or
two."

Then Pat was told that every Red Man had
to have his initials branded on his back for
what
purposes of identification, and was asked
his initials were. He began at this to beg so
hard to be let off that his friend came to the
rescue, and said the branding could just as well
be put off to some other day.
"Now if you can swim," said Mr. Clark, "you
are pretty nearly though.
Every Red Man has
to know how to swim; you can get into this
can
do."
tank and show what you
Pat protested that he had been a good swimwould do bat he
mer for years; bat nothing
must plunge into the big tank, where the
water, although slightly warmed, felt like iceHe
water to a man just ont of the hot rooms.
soon showed his ability to swim, and, after bea
small
aparting well dried, was taken into
ment adjoining where the electric shampooPat
stood
Without
is
done.
any
suspicion,
ing
himself upon the large glass plate that formed
to
put
part of the floor, and the operator began
his batter ? in readiness. The electric shampoo
is administered with a sponge brash, and
whenever the brush touches the body it communicates the current and gives a shock. But
Pat had no suspicion of the wicked little machine that stood by his side.
"Of coarse you can road and write?" ho was

asked.

Pat said he coold, and was handed a pencil
and a stiff card on which he was to wri*.e his
He began to
name and his former address.
write slowly and awkwardly, and had just nicely
finished a capital P when the operator touched
the electric brush to his elbow, and the
made a quick dash across the card, while Pat
squirmed and looked anxiously about to see
After several more unsucwhat had bit him.
cessful trials to write his name, and after being
accused of ignorance, he threw away the pencil, blaming the innocent piece of wood for his
troubles. He was on the point of leaving the
room in despair when the operator applied the

peucil

am*i1 rtf

his

and turned

on

full current of electricity. Pat could not,
of course, raise his feet from the glass plates;
he was powerless to help himself, and could
do nothing but enjoy the seusation of a
handful of hot pokers running down his
back.
This only lasted a few seconds, and then Mr.
Clark slapped him affectionately on the back
and warmly grasned his hand.
“It’s all over," said he, “and you are one of
You have stood It like a hero, as 1 knew
ns.
yon would as soon as I saw your face. Now
will go and dre«s; sud while we are
we
dressing I will give yon the signs and passwords."
“Whenever yon meet a man." Mr. Clark
continued in the dressing-rooms," anil want to
know whether he is a Red Man, you say 'Nebuchadnezzar’ to him and wiuk twice with
your right eye. If he is one of us he will wink
with his left eye, and will treat yon like a
brother. This is all I can tell you just now,
for you have only taken the first degree. When
you take the second and third degrees I can
tell you much more—how to save yourself from
drowning, for instance, and from the attack of
a mad dog.”
“Now we will go and see some of the brothers,” said Mr. Clark as they left the bathinghouse, “and see whether we can’t find something for you to do.” He had bad in his mind
all the time a friend of his who was in need of
a young man, and to his place of business they
went. It was just a little of a joke on Clark
when Pat, as soon as they entered the place
aDd met the gentleman they sought, said “Nebuchadnezzar” to him, and twice winked violently with his right eye, till the gentleman
thought he was crazy. But Mr. Clark took his
friend aside and explained matters to him, and
they retired to the private office apparently to
discuss Pat’s qualifications for the situation,
bnt really to let off some of the laughter that
was splitting their sides.
Wmin a very few minutes Pat was installed
in a good situation at a very respectable salary,
which mnch more than repaid him for all his
As Mr. Clark was leaving the
troubles.
store, Pat, profuse with thanks, called him
back.
“Did you say,” he asked, “there were two
more degrees in the Red Men?”
“Yes,” Mr. Clark replied, “two more, each
better than the other.”
“Well,” said Pat, “I guess I'll not take the
other two. It’s not for the loikes of me to
have too much honor at, wonst.”

a

Women and the Methodists.
Mrs. Mary C. Peckham’s paper, lately read
before the Rhode Island Woman Suffrage Association, says; “When the Methodists refuse to ordain you, remember the distinguished
services which women have rendered that
church, from Lady BlessiDgton, down. Its

strength

is

women.

One of Us first

preachers

has said: “If it were not for our devoted women, one half of our churches would perish the
first year, and the other half tho next.’ And
then remember the more than consecration
with which its women have yielded all they
have and all they are, even to submission to
the most offensive sumptuary laws, to the dictum of this power which they believed to be of
God. Methodist women have answered three
questions in class meeting for generations.
They are: 1. What known sin have you
What
committed since our last meeting? 2.
temptations have yon met with? 3. What
have you honght, said or done, of which yon
UUUU'l
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tions have separated families—put the heart of
woman like a quivering agony on the gridiron
curious
of
self-righteousneis, or medview of their harmIn
dlesome men.
abolish
was
urged to
fui'iess
Wesley
but he refused.
They did not
them,
of the confessional. We
even have the seal
can wel.’ imagine how a man would save his
conscience and his reputation by a clever
the world, toe
compromise with the Church,conscientiousness
flesh, and the devil, but the
but the
resource
her
no
left
of the woman
truth. Call it conscientiousness, or lack of
common sense; X cannot decide which it was.
Having thus harrowed woman for a century,
having not only us.ed her bauds and feer, but
the Methwruug the sweat from her very soul,
now
to
says
her;
conference
odist
useful; you shall
very
“We find
you
raise mouey to pay our debts; you shall be
foremost in missions, perhaps, but do not dare
to hope to shape our policy! in the pulpit we
shall have noue of you I’ I>o the women who
Will nothsit at their feet realize this insult?
ing sting them from spiritual tyranny? There
of the
rounds
the
is a pathetio story going
press this Fall of a lovely girl, who, encouraged by her Bishop, studied for the ministry,
received her diploma, and applied to the Conference for ordination. This same Bishop declared that he could not entertain the idea for
So the beautiful girl died of a broa momout.
ken heart, and now her father and friends aro
furious with the Bishop and the whole Methodist Church. But who killed her—the Bishop?
No, he onlr followed out the traditions. He
was level with his time-man’s time.—The women killed her!"

A Religious Drummer.
A traveler for a New York dry goods house
recently arrived in a town in the interior of the
State, to find that one of his best customers was
about to transfer his custom to a Boston house.
“Didn’t we always do well by you?” asked the
New Yorker as he sat down lor au explanation
“Didn’t we ship goods
“Yes. I believe so.”
promptly?” “Yes.” "And did we ever press
you in a pinch.”’ “No.” "Did you ever get
lower prices at the Boston house?" “No, 1
as I did.” “Then X can't undersun
you should leave our house all of a suddou
after buying of us for several years.” "I know

can’t say

why

DISASTROUS

GUITEAU’S TRIAL-

THE SPEAKERSHIP.
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at

“Ten dollars!

subscribed ten dollars.”

once

Why. that's only two kegs of nails! Put me
down for thirty dollars cash, a new silk hat for

every season, and a full suit of clothes for tho
“Do toil really mean it?” “01
minister
course I do; and if that two cent Christian
dares sign another five, I’ll send
Boston
from
you down a $($U0 church organ, and pay a man
S500 a year to play it. We are a house that
makes any great display of gospel
never
hymns and religous tracts, but when a Boston
drummer bluffs we show our religous hand
and rake in the pot every time.” The merchant will continue to deal with the New York
house.
_
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War Dap’t, Office Chief Bionax )
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Dec. 5, 1 A .M
,
Now
For
England.
Fair weather, southerly

winds, siatiouaiy

or

veering

higher

to

westerly

temperature and

lower pressure.

[special bulletin.]
General rains have fallen in all States east
There has been a
of the Mississippi river.
slieht hut general fall in temperature, which is
still slightly above ilie mean for tho month.
High north-easterly winds are reported on the
Now Jersey and North Carolina coatts.
Fair weather is indi ated for Tuesday in tho
Middle Atlantic, South Atlantic and Gulf
States, Tennesseo and New England, j

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Saw Mill Burned.
Farmington, Dec. 3.—The saw mill of J. M.
Getcbell, of Berry's Mills, Carthage, was
horned Thursday night. Loss §3000; insured
for 52500; fire incendiary.

Keifer Nominated by the Republi-

oner

cans.

DEMOCRATS RE-NOMINATE THE OFFICERS OF THE LAST HOUSE.
The Republican
Washington, Dec. 3.
ball
members assembled at noon to-day, in the
of the House of Representatives, to uominate
candidates for the various electivo offices.
jay Hubbell, of Mictiigan, called the caucus
Mr. Robeson, of New Jersey, was
to order.
then selected as chairman of the caucus, Mr.
Miller, of Pennsylvania, as secretary, and
Messrs McCook of New York, Updegrafr. of
Iowa, and McClure of Ohio, as secretaries and
tellers.
After the roll-call, to which the full Republican membership of 146 members responded,
nominations for the Speakership were declared
to be in order, and candidates were placed in
nomination as follows:
Frank Hiscock of New York, by Representative Camp of New York.
James W. Keifer of Ohio, by Representative Haselton of Wisconsin.
John A. Kasson of Ohio, by Representative
Cannon of Illinois.
Mark H. Dunnell of Minnesota, by Representative Strait of Minnesota.
Godlove S. Ortli of Indiana, by Representative Calkins.
J. C. Burrowes of Michigan, by Representative Horr of Michigan.
Thomas B. Reed of Maine, by Representative Lindsey of Maine,
A motion was made and advocated briefly
by Mr. Bayne of Pa. that the voting be viva
voce, but this was voted down, and balloting
then proceeded, resulting as follows:

new

road promises to open briskly.

Postal Changes.
Washington, Dec. 4.—The following

changes

are

postal

reported--

Discontinued—North Baileyville, Washington county.
Postmasters Appointed—Albion H. Perkins,
Alexander, Washington county; Levi Berry,
Hodgdou, Aroostook couny; Wm. Shilton,

Kiugslary, Piscataquis county.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Keifer, 52; Hiscock, 34; Kasson, 15; Reed,
13; Burrows, 10; Orth, 8: Dunnell, 4. Total,
146.

Second Ballot—Keifer, 55; Hiscock, 31: Kasson, 16; Reed, 12; Burrows, 10; Orth, 8; Dunnell, 3. Total, 145.
Third Ballot—Keifer, 55; Hiscock, 38; Kasson. 19; Reed, 12; Burrows, 10; Orth, 8; Dunnell, 3. Total, 146
Fourth Ballot—Keifer, 56; Hiscock, 35; Kasson, 20; Reed, 15; Burrows, 10; Orth, 8, Dunnell, 3. Total, 146.
Fifth Ballot—Keifer, 56; Hiscock, 32; Kasson, 19; Reed, 18: Burrows, 10; Ortb, 8; Dunnell, 3. Total, 146.
Sixth Ballet—Keifer, 54; Hiscock, 34; Kasson, 18; Reed, 18; Burrows, 10; Orth, 8; Dunnell, 3 Total, 145.
Seveuth Ballot—Keifer, 51; Hiscock, 34; Kasson, 16; Reed, 20; Burrows, 11; Orth, 10; Duuue'l, 3. Total 145.

T7"

NEW YORK.
Verdict In a Murder Case.
New Yoke, Dec. 3.—The jury in the ca-e
the Coles muider came into court his morning
with a verdict of murder in the third degree
agaiust Mrs Coleman. The prisoner and her
mother aDd relatives were in court and cried
bitterly. The highest sentence by law is four
years.

WASHINGTON.
The Howgate Case.
V.'asia'oton, Dec 3—Iu the Circuit Court
tc-day counsel for Capt. Howgate asked that

bo taken up, wherein the government attached the property of the defendant
that be was an abscondiug
on the ground
debtor to tbe government aud a motion had
been tilt-d to dissolve the attachment.
Mr. Cook asked that the case go over as Mr.
Corkhill, district attorney, was engaged otherwise. The court then fixed a hearing for
next Saturday.
Report of Comptroller Enos.
Comptroller Knox iu his annual report says
eighty-six national banks were organized daring the year ending Nov. 30 with an aggrega e
authorized capital of 89,651,050, to which 85,233,580 tu circulating Dotes have been issued.
This is the largest "umber organized in any
year since 1872 Twenty-six banks liavo voluntarily discontinued. National baDks are located in every State except Mississippi and
True total
every Territory except Arizona.
number of banks, on the 1st was 2,135, tbe
iu
number
of
banas
ever
operation at
greatest,
any one time.
The c- mptroller has been unable to obtain
any evidence that there was a combination on
the part of the banks to deposit legal tender
not68 and withdraw bonds for the purpose of
deranging the money market.
The comptroller says there are many indications that the rapid increase in loans and deposits is not the result of venturesome speculation largely consequent upon the importation
of coin and increased issues of silver certifiHe recommends tbe
cates and bank notes.
removal of certain restrictions upon loans aud
for
that the limit
stockB and bonds be increased
from 10 to 15 per cent, upon capital and surplus aud that some penalty be then impose for
violation of the provision.
The Comptroller again respectfully repeats
his recommendation for the repeal of the law
imposing a tax upon bank capital and deposits
and two cent stamp upon bank checks. He
recommends an act be passed during the present session authorizing any nation d bank to
tend its period of succession for twenty years
by amendiug its articles of association.
Tbe Organization of tbe House.
Tbe impression prevails to night that the organization of the House will be considerably delayed by objections to the swearing-in of holders of credentials from several
southern districts and by tbe threatened contest ia regard
to tbe admission of Delegate Cannon of Utah.
It
to
is
impossible
predict safely
how
snch
delay
may
long
any
continue, but many well informed persons are
of tbe opinion that the Honse will he ready to
proceed to the election of officers early in the
afternoon, iu which event it is expected the
Republican nominees will promptly receive
tbe lequisite majority of votes, and tbe Presi
dent’s message be sent in before to-uiorrow’s
the

case

adjournment.

THE STAR ROUTES.
Indictments Found by the
Grand Jury
Washington, Dec. 3.—The grand jury this
afternoon brought in six indictments in what
four being
are known as the star route cases,
directed agaiust Fred B. Lilley, ex-depnty auditor of the post office department, and two
agaiust George B. Brott, mail contractor.
Those agaiust L Bey are for receiving money
for the purpose of influencing of action, for
aiding and assisting in support of a claim
against the United States otherwise than in
discharge of his official duty, for arguing in
aid of procuring a contract for carrying the
mails and for bestowing money for assistance
in procuring a contract with the United States
Those against Brott ore for offering money
to influent* official action and for bestowing
money to aid in procuring a contract with the
Uuiti d States. Bench warrants were issued for
the arrest of the parties and it wa9 stated that
the indictment involved the payment of 88000,
the bribery of a public officer and the attempt
to bribe a public < flicer.
Mr. Lilley, this af ernoon, gave bail in
35000. Mr. Henry M. Baker becoming his
Two More

surety.

SAD DISASTER.
A Vessel Sunk and 25 Lives Lost.
White Cloud Island, Georgian Bay, Dec.
4.—There is no doubt that the Miller weut
down with ail on board, numbering twenty-five
persons, including sixteen passengers.
The Head of the Mormon Church Marries
a Wealthy Widow.
Salt Lake, Dec. 4
The Sait Lake Tribune
says on Mormon authority that Jno. Taylor,
head of the Mormon chnrch, was married to a
wealthy widow last month. The ceremony
was flerf'rmed in the new Mormon Temple at
St. George. The marriage was in de6auoe of
law and wonid not have been tolerated in Salt
Lake City.
_

Two hundred Scrantou miners aro on a
strike for an advance of ten per cent.

'll
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Keifer, 93; Hiscock, 18; Kasson, 10; Reed,
Burrows, 1; Orth and Donnell, 3 each.

11-

Total, 14G.

Hiscock thereupon moved that Keifer’s
nomination be made unanimous, which was
immediately done, and the Chair appointed
Hiscock. Reed and Kasson a committee to notify him of the action of the caucus. Representative Keifer, who had withdrawn from the
hall dnring the progress of the last ballot, soon
re-entered with the committee, and was greeted with continued applause.
On being escorted to the Speaker’s chair,Mr.
Keifer feelingly expressed his thanks for the
honor conferred upon him by the Republican
members of the House of Representatives, and
congratulated them upon the spirit of kindwill which had characterized
ness and good
He went on
the canvass for the nomination.
a partisan only in the sense
he
was
to say that
of being a strong advocate of the principles of
the Republican party, because he believed that
the best interests of the country are bound np
in the ascendancy of those principles, and if
the choice made here to-day should be ratified
hy the House of Representatives, he would, to
the best of his ability, endeavor to discharge
ihe duties of the high office of Speaker uninfluenced by partisan considerations, and do
justice alike to all parties and all sections.

(Great applause.)

candidates for Clerkship were then
in nomination, and balloted for as fol-

The

Susoiclon of Murder.
Portsmouth. N. H.. Dec. 4—Mrs. Margaret Brabaui, kuown as Maggie Hi'l, died Tuesday night at the house of Smith Foss in Greenlaud, under suspicious circumstances. She
was brought to the Foss House in the afternoon, unconscious, by John C. Coverly, win
said she had been sick at his house, where she
had been working, for several days. Coveriy
is in jail, awaiting the result of the autous
THe woman has two sisters iu Kittery. It is
stated she was of intemperate habits.

THEM

OF

SENATOR DAVID DAVIS ON THE WITNESS STAND.

BLOWN

MEN

UP

a

placed

lows:
Edward McPherson of Pa., 92; J-. H. Rainey
of South Carolina, 42; De B. R. Heirn of Pa.,
1; Frank C. Horton, 2; E. M. Johnson of N
Y., 1; G F. Dawson of Ca., 3.
Mr. McPherson was thereupon declared the
He was placed in nominacaucus nominee.
tion by Representative A. Herr Smith of Pa.,
and seconded by Judge Kelly.
Representative Bingham cf Pa., seconded by
Mr. Thomas of III., nominared Mr. Rainey,
and Mr. Keirn was nominated by Representative Everett of Pa. One ballot also sufficed to
terminate the contest for the position of Sergeant-at Arms. Col. Geo. W. Hooker of Vermont (late assistant secretary of the Republican National Committee,) received 80 votes,
and thereby the caucus nomination, against
who had 28 votes;
Geo. F. Dawson of Ca
Greenburg L. Fort of III., who received 11,
11.
of
Bonn
,nd Mr.
Pa.,
The first ballot for Doorkeeper resulted in
the choice of Walter P. Brownlow ot Tennessee, who received 123, against 13 for Edward
Jardiue, of New York, and 3 scattering. Mr.
Brownlow is a nephew of the late ffm. G.
Brownlow (Parson). He is editor of the Jonesboro (Tenn.) Herald.
Capt. Harry Sherwood of Mich., was nominated by acclamation for the position of Postmaster, and the same compliment of unanimous choice was bestowed on Rev. Frederick
D. Coweu of Washington, by selecting him
for the House Chaplainship.
Capt. Sherwood was postmaster of the
House when the Republicans last had the control. Mr. Power is pastor of the Campbellito
I'hurcli in this city, which was attended by
President Garfield.
On motion of Gen. Henderson of 111., seconded by Mr. Updegraff of Iowa, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Iteso'veil, That the following named honorably

Union soldiers, minus a leg or an arm.
b. ith, and now borne on the so’diers’ roll of the
House of Representatives of the United States be
retained by the Doorkeeper of the House on said
roll, subject, however, to dismissal for a just and
suifici nt cause: S. H. Decker, both arms off, of

discharged

or

Ohio; John Ryan,

one

leg off, of Pennsylvania;

one leg off, of Indiana; Hugh
off. of Wisconsin; John Rome, one
Lewis,
arm off, of New Jersey;
apt. J. N. White, one
arm off, of Ohio.
(I'bree of these maimed soldiers
are Republicans and th ee Democrats.)

Janies I

McConnell,

one arm

The caucus then adjourned Bine die, after a
There is
continuous session of seven hours.
no doubt that tho Republican nominees will be
for
146
were
cast in
votes
on
elected
Monday,
If not then augmented by that
caucus to-oay.
of Representative Whitcher,(wlinis e> peoted in
tho meantime.) they will certainly be reinforced by the two Virginian Readjusters.and in all
probably by several Greenback members.
It is understood that there is some dissatisfaction among certain Republican members of
the House with the selection of Rev. Dr. Power as caucus nominee for chaplain, the objections urged against him being that he has not,
hithorto, been a Republican. An effort was
made to-day to obtain signatures to a call for
another caucus, with a view to reconsider the
action of Saturday, t ut the movement did not
meet with much success.
The Democratic Caucus.
Soon after the adjournment of the Republican caucus the Democratic members-elect assembled in the same hall, and orgauized their
caucus for the ensuing Congress by re-electing
P.epresentative House of Tennessee chairman,
and Messrs. Frost of Missouri aud Welborn of
Proctor Knott of KenTexas, secretaries.
tucky, then offered a resolution endorsing the
National ConDeraocrotic
of
the
declarations
ventions of 1875and 1880. the supposed object
being to put the Democratic members on record
in favor of the plank endorsing "a tariff for
revenue only,” which, if it did not prevent a
complimentary nomination of Speaker RanThe resolution
dall would serve as a rebuke.
was supported
by Knott of Kentucky, aud
of
and
opposed by Hammond
Texas,
Reagan
>f Georgia, McLain of Maryland, Hooker of
Mississippi, and Herbert of Alabama. Hooker
moved to indefinitely postpone the consideration of the resolution, and the motion was cairied—ayes 53, noes 42.
McKenna of W.Va., then moved the caucus
endorse and put in nomiuation as candidates
of tiie Democrats all the officers of the last
House. The motion was carried, viva voce,
Tho caucus then, at 9.46, adwithout dissent
journed, subject to the call of the chairman.
The Greenback Caucus.
The Greenback members of the House of
DAr.wneAnfntiima

A.n

rvVi

nDminotn/1

H All

Nicholas Ford of Missouri, for Speaker; Hon.
Hilbert De La Matyr of Indiana, for Clerk;
Lee Crandall of Washington, for 8ergeant-at4rms; H Martin Williams of Missouri, for
Doorkeeper, and W. H. C. Moore of Pennsylvania, for postmaster.

THE CHILIAN DIFFICULTY.
W. H. Trescott and Walker Blaine Se.
lected to Untangle the Snarl.
Washington, Dec. 3.—The President has
taken decided action in regard to the Peruvian
A circular letter has
and Chilian matter.
been completed at the State department, to
be sent to all of our ministers in South America, setting forth the desire of the United
States to see an honorable and
permanent
between Cbiii and Peru.
peace established
Our ministers are instructed to make known
this friendly wish to the governments which
th'-y represent, and to suggest that all shonld
unite in an effort to secure an equitable settlement. The letter is quite a long one, and is
understood to cover the whole ground presented to tho United States by the relations
At the same time it
between Chili and Peru
will make clear the real nature of the instructions which were given to Gens. Hurlburt and
Kilpatrick. It has also been deemed best to
send two agents of the United States to Chili
and Pern for the pnrpose of arranging the
misunderstandings which have been brought
about hv the indiscreet actions of our minisThe gentlemen selected for this purters.
and
pose are Hon. William H. Trescott
Walker Blaine, the Third Assistant Secretary
in
conof State. Mr Trescott is well known
nection with the diplomatic work of tho government, and is a gentleman of kskill and pruMr. Walker
dence in matters of this k ud.
Blaino goes as an officer of the department.

By collision on the Providence railroad on
Saturday a conductor and engineer of a freight
train were killed. Several others were Injured.
a

President Arthur

Subpained by the De’

TROUBLE

BREWING BETWEEN

AUS-

Million.

fenee.

Washington, Dec. 3.—There was no apparent diminution in the crowd that pressed for
admission to the court house this moruiug. It
was whispered about the court room that the
defence had subpomed President Arthur, Vice
President David Davis, ex-Speaker Randall
and Senator Bayard to appear in court this
morning, and the interest in to-day’s proceedings was immensely increased.
Ti.e eourt was opened ot 10 05, and Mr. Sco-

ville began

at once

by calling

BURNSIDE,
disbursing officer of the Post Office DepartWitness formerly lived in Freeport,
ment.
Illinois, and knew prisoner’s family. Mrs.
Guiteau was an invalid and he seldom saw her.
COL. I. O. F.

ALLEN,
of Missouri, lived in Freeport in 1839 and 1840
and knew the Guiteau lamiiy; Mrs. Guitea a
tho birth of
was iu feeble health, aud before
the prisoner was for some time confined to her
bed.
EMORY A. STORES,
of Chicago, knew Guiteau in that city by sight
him oil Broadway,
a young lawyer; met
as
New York, five or six years ago. The prisoner
overtook wiiness and handed him his business
card. Did not speak with him above three
Wituess saw Guiteau perhaps a
minutes.
dozen times at the National Republican committee rooms during the late Presidential canPrisoner came up to him gleefully and
vass.
on
patting him on the shoulder. Baid, “You are
the right track.”
Witness never saw Guiteau doing anything
at the committee rooms other than reading the
empapers. He seemed to have no special
in
ployment. Witness arrived at Washington
next
him
the
April. Guiteau called upon
moruiug at the Riggs House. He (prisoner)
good spirits,
appeared the same as usual,*in
perhaps in a state of exaltation of spirits. lie
was going to have the Ausbe
said
(prisonor)
trian mission. Witness told him the place was
au imjiurtant one and in Mr. Blaine’s line, and
that fie (Blaine) was a known politician. Tbe
replied that he was “solid” with
Haiue.
Witness added:—"He seemed very confident,
very much as you or I would appear if confident ol getting something we might very much
desire to have.”
CHARLES C.

frisonei

UTjfnnou tlinncrht.

tliA pmivArsat.irm

Wfifl

visit
ing up to a request for him (witness)
Mr. Blaine in Guitean’s interest, and forestalled it by saying that his relations with Mr.
Blr ine were such that he could not possibly
aid him (prisoner) any. 'Witness saw Guiteau
repeatedly after that, but had no conversation
with him. He appeared discouraged and seedy
altogether. Witness had formed an opinion as
to his mental size, but could not express an
opinion as to his sanity or insanity. His impression was that “Guiteau had an ill-balanced
mind, in common parlance that he did not
have good, common sense.”
Witness was asked in relation to the political
status just prior to the shooting of President
Garfield, and was asked iftthere were not ele
mentsef discord in the Republican party which
threatened to disrupt it: the reply was, “I
think the Republican party a pretty difficult
were elements
one to disrupt, and while there
of discord, my belief in the good sense of the
rank and file is such that I think it would have
held together."
Upon cross-examination witness said he
“never eaw anything in Mr. Guiteau to indicate
that he could not distinguish between right
and wrong;” never saw anything in the conduct of the pri oner that would indicate that
he did not know the difference between guilt
I never saw anything to indior innocence.
cate that he would not be responsible for
crime.
Mr. Scoville noted several exceptions to the
rulings of Judge Cox in favor of the admission
of these replies. The evidence created quite a
stir in the court room, and seemed to stagger
those about the defence table. The sister of
the prisoner was particularly excited, and in
tones distinctly caughtjby the reporters, said:
"He has perjured himself; that is all there is
about it.
Edward A. Daniels, of Virginia, was called.
He bad met Guiteau at the Yonng Men’s Christian Association rooms in this city. He thought
his movements and conversation somewhat peculiar.
Senator David Davis was called, but did not
respond. A court officer announced:
“Mr. Bayard is not in the city, and weave
out. hunting for Mr. Randall.”
Pending the arrival of witnesses, Mr. Scoville proceeded to read newspaper slips taken
from Guiteau when arrested. Daring the reading Guiteau leaned back in his chair and apparently paid the strictest attention. He made
and without
some explanation, but quietly
to

__

causing

auy

,,

interruption.

Senator Davis having arrived, the reading
He
was suspended and Davis took the stand.
was asked if he had devoted himself to politics,
an.1 wuc eonversBiit, with Doiitical
movements
and public feeling about the time of the shootGarfield.
ol
President
ing
He replied that in common with ordinary
people, he had paid some attention to politics,
bat was not a member of either political party
and took no part in the last campaign.
The witness was ther asked if he was aware
of the state of feeling in the Republican party
and between tlio two factious last spring, and
he said in reply that lie had no personal knowledge, as he did not go the caucuses.
Scoville—Was there not such a breach in the
party that it bid fair to disrupt it?
Davis—The Republican party has not been
destroyed, and it has had a good many breaches
in it. The Republican party is an extraordinary organization. I don’t beliete it will die until the Democratic party does.
Scoville—From your knowledge of the parties, do you not think the success of the Democratic •party would endanger the Republican?
Davis—I don’t think the success ol any
political party would endanger the Republican.
The prosecution asked no questions and Senator Davis, with an air of blank wonderment,
said: ‘Can f be oxcused? I told the officer who
came for me that I never saw the prisoner, and
knew nothing about him except what I bad
read. I could net for the life of me see why J
had been summoned.’
Scoville—You will learn the reason, Senator,
from the argument.
Edmund A. Bailey, stenographer, was called
and closely questioned in regard to short hand
notes be bad taken on Guiteau’s conversation
in jail and his disposition of them.
G iiteau made a noisy demonstration, and accused witness of deceiving him by pretending
to represent the Herald.
Tlio witness pronounced this statement absolutely false.
Guiteau—You sold it to the Herald, and I
suppose you got 8500 for it.
The witness explained the matter, and said
that the Herald had paid him $500 for the re-

port.

Guiteau (excitedlv)—I told yon so. I m always right, though 1 was only guessing then.
He then availed himself of the pause to announce that be desired to have subpoeuas issued
for President!Arthur, Gen. Grant, Gov. Jewell, Ex-Senators Conkling and Platt, Collector
Robinson, Secretary Blaine, Ex-Senator Dorsev, James Gordon Bennett, Whitelaw Reid,
George Jones, Charles A. Dana, William HenHutry Hurlburt, George C. Gordon, Stillson
chins, as the gravamen of his offense dependthe
feelof
state
the
political
ed upon showing
ing iu the country in April, May and June.
No attention was paid to this modest re-

quest.

Scoville announced he had subpcenaed President Arthur because he desired to bring out
some facts he could reach no other way, He
did not desire to summons him, however, until
he had first seen him.
No other witnesses being present, the court
adjourned till Monday.
Washington, Dec. 4.—It is said to-night
that Charles Keed, of Chicago, will to-morrow
take charge of the defence of Guiteau and
henceforth manage it with Mr. Scoville as associate counsel.

St. Paul, Dec. 4.—At 4 this morning fire
broke out iH the milling district of Minneapolis, destroying before it was subdued four large
flour mills, one cotton mill and causing the
death of at least four men. The fire Broke ont
in Pillsbury flouring mill, owued and operated
by A. Pillsbury & Co. It commenced in the
Exceisior mill owned by Dorilias Morrison and
operated by Pillsbury & Co. and to the Minneapolis mill, owned and operated by Crocker
Fisk & Co., which exploded, killing the first
assistant engineer of the fire department. Tlio
fire then communicated to the Empire mill,
owned by L. T. Watson of Massachusetts, and
operated by Pillsbury & Co. Brands from the
conflagatiou falling upon the roof of the cotton
mill near by owned by Dorrilas, Morrison, it
also was consumed, the railroad trestle work
in the rear of the mills was also burned with
Fire
several freight Chrs filled with wheat.
had reached Crocker, Fisk & Co’s mill when
the explosion occurred, which levelled the
walls of the structure crnshing the elevated
railroad track in front of the mill, killing three
Several
persons and injuring another fatally.
others were more or less injured. It is possiresult
from
the
ble three other fatalities may
explosion, but how many cannot he definitely
stated Among those killed were the assistant
chief engineer, a member of the hook and ladder company, who with other fireman was at
work on the elevated railroad track, immediately in front of the track. Several other firemen similarly engaged were injured, and the
force at the flames was somewhat disorganized
in consequence. A third person not yet identified, aud who oocnpied a piaco in front of the
office of Pillsbury & Co., was killed by flying
missils, and one ottier oerson who wos standing
under the elevated railroad track kno*u is to
have been killed. The explosion was one of
great violence, shattering windows ten blocks
away and startling people from early slumbers
in ail parts of the city.
The cause is a matter of speculation thus far
The mill has been shut down some time and
the explosion is likely to have been fiom confined gas from flour dust to which the WashViolent as it
burn explosin was attributted.
the wall of
was the explosion did not topple
mill
but
its
force
spent
Empire
by blowing the
roof into the air and front and rear wall out.
The capacity of the milis burned was 2400
hbls. or one tenth the total canacityof the Minneapolis mills. The Pillsbury mill owned by
C. A. Pillsbitry & Co. was valued at 3140,000;
Empire, owned by L. S. Watson of Massachusetts was wot,h 3125 000; Exoelsior, owued by
D. Morrison 3100,000; Minneapolis mills of
All the
Crocker, Fisk & Co., north 3125,000.
mills combined more or less stock. Pillsbnry
& Co.’s loss is fully covered by insurance. The
Total loss
Colton mill was valued at 340,000.
on buildings and stock will reaeh 3558,000.

HEAVY BOND ROBBERY.
A Cleveland National Bank President
Loses Over $100,000.
Cleveland. Dec. 3.—At noon to day one
of the boldest robberies ever known in Ohio,
and tbe largest, measnred
by tlie amount
taken, ever chronicled in Cleveland, occurred
in the Commercial National Bank, the presi
dent, Dan H. Eels, being the loser, and S117,OOO worth of railroad bonds being the property
taken. At the time Mr. Eels was talking to
George H. Ely, a heavy iron and ship owner,
in a rear room of the bank, which is situated
in the national bank building, on the corner of
The bonds had
Water and Superior etreets.
been broueht from the vault in a pasteboard
box, and Mr. Eels had I teen engaged in cutWhen Mr. Ely came, in the
ting off coupons.
bonds were replaced in the box and left on the
While they were engaged in conversatable.
tion a quiet aud mild-mannered young man
came in, and, as though waiting for a chance
to speak to Eels, sat down in a chair, a fow
Howard Eels,
feet away, and said nothing.
son of the bank president, sat at a desk facing
his father’s, hut |with a high back between
What then occurred is told in Howtbe two.
ard’s language as follows: “I was sitting at my
desk talking with a gentleman named Crittenden. I |remember the time, because, having
forgotten to wind up my watch last night. I
had just set it running. It was 11.45 o’clock.
My father was talking with George H. Ely.
We were in this position when a well-dressed
young man came in and took a seat about four
feet from my father. I remember that he was
a gentlemanly appearing man, bnt I remarked
to Mr. Chittenden that he was rather cheeky,
not because be came into my father’s office,
bnt because he sat so near my father and Mr.
Ely, who naturallv did not wish to have their
Mr. Ely stood beconversation overheard.
tween father and the man, with his back to
the latter. fMr. Ely shortly after changed his
position and moved to the desk opposite
father’s and next to the window.
Father, in
listening to him, turned around in his revolving chair with his back to the stranger. I continued talking to Mr. Crittenden, having first
told him that I had a mind to ask the man
what he wanted. I was prevented from seeing what was goi^g on by the tall portion of
Mr.
the desk between me and my father.
Crittenden, however, saw the man go out
leisurely, aud hesitate once or twice, as if
When father
half a mind to come back.
turned around, after a few minutes' talk with
Mr. Ely, he discovered that the bonds which
haid been laid at his left elbow before he
tnrnefl nnuinil were misainsc”
Mr. Eels, on
Hading the bonds gone, rushed into the bank
vestibule, but the man was nowhere to be
The case was at once reported to the
seen.
police, Eels offering a reward of 85000 for the
recovery of the property and 32500 for the arThe bonds all belong to
rest of the thief.
Eels personally.
Descriptions of all of them
are in his possession, and were immediately
given to t lie newspapers and the Associated
Press. The robber was a middle-aged man,
below medium size, thick s«t, with a sandy
Mr.
beard, the whiskers being quite thin.
Eels is a prominent railroad man, and is worth
31,000.000. The robbery has caused great excitement here, as only two weeks ago President Williamson of the Society of Savings had
315,000 in bonds taken from his desk fin almost
an identical manner.
Life In Leadville.

Leadville, Dec. 4.—Gold Parke mining
camp is in

a

furore of excitement.

Four

days

Harry Weston, foreman of the Gold Park
Mining Company, was 6hot and killed by Bay-

ago,

blacksmith.
Bagley also
made an unsuccessful attempt to shoot Superintendent Turney.
He then fortified himself
in his cabin, whicn was immediately surroundThe cabin was beseiged for
ed by a mob.
without dislodging the occupant.
eight hours,
Finally, a large quantity of giant powder was
placed near the door and ignited. The explosion following tore the cabin in 6hreds, and
Bagley was found with a bullet hole through
his head, having evidently committed suicide.
Bagley has several sympathizers, who have
threatened Turney’s life, and a strong guard
surrounds his cabin day and night.
Jack
White and other friends of Bagloy who were
ordered gut of the camp by the vigilante, paraded the town all day looking for the comMuch trouble is anmittee, bat left at night.

ley,

a

discharged

tidipated.

Mutiny on Board a Boston Barque.
New Yobs, Dec. 3.—Charles T. Haskell,
captain of the barque Sontaag of Boston, appeared, with his first mate, to-day, boforo

United States Commissioner Shields and preferred charges of insubordination and mutiny
on the high seas against John
Lynch, John
Peters, Matthew Preston and John Anderson,
seamen on the barque.
Ou the 9th of September last, while sailing toward Batavia, the
captain swears he reprimanded one of the sailors, when those named attacked him and the
first mate with revolvers and sheath knives.
He was stabbed eight times in the side and
back, and the mate was shot in the leg. The
to get possession of the
men then attempted
vessel, but were pie vailed on by the mate to
sail to Pernambuco, where the depositions of
the officers were taken by the United States
coriS'il. The commissioner sent officers to arrest the mutineers, who are still on the vessel,
which arrived here yesterday.

_

The Broken Newark Bank.
Newark, Dec., 3—The following annoucement has been written for publication by John
W. Taylor, council for the Directors of the Mechanics Bank: “We are credibly informed
that as the result of voluntary efforts which
have been making since the failure of the bank,

The Ninth Massacnusetts Regiment.
Boston, Dec 4.—The exahiinatiou into the
condnct of the Ninth Regiment at Richmond
has been made so far as the field, staff and

tne Uirecwirs yosieruay agretju upuu
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for the re-establishment of the bank and to
raise a fund with a view to an honorable adjustment of the claims of stockholders, deposiThe particulars will
tors and other creditors.
shortly be made known.*’ Mr. Taylor left for
wub sent
announcement
the
before
York
New
The Receiver of the bank said he could
out.
only say that the arrangement would go iuto
effect. It would cost the Directors more than
reviving
a million d ollars and would result in
the bank.
Inquiry of the representatives of Hon. George
A. Halsey in this city elicted the information
that be had gone to Washington to make the
arrangements for the resumption of the bank
with the National authorities. Director Stephen
H. Oondict positively declined to make tny
statement until he bad consulted Mr. Taylor
and his fellow directors. The arrangements
w-re not so far advanced, he said, as to permit
From other sources it is
a definite statement.
learned that the stockholders will probably
lose the vulue of the stock, and that depositors
will lose a small persentage, except those to
whom amounts under $250 are due.

Heavy Foageriee.
Newport, R. I., Dec. 4.—William H. Duiof W. H. Greene & Co., confirm
fee, of the
fesses to forgeries to the amount of between
$7,000 and $8,000. He forged the names of
Benjamin Batemen and George E. Vernon
and used the money in the firm’s business. The
firm of lato has been pushed for funds. lie
secured money from all but one or two banks.
His failure to take up a note of $575 led to tha
Vernon and Bate
exposure. It seems both
him and when
man have been endorsing for
Durfee forged their
the notes became due.
have yet been
arrests
No
names as renewals.
made.
__

Father McCarthy, a Catholic priest of Green
field, Mass., was shot and seriously wounded
Saturday night by David McMelleu, employed
Mcby the American Express Co. at Boston.

Mellen’s wife left him some years ago because
he treated her badly and latterly has been the

priest’B housekeeper.

line officers are concerned and the rank and
tile will be examined this week. The report
of the board will be made to the Governor on
ut

a

mcouuj
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auti

win

vunv
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tail

its proceedings are under oath of secrecy. It
is found very difficult to fix any responsibility
for the graver offences alleged to have been
committed in Richmond. No case has been
found yet in which the perpetrator of insult to
women has
either confessed or had it proved
agaiust him. Since the return of the investifrom Richmond letters have
commission
gating
been received from that city whicli discredit
the sworn word of some of the witnesses
against the regiment.
Blow up a Court House,
Attempt
Dayton, O., Dec. 4.—A most diabo.ical attempt was made here Saturday eveuiug to
blow up the city court .boose by au inferual
machine, which was wound up like a clock,
and contained about 10 pounds of dynamite.
The matter has been kept very quiet in order
to give the police a chance to ferret out the
perpetrator. The machiue, which was made
ol zinc, is now in the police station, and is a
very complete piece of mechanism.
to

The Sprague Estate Affairs.
Providence, R. I., Dec. 3.—In the supreme
Court today a decree was .entered authorizing
Mr. Chaffee, trustee of tne Sprague estate, to

lease the Baltic Mill estate.
A meeting of a
few of the depositors in the Franklin Institution for Savings, one of the savings bauks
wrecked by th Spraguo failure eight years ago,
was held today and appointed a
committee to
nrgo the Supreme Court to direct the |Receiver
to accept a proposition uuderstoodto have been
made by Gen. B. F. Butler for settlement. The
depositors numbered nearly GU00—less than 300
were

present

The offer of Gen. Butler to the
30 per

was

savings

bank

cent._

Accounts of disasters and wrecks at sea during the past months show the severity of the
weather. The largest steamers as well as the
smallest sailing vessels were often in peril of
foundering. It is feared that many which
sailed from both sides of the Atlantic will
never be heard from.

SATURDAY, Dec. 3.
Arrived.
Steamer Williamsport, Willetts, Philadelphia—
coal to Randall A McAllister.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Barque Miranda, Corbett, Boston, to load for
Cuba. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell, Portsmouth, to
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Eldora, Godfrey, Boston—iron to A E Ste-

__

TRIAIAND ROUMANIA
Loss Over Half

Fortwpobtlot;

«

io

Dublin, Dec. 3.—Tbo Gazette offers £300
reward for the discovery of the murderers of
Bailiff Dillon.
Three farmers have been arrested near Boyle
under the Coercion act.
The eviction on Lord Bantry's estate have
been concluded for the present.
The tenants of the estate of Lord Templemore in Wexford, and of Lord Dunsandle and
Clanconal, have refused to pay rent until the
Imprisoned “suspects” are released.
London, Dec. 4.—At the Cork presentment
sessions today 2810 pounds were voted for extra
constabulary. This is lareely in excess of any
sum ever before voted for this purpose.
A bailiff’s house at Frankford. Kings county
and two adjoining houses with much property
have been destroyed by an incendiary tire.
Dublin, Dec. 4.—Mr. Rogers, the solicitor’s
clerk, has been murdered near Rathdowney,
Queens county, to which place he went from
Dublin, for the purpose of serving writs for
Tne police found his body with the
rent.
Some arrests have been
skull battered in.
on
made
suspicion.
The London Times on the Guiteau Trial
London, Dec. 3.—The Times in an editorial
article this morning, discussing the system of
allowing prisoners to give evidence, says: “The
incidents of Guitean’s trial ought not to prejudice our decision in regard to this important
question! His boisterous vanity would have
insurod scenes at his trial under any system.”
More Disabled Steamers.
Steamers Helvetia, from New York to Liverpool, which arrived at Queenstown yesterday
reports that she passed steamer Erin, from Liverpool Nov. 23 for New York, bearing up and
in tow of the steamer Palatine, from Boston
Nov. 18, for Liverpool. The Erin had lost her
propeller and funnel and bad her decks swept.
The Danish steamer Hermod, for Harvre for
New York, has taken refuge at Queenstown.
Her bows have been stove. She has lost sails
and sustained other damage.
TugB have been 6ent to meet the disabled
steamer, Erin. The steamer Rhenania from
Hamburg for New York will call at Plymouth
and take the emigrant passengers and cargo of
the disabled steamer Les.siug next week.
A s'eamer supposed to be the British steamer
Scotland, from Montreal Nov. 10, from Quo
bee and North Sydney, C. B., for this port, has
parsed Dover. She has lost all her boats except two and her bridge is broken.
The Hamburg steamer Wielaud sailed from
PI} mouth at noon today with the steamer Letsing’s cabin
passengers and 150 steerage passenxt_ \r_
r._

Sportsmen Backing and Filling.
London. Dec. 3.—Mr. Ball telegraphs to the
Sportsman that he,is only authorized to make a
match in accordance with Hanlan’s instructions, namely, to row for £200 to £1000 a side
on the Thames, or £500 with £60 for expenses
If Boyd chooses to go to Toronon the Tyne.
to he can row there for £500 and will be allowed £50 for expenses. In default of the adoption of any of these suggestions the original
match for £200 or more on the Thames can be
concluded. Hanlan will not charge expenses
in the latter case. Boyd has decided that if
Hanlan will not row for not less than £500, he
will try to raise the money rather than allow
the match to lapse. He thinks Haulan’s request for an allowance of £50 for expenses is
unreasonable, as he (Boyd) will have to pay his
own training expenses.
Trouble Between Austria and Roumania.
Bucharest, Dec, 4.—The Austrian Government telegrapned yesterday to the Austrian
minister to suspend all personal relations with
the Roumanian cabinet until the return from
St. Petersburg to Vienna of Count Kalvoka.
Austro-Hungarian minister for foreign affairs
and to transact his business with the Roumanian ministry by letter only.
This action is caused by the decisive language of King Charles in his speech from the
throne at the opening of the Roumanian ParThen his
liament on the 27th of November.
majesty insisted upon the rights of Roumania
to coutrol the navigation of the Danube.
The Romaun (semi |official organ) declares
that Roumania will never swerve from the
course proclaimed in the speech from the throne
namely, that jin Roumanian waters the river
police must be carried on by Roumanian officials. It says it trusts that the legitimacy of
Roumania’s demand and the equity of Europe
will recall Austria to more just and friendly
sentiments.
Body Snatching In Scotland!
London,Dec. 3—The theft of the body of the
Earl of Crawford and Balcarries from the mortuary chapel of Dunnecht House, Aberdeen,
It is believed
has created a great sensation.
that it was effected in May last, before the
vault was closed, and that the covering slabs
have only now been disturbed so as to bring
the fact to the knowledge of the relatives and
make them enter into negotiations for the recovery of the body. T e agent of the estate
received a letter in May stiting that the body
had been stolen, but regarded it as a hoax. He
did nothing to ascertain the truth of the story.
It is suggested that the thieves are from Florprevious
ence where the body was embalmed
A laborer has been
to its removal to Scotland.
arrested near Dunnecht in connection with the
■

outrage.

_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Burg & Co.. New York, drug importers,
failed Saturday; liabilities $193,000.
Lunt Brothers, of New York, shipping merliabilities $100 000

l.o-.OIW-

__

The commission of Postmaster C. B. Curtis,
of Machias, has been signed by the President.

Stock market.
quotations ol stocks

received
Saturday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Opening. Closing.
8%
Boston Land. 8%
7
Water Power. 7%
25
Flint Sc Pere Marquette’common2 26
78%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 78%
149%
Boston & Maine.149
28
0. S. & Clev. 28
36%
Eastern. 37
97%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 97%
G3
64%
L. R. & FtnSmith.
%
%
Catalna.
16%
Summit Branch. 16%
80%
Denver & Rio Grande. 8°%
80%
Northern Pacific preferred. 80%
•*
39%
Common. 89%
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Dec. 3.)
The following

were

_

vens

New York. Doc. 8.—The following is the week
Bank statement ending to-day:
$582,900
Loans, increase.,.

$430,876

1,703,300

269,100

128,900

138,000

1,401,976

than the le-

The

the closing quotations of stocks:

following are

85

mining Blocks.
(Rv Telegraph.)
8 an Francisco. Dec. 3 —The following
■•losing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher.

are

...

Bodie.
Con. Virginia.
Could A Curry.
Hale & Noroross.
Mexican....

the

9%
4
1%

6%
2%

10%
Opbir. 6%
11%
Sierra Nevada
Onion Con.
14%
Eureka.

16

Northern B*lle.
Savage
Yellow Jacket.

11%
2%
4%

market.
Boston, Dec. 3.
to-day’s quotations of Butter

Doston Produce

Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter is firm and in good demand; nln of Western and Northern creameries at 34@88c for choice,
and 288}33c for fair and good; New York and Vermont dairies at 26«33c for choice, and at 17@25c

for fair and good: Western dairy packed at 23<2>26c
for choice, and 161z21 c for fair and good: and Western ladle packed 20^ 21c for choice; 10@19cfor
fair and good.
Cheese is firm at ll%tf|18%c for choice; 11@
12c for fair and good: and 7@9c for common.
Eggs have been selling at 28@30c P dozen for
Eastern. New York and Vermont. 27®2Ho for Canada and P. E Island, and 26 •»28c for Western.
Potatoes-The market is firm for choice stock:
sales of Aroostook Rose at 96c: Maine Central Rose
at 90 a 95c; Northern Hose, Jacksons and Peerless
Sweet potatoes
at 80@85c; Chenangoes 6**8166c.
are selling at 4 bO&b 00 ^ bbl.

(Bv Telegraph.'
New YORK.Dec 3.—Cotton rul<*d higher for spot,
with futures irregular and unsettled at 12%c for
middling uplands and and 11 11-16 for low mid-

dling Orleans.

The market closed quiet; No 2 at 3 2**@
4 75;Superflne Western and State 4 25@6 26; common to good extra Western and State o 00@6 80:
good to choice do at 6 8'*@9 ( 0; common to choice
White Wheat Western extra at 7 2 @8 26; Fancv
do at 8
00; common to good extra Ohio 5 30
@8 26; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 10'S}
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra 7 90@ 8 60;choice to
double extra 8 60@9 00.Southern flour steady:sales
for the week have been 104.700 bbls.
Wheat—market closed quiet; No 2 Red Winter
on spot 1 42% 1 44% a 1 44% for December sales
for Januarv at 1 44%; Feur ary at 1 47%; No 2
uwaukee at 1 36a 1 38;
36;No 2
Chicago 1
sales for the week have been 14,212,000 bush.
Corn—closed quiet No 2 on spot 70@71%; 70%
(2?70%cfo' December: sales at 72%(a72%cfor
January; 76@S c for May, sales for the week have
been 8,646,000 bush.
Oats—closed qui**t but Arm: No 1 White at 63%;
No 2 at 61 %c; No 3 at 60; No 1 Mixed 60c: No 2
49% c sales for the week 2,080,000 bush.
Pork—market closed quiet at 17 60 for mess on
spot 17 60 December; 18 60 February;sales for the
week 1900 bbb on spot.
Lard—closed quiet; prime steam on the spot at
11 3>; 11 37%(ftll 46 December. 11 67%@ll 60
for January; 11 67%@ll 2%„February.
Flour

30^9

34c£l

•

Butter—Arm.

Cheese dull and unchanged.
Tallow—steady at 7%c.

CmcAGO.Dec. 3.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat is
active and shade lower; prices unset'led and market
somewhat excited; No 2 Chicago spring 1 28% for
cash and December; 1 29% for January; 1 30% ®
1 30% for February: No 3 do at 1 16%;rejected at
OO U/47U\s.

UiUObtilOU auu
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December; 61%<t61%c for January;
for May; rejected at
69 %c. Oats easier at 45c for cash and December;
and
for
Februasy; 46%c for May.
411/4c
-January
for cash and

Rve lirmer at 9-*c.

Barley easier

at 1 02. Pork lower

ash and December; 17 32%®17 35 for
17 16
January; 17 62%@I7 56 for February; 17 72%®
Lard lower at 11 12% cash ana
for
March.
17 76
Dot-ember; 11 32%(sll 35 for January; 11 60@
11 52% February, -ulk Meats easier; -boulders at
0 60; snort rlb» at 9 00; short clear 9 30.
Keoeipts—10,000 bbls Hour, 33,000 bush wheat,
124 000 bush oorn, 66,000 bush oats. 4,800 bush
rye. 33,000 bush barley.
Shipments-11 000 bbls flour, 31,000 bush wheat,
89.000 bush oom, 27,000 bush oats. 1,000 bush
rye, 14.000 bush barley.
ST. Loots, Dec. 8.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
higher: No 2 Ked.Fal) at 1 33% cash; 1 84% for
December: 1 47% January; 1 39% for February.
1 42% March: No 3 do at 1 29; No 4 do at 1 17%
bid
Corn lower 64c fo--cash; 66%o for Janua-y;
86% c for February: 68%c for May. Oats lower at
4ts%c cash; 47%c for January. Provisions quiet
at

porilaad Daily Wholesale Market.
POBTLAND, DCC. 3.
change to note in the wholesale market today. Grain continues to show considerable
strength and the recent advance at the West iB well
maintained. Batter is more active and prices arc
tending upward. At Liverpool Wheat Is tinner and
held higher and Corn is quoted at 6s lid.
There is

no

Flour,

The following are to-day’s quotations of
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
Grain.

Floor.

H. M. Corn,

tieperdne.6 7536
77
ear lots
Extra Spring..6 5*i@G
65
XX. Spring....7 2537 76 Oats,
Sacked Bran23Vi@24 00
Patent Spring
25
76

Wheats.I60K9 26

Mi- lilgan Wintar host.7

75@8

00

Michigan....7 00@7

26

Common

Louis

Win-

Mi,Is..

Cotton

Seed.carlot

80,

lots..
Corn,bag
T‘

Meal,

Oats,
5037 75 Bran,
75 3 8 00 Mids,
Winter 6«6t...8 25@8 60 Bye,
9t,

26 00
33 50

bag lots 35 80
77

..

60
26 00
28 00

..

7
ter fair
Winter good.. 7
..

130

..

Provisions.
Sweet potatoosS 2535 50 Mess Beef. .11 00,311
Ex Moss..12 25312
16318
Turkeys.
Plate.13 5,1313
Chickens_
14315
10Sl2Vs Ex Plate..l40O@14
Fowl.
Produce.

60
50
75
25

Pork—
26327
Eggs....
Backs.. ,.22 00@22 26
p bbl.3 0033 25
Clear.210032125
Ornborrles, p bbl
Mess.19 6'>®20 00
8 5'13 9 00
Maine
..

Onions

CapeCod.10003110O Hams.HVaS>l2
8a. 9
Hound

Hogs....
Sugar.
l.sr.1.
Granulated.10
9Vt Tub, p B5....12^@12V*
Extra 0.
Praia
Tierces, Bs p.l2 ll2Vs
@183,1
Musc’tl Kaieins2 8033 30, Pall. 13
Mean*.
london Layen*3 10@3 15
3 FO
Valencia”
914 31014 Pea.
Turkish Prunes. 8V439c| Medium*.3 40@3 60
.2
I Yellow Eyes.
25@2 38
Oranges.
Butler.
Palnrmos Pbx-6 503 6 00
oo
Creamery.30®32
Messina,Pbox 0 '«l®0
ValenoialS'cast 6

Jamaica ptOO..

60@7
3

Latumi.

50 Gilt

22®26

(Good.19|2l

.♦Tessina.0 00@0 00 Store.,.16@17
dieeae#
5i>@5 00
Malaga.3 00l3 60 Maine.12-*@14Va
Vermont... .12 Vfc@14ya
Nuts.
< V Factory. 12 Vs @14 Vs
Peanuts—
Wilmington.1 60@2 00 Skims. 7M»@ 8Vfe
Apple-.
Virginia.... 1 75@2 00
Tennessee. ..1 45if|l 76 Per bbl...,,, ..2 75@3 00
26@1 60
lb.
Cooking.1
5i@10c
Oastana,]^
Walnuts
12Vfc@16c Evaporated.16@17
Dried Western....GVfefi7
12
Filberts
@15c
"
do Eastern.... 6^i@7
121faG)'5Q
Pecan
Potatoes#

Early Rose, F busk:—

Houlton.8 mW

Maine Central.

SCg^
@80
@H0

Grand Trunk.
Prolitlcs, Eastern.
G rand Trunk.
Jacks*?ns
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes;
lots about 5c higher.

Fresh

bbls Boor, 17,000 busn wheat,
61 000 bush corn, 14,000 hash oats, 00,000 bush
rve, 11,000 bush harley.
Shipmeuts-0,000 bbls Sour, 36,000 bush wheat,
67.000 bush oora, 2,000 bush oats, 000,000 bush
Barley, 0,000 bush rye.
Dbteoit. Dec 3.—Wheat is Arm: No 1 White at
1 34% ®1 34% cash; 1 34% for December; 1 37
lor January: 1 39 February; 1 41 March; 1 42 for
April; 1 42% May; No 2 Red 1 36%: No 2 White

Receipts—4,000

131._
Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Dec. 3.-Sugar—No business for want
of stock. Many estates are now grinding; stocks in
the warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 27,700
for the
boxes, 10,8 ■) bags and 7000 hhds;
week 28 hhds new Sugar; shipments during the
week 14(H) boxes, ?66i> bags and 2220 hhds,Including 1360 boxes and all bags and hhds to the United
States.
Freights dull; loading at Havana for the United
States 19 hhd Sugsr at 2 Ou@2 50 currency; loading at ports on north coast (outside ports) for the
United States & hhd Sugar 2 76@3 26; to Falmouth and orders 26s®27s 6d.
Spanish gold at 1.80%@1.81. Exchange Is quiet;
on United States 60 days gold 9@9% prem; short
sight do at 9% @10% prem.

receipts

EdgeVennont30 332

00,Cboice

°alflrmod.4

@K0
@76

Beef market*

for the Press

Dry Goods Wholesale market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

European Markus.
Bv Telegraph.1
London, Dec, 3.—Consols at 99 9-16.
London, Dec. 3 —American securities—United
States bonds, 4%, 116%.
LrvKHPomJDeo. 3 -12.80P. M.-Ootton market
easier but not quotably lower; Uplands at 6 ll-16d
Orleans at 6 13-IHd; sales 8, 00 bales; speculation
and exp ir) 1,000; futures weak.
MABRIAttKS.

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Best 38 in.. 11 Vi@13
Med. 38 in.. 8 @11
dghtSGin.. 6 @ 7Va
Fine 42 in..10
@14
Fine 6-4....11 @17

Fine 6-4.16 @20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.26 @30
Fine 10-4 ..27y*@32V4

TICK)NOS, ETC.

Tickings,

Best...... 16
Medium.. .11
Light...... 8

@18
@14
@10

Drills...
Corset Jeans....
Satteens.

8@

9
7*/ 8

8@ 9Vfc
Cambrics. 5i3 5Vfc

Silesias.10@20
Denims.12Vi@lGVi
Cotton Flannels. 7 316
Ducks-Brown 9 (312
Faucjr 12Vi@16Mi Twine & Warps 18@28yi
*•

Batting—Best..... .llVi@13
Good. 8Vfr@K'

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamship Circassian—37.300 bi*
wheat, 60 ’,640 fts cheese, 199,300 do bacon, 460,000 do butter. 5u0 sacks flour, 62 bales hop. 114
doors, 2023 bbls apples, 2000 lbs lard,69 bbts p'irk,
2 organs, 620 casus canned goods, |131 packages of
pou.try, 160 tee beef.

van!

.Mil

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Flushing 1st inst, ship L L Sturges, Linni
ken, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 2d inst, ship Grecian, Dunbar,
San Francisco.

MEMORANDA.
Ship El Dorado, Brown, from Lohos for Falmouth
reE, before reported at Valparaiso in distress, has
paired and sailed Oct 20ih
for New
Ship Clarissa B Carver, Dow, from Iloilo
York? before reported at Batavia leaky, has repair-

111 this ity, Dec. 3, Orrin J. Frank, aged 32 yea s.
[Funeral his morning at 8.30 o’-lock from bis
late residence, No. 36 Washington street.]
In this city. Dec. 3, Abbie .vlunroe widow of the
late John Munroe. aged 48 years 7 days.
[Funeral service this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at No. 1 Eastern Promenade
In this city, Deo. 4, Gustavos, only ion of Mrs.
W. H. and the late William Williams, aged 17 years
7 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 34 Ellsworth street.
In Peering Doe. 3, Mrs. Lillie A., only daughter
of Mrs. A. and Capt. William Mitchell, and wile of
Horace H. Towl
aged 24 years.
At Woodiords. (Peering,) Doc. 4, George F., only
sou of George W. and M. W. FurloDg, aged 8 years
10 months.
[Not ce of funeral hereafter.]

8TEAHSHIPS.
—

Polynesian.Boston.Liverpool-Deo

Lessing .New York. Hamburg-Deo
Dominion.Portland... .Liverpool.... Deo
City of New York..New York..Liverpool....Deo
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.Deo
Deo
Sardinian.Portland. ...Liverpool
Saratoga.New York Havana.Deo
Suevia....Now York..Hamburg'....Deo
Wisconsin.New York..Llverpool....Dec
St Laurent.Now York.-Havre........Deo
City of Montreal.. .New York Liverpool—Deo
Gellert.New York.. Hamburg.... Dee
Knickerbocker.... New York..Havana.Dee
Niagara.New York..Havana.Deo
—

York.

If you

domestic ports.
MOBILE—Ar 29tb. ship Scotia, Oliver, Bangor;
Saranak. Ulmer, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 29th. barque Deventer, Vesper,
Baltimore
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 29th, sebs Emeline G SawNew York.
yer, Larason. and Acara. Cummings,
Cld,30ib. sobs Alice Oakes. Ryder. far New York;
H A DeWitt. Mansoo. Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Sid 1st, sch Geo Washington,
_

Parsons. West Indies.
Old 2d ship Richard

Baltimore— Cld

2d. sch Hattie McG Buck,
Woodbury. Georgetown, SC.
Sid 2d, brig Leonora; sch Electne Light.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, ach Mary J Adoma,
Fitzgerald, St John, NB.
Cld 2d. barque N M Haven, Ulrick. for Portland;
Franc Lambrith, West, Boston; sch Julia A Bailey
Manson, Fall River.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d. brig Sarah & Emma, Monroe, Pernambuco 82 days; sehs Austin G Knight,
Perry, Savannah; Cassia Jameson, Pressey, Brunswick, Cbas A Kopas. Campobello; 8 E Nightingale.
Ober,
Hiilyard, St Andrews, NB; Light of the East.RobinCalais; Pavilion. Pendleton. Calais; Gamma.
Calais;
Zeila,
Freddie Eaton. Motz,
son. Machias;
Hallowell, Whiting; Quoddv, Mahoney, Lubec; SuBossan, Kennedy, Rockland; O M Marrett, Lord,
ton; EC Yates, Yates. New Haven.
for
St
Lncla;
Cld 2d. brig Cora Green, Pnilbrook,
sells Mott-Haven. Collins, for Calais; Fred & Jack,
Burger. New Haven
Sid 2d, barque Adolph Obrig. for Portland, O.
Ar 2d, brig Jennie Halbert,
NEW HAVEN
Sparks. Pensacola.
NaRRAGaNSETT—Sid 2d. sch Ada F Whitney,
Bartlett, (from Wood’s Hole) for Savannah.
NEWPORT—Sid 2d, sobs Oroziinbo, Guptlll, (fm
Bangor) for Norwich; William Butman, Sproul, for
New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Sid 3d. sobs Edna Harward,
Seaman, and L L Mills Armstrong. New York.
WOODS HOLE—Passed by 3d, 11.16 AM, ship
Reuee. from Portland for New York, in tow.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, sebs Union. Crawford. St John, NB, for New York; E K Nickerson,
Swett, Bootbbav for do: Susan Stetson, Rayi.es,
Bop tor for Georgetown, SC.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, sobs Monticello. Melvin, New
v.vwivt.ioiino uahhiHA
Ranoiip- .1 P Wallace. BrvDaroariscotta;

Rozella, Hodgkins, Portland;

Fairfield, Taylor. Dover.

2d. 9.40am, sch Jennie
from Kennebec for Philadelphia.
Cld 4th, barque Neptune, Beal, Cienfuegos: sch
Wallace J Boyd, Bates, Portland, to load for Noith
side of Cuba.
SALEM—Sid 2d, brig Elien Marla; scbs Darius
Eddy, Robt B Smith, Rosa & Adra.
PORTSMOUTH -Sid 2d. brig Mary E Pennell,
Mitchell, New York ; schs Beta, Clark, Machias;

Highland Light

.Glasgow.Deo

13

15
17
17

Oder.New York..Bremen.Deo 17
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool-Deo 22
British Empire ...New York..Havana.Dec 22
Portland.. .Liverpool_Deo 23
Brooklyn
Scandinavian.Portlaud... .Glasgow.Deo 24
Moravian.Portland— Liverpool_Doc SO

unc; and others.
At Montevideo Nov 1, barques Anna Walsh, Bowers, and Monbegan. Lnce, nnc.
At Rio Janeiro Nov 10, ship Loretto Fish, Hodg
man, from Antwerp for Manzanillo, repg: Sabiuo,
Farmer unc; barque Carrie Heckle, Simonton, do.
Sid fm Aspinwall Nov 22, soh Jessie. Mitchell,

Cedar Keys.

At at Boco del Torre Nov 15, sch Mary M Dyer,
Bradley, New York.
Ar at Pictou 30th, steamer Acadian, Magrath,

Portland.
Passed Port Mulgrave NS, 30th, barque Anguda,
(new) from Pictou supposed for Portland
Cld at Kempt, NS, 25th, sch J Crossley, Crossley,

TO

—

C0.f

Agents fur tlie sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe aud Boiler
Coverings, Steaui Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.
mdtt

oc4

NOW READY.
Assortment Of

Elegant

In

FALL AND WINTER

Suitings!
JUST RECEIVED
the

from

Directly

Importers.

Kohling
Is

Showing

now

Cloths

as

fine

a

line of
in

as was ever seen

this

city

for

SUITINGS,
PANTAEOONINGS,
OVERCOATINGS.
Particularly Superior Cloths

for

Fine Black Dress Suits.

Overcoatings

New and Desira-

in

ble Shades.
These Hoods will be cut artistically,
and will be made up la a superior manner by first-class workman.

KOHLING,
No.

89

octl4eodsn2w

Exchange St.

DOLMANS,
ULSTERS,

CLOAKS,

Our
Cor ladies and Children.
siock, owing to increased sales,
has not been sufficiently compete
to adverii-e till now'.
To-day our
line i« complete and we invite in
Every garment war
spection.
ranted in fittiug and in quality.

RINES BROS.
»ndlw

dec3

SKATES GROUND
—FOR—

IS

2 6

Street.

Exchange

Directly op,Lite the Press Office.

Nov24sndtf

Kid

Dut-

ton for Halifax and Portland; ships Belie O’Brion,
O’Brion for Norfolk; L Schepp.Thoinpeon, sor New
York: A McCall am. Marsters, and Edw O’Brion,
Libby, for San Fraucisco.

Gloves.

Sid 17th, Dominion, Reed, for Portland.
Sid fm Glasgow Nov 7, Nestorian, (ss) James, for

Portland.
Ar at Sharpness Nov 17th, G
Stettin.
Ar at Kingstown Nov 17th,
San Francisc >.
Sid fm Batavia —. Clarissa B
Iloilo) for New York.

\

BABCOCK’S,

Bath.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Liverpool—Ent for loading 16th, Sardinian,

Cents,
—AT—

Portland.
Ar at Moncton 30th, sch Wild Hunter, Cole, from
Portland.
Ar at Quaco 23d ult sch Evelyn, Gale, Rockland.
Cld at St John, NB, 2d inst, sen Sea Foain, Day,

Reasons, Leighton,
C C Chapman, Pote,
Carver, Dow, (from

Sept 24 lat 19 N. Ion 37 W. ship Gatherer,Sparks,
from Antwerp for San Francisco.
Oct 4. lat 4 N. Ion 26 W barque St Lucie, from
New York for Valparaiso.

FINANCIAL.

ilargcel purchases
Oloves

in

we

made
within a

ever

have been

few weeks.
Prices were low or we should not
hove bought so many. We offer

to day :
50 doz. $'J Kids at only $1.1 2, in
3 button and 6 hook.
50 doz. $1.50 Seamless Oloves at
75 cts. Full stock of Foster and
other good gloves tbut we war*

PINES BROS.,
PORTLAND
8t. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON R. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBUBG
R. R. “GOLD”

6s.
6s.
7s.

6s.

Secured by Land Grant of seven million acres.
For sale by

H. M. PAYSON &
33 Exchange Street.

—

or

CO.,
eodtf

HOUSE

BANKING

241 Middle Street.
sndlw

dec3

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED

6s.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
6s.
“GOLD”

We have jnst received au elegant
lot of 8atiu Merveilleux in every
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$1.75 per yard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in
Portland.

—

HENRY CLEWS

& CO.,

IS NEW ST., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on deman'1 received. Four per cent, interest allowed on
daily balanoes. Members of the N. Y. Stock Exraarieeod
change.

Western Bonds

CLOAKINGS
We hare

a

very line

line of

Cloakings for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.
great bargains in Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear.

Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI. KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and gales.
lers of

MINJATCHE ALMANAC.DECEMBER 6.
Sun risr 1.7.21 | High water, (A M)..10.62
Sun sets.4.22 I Moon rises. 6.07

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

241 middle St.

FOBEIGN POUTS.
At Shanghae Oct 12. ship Alert, Park, unc; 25th,
barque J H Bowers, Hark ness, do.
Sid fm Houg Kong Oct 16, barque Helen Marion,
Robinson, Portland, O.
In port Oct 29. ships Helicon. Howes, for Manila,
to loan for New York or Boston: McNear, Taylor,
Irom Cardift', ar 21st; Hope. Curtis, for Callao; Edmund Phinney. (late Berry) for Callao.
Sid fm Pisagun Oct 6th, barque Fred W Carlon,
Carlon, Hamp on Roads.
Ar at Valparaiso Oct 25. ship Alex Gibson, Speed,
Liverpool, (and sailed 27tn for San Francisco.
Cld Oct 25, barqne Itonus^ Buckman, Coqnimbo.
Sid Oct 16. barque S R Lyman. Piukbam, Lobos;
20th, ship El Dorado, Brown, Falmouth.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 1, barques Formosa. Pierce,
for Cape Good Hope: Ada P Gould, Merritt, and
May E Russell. Nichols, for do; Bonny Doon, Cole,
do; Sami B Hale. Haven, for Boston; brigs Jennie
Phinney. Noyes, for Now York; L Staples, Stowers;
Daisy Boynton, Appleby, and Amy A Lane, Carver,

7

14
16
16

of colors of

21 OTurket Square. Portland,

Bowdoin, Randall, New York.

6
8
8
8
9
10
10
18
10
10

otker.

about to paint send for samplo card*

—

_

Lippett,

no

W. W. WHIPPLE &

—

Passed

are

Johns'

_

went ashore on Long Ledge, near Boothbay. night
of
of Nov 26, and remains, badly damaged and full
water. She is owned principally by Sewall Southard
and Alfred Lennox of Boothbay.
Reh Julia A Berkle, from Boston for New \ork,
H Stockman night of
was in collision with sch M
1st inst, off Whitestone, and carried away jl-boom.
The latter sustaiued no damage.

oct7

FOB

Deo
Arizona.New York..I iverpool
Coptio.New York. .Liverpool—Deo
Celtic.New York.-Liverpool....Dec

Ethiopia.New

Solepui and tnke
nov23

ed and sailed for destination previous to 1st i»8t.
8ch T S Me Lei lan. hence for New York, whloh
put back here 28th leaky, has repaired, reloaded
deckloaa. and is ready to proceed.
Sch Boxer, Matthews, or Boston, with brick,

DEATH*

MAI lilNIl 0.1 VS OF
FBOM

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It remove* Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in oaeb bottle.
CURB IS OUARANTEBD.^MSk
For sale by all DrB*gi«u.
Price 5*3 cent*.
like thousands
Try it and you will be oonvinced
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Mchlolterbeck’* Corn and Wmw%

jllHt,

Deering is to command ber.
Sch Railroad, of Castine, 36 tons, has been purchased by Capt Stephen h eene of Bremen.

HPOKEHT.
In this city, Dec. 1, by Rev. C. A. Dickinson. Ed
win WoodBof Lawrence, Mass., and Miss Louisa A.
Robinson, of Oxford. Me.
In Lovell, Nov. 17, Hon. A. H. Walker of Bridgton and Mrs. Emma T. Wood of Lovell.
In Naples Nov 24, H. L Purington of Harrison
and Miss Abbie F. Varney of Naples.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 36 iu. 7^@ 8V4,Fine 7-4....14@17
Med. 36 in. 0y2@ 7Vi Fine 8-4.18322
Fine 9-4.22 §26
Light 36 in. 6 @ 6
'Fine 10-4....27Vi@32Vi
Fine 40 Id. 7Vfc(§ 9

Corn, Wart k Bunion Solvent.

Sid, sch John Pugh, east, for herring.
Nov 28—Ar. sch Coquette, Banker, Bar Harbor,
to load herring for Portland.

small

daily by Whoeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Drecsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
'Hinds.7
Sides.G @8
@ 9Vi
Fores.8 @7
(Rattles. 66 teg 6Vi
Rounds..,.,,
Backs.0Vi@8
@7
Rumps.8 @12 1 Loins. 9 @16
Rump Loins... 8 @14
Corrected

and Arm.

Havana

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Macbias.

bridge and

ant,

Dyed

BY USING

fXI. Wood. Liverpool.
RICHMOND—Cld 1st. sch Jessie Hart 2d, Walla,

Domentie markets.

or

Corns*

Cure Your

Me Loon of

61%@61%c February. 66%o

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Sch Mary Pickard, from St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Advance, Waldron. Bangor for Boston.
Bl£LOW—Brig Woodbury, from Bangor bound
west, and over 60 coasteis, for a harbor.

Unnnlitnn Km.

California

P.M« .Ml VvU ClflMMl
Every Day.

,

Marque., Clonk.. Shawl., *e. Clraa.edar
Dyed. Kid <il.n.Clra.Kd Every Day.
un-wit f
oc7

to W S Eaton.

Launched—At Bath 3d inst. by Wm RogMi, a
threo masted sebr of 467 tons, named Belle O Nell,
owned by the builders, J B Drake and others, and
her
Capt Thos McLaughlin, who will command
SimBy Goss, Sawyer & Packard, sch Chas Nobleto be
and
at
Mass,
bv
Taunton,
owred
parties
mons,
commanded by Capt H L Babbitt.
The ship Arabia, before noticed, was succcessfiiily

were

Cm

Mazurka, Thomas, Belfast—Kenaell & Tabor.
Sch Sarah, Richardson. Ellsworth—N Blake.
Seh Pearl. Teel, Port Cl>de-N Blake.
Sch Kobt Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscaaset-N Blake.
SUNDAY. Dec. 4.
Arrived.
Sch Express, Foster, Seal Harbor-paving stone

Northwestern preferred.142V*
New York Central.138
134
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.107%
St. Paul preferred ...120
Union Pacific stock.118%

Western Union Tel. Co....

Employed.

Pressman

& Co.
Sch

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
CRANBERRY ISLES, Nov 25—Ar, sch John Pugh
S urling. Portland.
Nov 27—Ar, sch Union. Lufklns, Boston, (last
trip for the season); Baker, Bunker, do for Mill-

...

following

Tailor’s

May

Chicago Sc Alton.133%
140
Chicago & Alton preferred.. a
0. B. Quincy.138%
45%
Erie.
Erie preferred. 94
Illinois Central.133%
Lake Shore....121 %
Michigan Central..* 93
95%
New Jersey Central.
Northwestern.128

The

13 PREBLE STREET.

Cleared.
Brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, Matanzas-Geo S Hum

New York Mtock nn<l money market.
(By Telegraph,)
New York, Dec. 4.—Money closed offered at 3;
last loan a t 8 per cent.
The following ar© to-day *sj closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurtties:
United States Gg, ex .100%
United States 6’s ext
.102%
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4Vs’s coup.,,..114%
Unite 4 States new, 4’s, reg...117
United States new, 4’8, coup.118
Pacific 6*s of 96...127

/

to

wood to A D Whidden & Co.
Sch Julia S. (Br) McIntyre, St John, NB-lumber
to M P Emery.
Sch Julia Aun. Knight. Deer Isle,
Sch Planter, Thompson, Friendship.
SehrJulia Ellen. Burns, Frindship.
Sch Cinderella, Webber. Round Pond.
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset
heading to
Sch Sympathy, Tainter, Boothbay.
Scba Josephine, Dawes, and Montezuma, Rich,
Calais for Boston.
Sch Jas S Pike, Norwood. Calais for Lynn.
Sch Ontario, Sprague, Calais nor Boston.
Sch Xiinena. Thompson, Maclias for Boston.
Sch Mary Augusta, Holt, Ellsworth for New York
Sell T Benedict, Crockett, Bangor for New York.
Sch George A Albert, Bryant, Bangor for Fall
River.
Sch Mary Stewart, Coombs, Bangor for New York
Sch Lucy M Collins, Bartlett, Bangor for Norwich
Sch L B Sargent. Sargent. Bangor for Bingham.
Sch Alta Vela. Walls. Frankfort for New York.
Sch
I>ay, Thorndike, Rockland for New

York.

Dy^ House,

load for

to

Bowdoin, Randall, Portsmouth,

Foster’s

—

ly

less

Crocker, Boston,

load for
Baltimore.
Sch Martha, Crediford, Kennebunk.
Sch J L Crossley. (Br) Crosslty, Kempt, NS-plaster to Knight & Whidden.
Sch Chieftain (Br) Johnson, Thorn’S Cove, N8—
Sch

Rank Statement.

Thebanksnow hold
gal reauirements.

A Co.

Sch Mary Helen,
Point-a-Pitre.

Deer Isle Mining Company. 62c
Eastern B. R.. 4%s...107
4%
Sullivan Miring Co
2
Douglas Mining Company.

Specie, decrease...
Legal tenders, increaso.
Deposits, dercease
Circulation. Increase.
Reserve, decrease.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

N'ETWB.

MARINE

iflaise tleniral.

Portland. Dec. 2.
can 33 miscellaneous merchandise
roads 97 oars miscellaneous mer-

AND

KILLED.

of

Dolly Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bash Oornmoal
W. True A Co.

—

13; Barrows, 11; Orth, 9: Donnell, 3. Total,
245,
Oo the lGth ballot, many votes changed,Gan.
Keifer receiving large accession of strength
from previous adherents to Hiscock, Burrows
and Kasson, viz: 1G from Hiscock, 10 from
Burrows, and 6 from Kasson. The result oi
the ballot was as follows:

the

More Outrages in Ireland.

Burned.

Responsible.
FOUR

13th iust. Pardons were granted to James I.
Brown, of Millbridge, nowin Machias jjtil for
bigamy, and to Valparaiso Mosely, of Bileworth, imprisoned for stealing stolen goods,
and now insane. Final action has not been
taken on the petitions to pardon the Getchells
and Mrs. Crocker, now in the Kennebec jail.

ness on

apolis
ONE

Seven more ballots were taken without re■ults.
The fifteenth ballot was as follows:

Professor Harry Johnson of Bowdoin College.
Bangor & Katabdln Railroad.
Bangor, Dec. 4—Freight trains will begin
running regularly on the Bangor & Katahdin
A large
Iron Works railway to-morrow.
amonnt of freight has accumulated and busi-

Emory Storrs Considers the Pris-

Portland,

(or connecting
chandise

Four Large Flour Mills in Minne*

Pardons by the Executive.
AcgUsTA, Dec. 3.—G.»v. Plaiafced and Council have gone home, adjonrniug to meet on the

Death of a Prominent Citizen of Gardiner
Gardinbk, Dec. 4.—Richard E. Johnson,
former y a prominent business man of this
city, died at his residence in Farmingdale today after a lingering illness of more than a
year. He was CO years of age and father of

Receipt!
For

—-—-s-

that some explanation is due, and I will make
one,” replied the merchant. ‘‘You know that
I attend church?” “Yes; and so do I.” ‘‘Do
you? I didn’t know that. I am looked upon
“So am I. I’ve got the date
as a Christian.”
of my baptism right here in my note-hook.”
“Is that so? Well our churchj is in need of
repairs; we were talking it over the other day
when the Boston drummer was in here, and he

FOREIGN.

FIRE.

Also

buyers and sel-

same.

JOHN F. ZEBLEY & CO.,
3 Broad Ml., (Drrxrl Building.) New York.
m.'v&tSm
aug!5
I

CHAMBERLIN k

HOISTED,

Cor. Congress and Eim 8t».

noYll

#94*

'

PRESS.

THE

SOXO

MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5.
THE PBE88

A Maine Depot,
Boston
all trains that run out of

on

the

city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co*
Augusta, F. Pieroe.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

The poem received
Mr.
a fitting interpretation at the hands of
Seward, the well-known teach or of elocution,
be raised a second time.

while beautifnl vocal music
throughout the evening.
musie was most appropriate.

THE HUTCHINSON'S.

the old and favorite
Hutchinson Family, tribes of John and Jesse,
will give a concert at City Hall in aid of the
Y. M. C. A. AH the old gems and lots of new

Wednesday evening

CITY AND VICINITY.

will be offered. The company will embrace Mrs. Fannie B- Hutchinson, (Mrs. Lillie
Hutchinson, Miss Florence Holmes, Messrs.
Isaac Littlefield, John W. aud Henry J.
the
Hutchinson.
Mjgs Jenuiebeile Neal,
popular reader, will assist. Reserved seats are
ones

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Gentlemen’s supper—Pine St. church.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland A Ogdensburg Railroad.
Stockholder*/ meeting.

now

AUCTION SALES.

pf Holicay goods.

AnMfnn KrIa.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell to-day at 21-2
and 7 o’clock p. m. at store 545 Congress street,
a large and
choice stock of Holiday Goods,
from one of the largest importing houses of
New York. This stock comprises one of the
finest collections of goods ever offered to the
citizens of Portland. Sales will be continued
at 2 1-2 and 7 p. m. each day until the entire
stock is sold. Seo auction column.
Noting the Effect.
R. Gibbs, of Buffalo, N. Y., writes: "Hearing your Burdock Blood Bittkrs favorably
spokeu of, I was induced to watch their effect*,
and find that in chcnic diseases of the blood,
liver and kidneys, your bitters have been signally marked with success. I have used them
myself with best results for torpidity of the
liver; and in the case of a friend of mine suf-

fering from dropsy,the effect was marvellous.”
Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.
dlw
decs
Gentlemen's Black Silk, Lisle Thread and
Cotton Hosiery at
dect2-1
Owen, Moore & Co.’s.
How to Get Sick.
Expose yourself day and night, oat too
much without exercise, work too hard without
rest, doctor all the time, take all the vile nostrums advertised, and then you will Want to
know
HOW TO GET WELL—Which is answered in three words—Take Hop Bitters!
One of the greatest statesmen that America
produced, Hon. James G. Blaine, uses
Adamson’s Batontc Balsam in his family, and
indorsee it as a safe and effectual remedy for
ever

MWS& w

dec 5

Men's and Boys’ Glovos from 25 <ts. to $4
The largest assortment in the State.
per pair.
dec2-.lt
Owen, Moore & Co.
Years' Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and

Forty

has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for tbeir children. It relieves tbfe cWld from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind colic. By giving health 4o the child
Price Twenty-five Cents

it rests the mother.

dec3S,M&W&wlj40

bottle.

Fcll assortment Ladies’ Silk Hosiery in
Blacks and colors.
Owen, Moore & Co,
dec2d3t
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful Weekly
is a welcome visitor to the parlor
•ircle. Tbe number for tbe ensuing week has
been reaeived by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D, Wentworth, 593 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

publication

Municipal Court.
JUDGE

Saturday.—Eva Cobb.

KNIGHT.

Intoxication, 24 ofl.nce

Ninety days in conntv jail.
John B. McGinty. Intoxication.

Fined 85 and

costs.

Fined

__

Brief Jottings.
Teachers' meeting this evening. Lecture by
Hon. J. W. DickinsoD, Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education.
Eleveu deaths were recorded in this city the

past week.
A

abreast of

new oil lamp has been
placed
watering trough on Portland street.

Exports the past week foot up 83T9,684135.
The Grand Tiunk has fitted up a wrecking
car for the uso of this division.
Three oranges raised on Elmwood place, in
this city, were exhibited in Senter’s window
One measured 11, another 10J
Saturday.

S

inches in circumference.
Tbo Portland Company has declared a dividend of four per cent., and will add a new
foundry to the works for the manufacture of

car-wheels.
Gen. Brown has lost one of his gray span
congestion, and Mr. Frank Woodbury
bought one of the late Dr. Greene’s horses
from

Saturday.
A child
its

on

in

India street got
lodged
but Dr. Ordway exa

cent

windpipe Saturday

tracted it.
A 8cotcb bark, loading

at

Brown’s wharf,

has an iron frame planked outside but not inside. Her upper works are of teak.
Skating at the rink in Deeriug’s Oaks was
the children Saturday.
Shaw, GodiDg & Co. are enlarging their factory and have put iu a naw 25-horse power engine and boiler, to double their capacity.
We have received the first calendar of tbe
season for 1882, from the Girard Fire Insur-

enjoyed by

Co., represented iu this city by Wm.
Allen, Jr.
Georgia M. Clark of Cumberland Mills, at
the close of her school at Hotel Road, Auburn,
received from ber scholars, a present of a
beautiful Dp table and portfolio.
Schooner Young Sultan, Captain Cushing,
arrived last week with 8,000 weight of fish.
Schooner City Point of Capo Elizabeth, Captain William Cushing, has arrived with 56,They
000 weight of fish from the Cape shore.
•old for two cents poy pound, making a good

ance

The Portland Packing Company have been
looking over the ground in Wells, and have decided to erect buildings suitable for packing
com near the Boston and Maine railroad provided 350 acres of cam can be guaranteed
them

long.
Merris, formerly comedian at Fanny Marsh’s
Theatre, will travel with Michael Strogoff.
Italian Ideals.
O., ,1,

by

the farmers.

The Portland Company will put up a pair of
Urge shears on their wharf to-day.
Mr. John T. Hull, who will soon issue a new
feature.
city directory, will introduce a new

The names will not only appear in alphabetical order, but in addition they will be arranged according to the streets so that one

wishing the

names
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fifth Saturday lecture.
After referring te the faat the mountains
serve as protection, as well »s the cause for hostilities betwoen nation, the speaker said they
had served the former purpose with Italy, a
country that was civilized, when all other nations were barbartus, and had the loftiest
ideals.
The Italian cities were maiuly industrial, devoted to the useful and fine arts and oommerco
Tho civic or political, ideal, that created them
also created a middle class that grow to gioat
This
acquisition of
wealth and influence.
wealth was the second ideal of these cities, and
arwas made subservient to a third ideal—the
chitectural and artistic embellishment of these
cities. The cultivation of the fine arts placed
Italy at the head of all nations. The works of
her artists are tho country’s mausoleums and
monuments. In music the Italians surpassed
all but the Germans. In literature, especially
In scipoetry, thev occupy no second|place.
ence their annals shine with great lustre, and
the
now popular edneation is the object of
country’s solicitude. The Papacy has served
its
from
it
baok
and
keep
to divide the country
When
true ideal of political unity until now.
fully attained Italy wil' have a future more
glorious than the past has been. The sharply
divided classes of society, and the ignorant
for
peasantry have evils fraught with danger
Italy, the conflict between the conservative
a
new
cause
poh
and liberal element* will soon
icy to arise which may cause great trouble. If
France is called upon to restore the temporal
will resist,
power of the Pope, the government
allying itself with Germany, an alliance, the
fear of which may prevent the carrying out of
the programme.

Saturday afternoon’ a party of sailors were
playing cards for the drinks in a saloon at the

foot of India street. During the game a dispute arose and alter considerable loud talk
they went out on the street to “settle it.” One
ol the fellows, named William Thompson,
bailing from Calais, drew his sheath knife and
brandished it over his head. Tho proprietor
of the saloon at the same time stepped oat'of
his door and np to the man with the remark,
“What are you going » do with that knife?”
and at the same time drew off and struck
Thompson full in tha face, knocking him into
the gutter. Thompson aro$9 from the gutter
in a fury of passion and rushed hack to the
sidewalk flourishing his knife, but the assailant and the rest of the party had cleared out
after the blow was struck. Mr. John Kelly,
however, a respectable man and a boiler maker

by

of

parties living

on

a

cer-

tain avenue, will only need to turn to its name
and there obtain the desired information.
The trial of McLean for stealing letters from,
the post office will come up to-morrow. A
W. Coombs, Esq., will appear for the prisoner.
Wet and
Blight snow storm Saturday.
sloeby.Sunday. Mercury 38° at noon yester

day; wind south-west.
The regular business meeting of the Society
of Natural History will be held this evening
to be
A Urge number of Dew members are
A part of the
voted in and others proposed.
will be devoted to the examination ol
evening

numerous donations.

be

At Brown’s stable, on Federal street,
splendid Jersey stock belonging tc
Mr. Pierce
Mr. Blanchard of Cumberland and
ano
of Baldwin. One of the cows cost 5760,
the other S050. A little calf cost 8150.
can

■seen some

Business Changes.
The following'business changes for the wee!
are reported:
Geo. Blake &Son, New Gloucester, formerlj
Geo. Blake; Herbert E. Blake admitted.
Geo. H. Irish & Co., Portland, dissolved; J
W. Smith admitted; firm name as before.

trade at the Portland

Company’s,

was

coming up the street from the Grand Trunk
depot and arrived near the scene of the affray
just al Thompson reached the sidewalk, and
upon him the drunken fellow vented his fury.
He struck him with tho sheath knife, the
blade Cutting a gash three inches long in the
abdomen, and penetrating to the intestines.
Mr. Kelly was taken to Dr. Merrill’s home and
his wound dressed, nine stitches being taken in
it. He was comfortable yesterday bat the
doctor says it will b8 several days before ha
can

Andrew McGlincky. Search and seizure.
$100 and costs Appealed.

the

Stockbridge’s.

Murderous Assault.

Coughs aud Golds.

BBFOkH

at

The Portland Amateur Minstrel Club he’d a
meeting Saturday evening and chose the following officers: 'Manager, George Elwell;
treasurer, Ed. Arrnand; stage manager, J. H'
Symonds. It was decided to give au entertainment early next mouth.
The Ideal Ottera Company will present the
'4Chimee of Normandy” in Portland before

Davis.
Christmas cards—C>rus F. Davis.
Notice to stevedores—Th' mas Boyo*.

a

ready

NOTES.

Eastern Railroad.
Dominion ine steamers.
Display to day—Cyrus P

^0*

interspersed

was

The orchestral
Mr. Qrimmer
and his weil-drilled assistants are entitled to
who
The
ehildren
participated
much praise.
in the entertainment presented a beautiful
series of stage pictures with their bright animated faces, their gay costumes, and their
graceful dances. Altogether the affair was
oae that reflected the greatest credit upon its
originators who have worked s* hard to make
it a complete success.

Thomaeton, S. Delano,
Vinaibaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrllle, J. M. Wall.
Wipcaaset. Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford;s Comer, H. Moody.
Tarmouth. O. R. Coombs.

sssortrLent

fitly illustrated at Portland Theatre Saturday
evening, in the presence of a large and fashionable audience, for the benefit of the children's ward in the Maine General Hospital,
and the performance must have netted a very
AH the varihandsome sum tot that object
in the poem, from the casting to the
final consecration of the bell, wore reoeived
with enthusiastic applause aud a repetition demanded. In seveTal cases the curtain hud to

Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Readriek,

Elegant

Of THE BELL.
of the Bell” wa"

ous scenes

Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dio kens,
Brunswick, B. U. Dennison.
OftmiM-rlaud Mills, F. A. Verrili*
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewi*,
Gardiner, Palmer A Oo.
Gorb*mf J. Irish.
BalUtwell, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lew fctou, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Fall*. A. W. Bridge, F. A. MJllett,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. O. Andrew?.
Sab&ttus, E. H. Johnson.

NEW

Address by Robert Treat Paine.

gSchiller’s beautiful “Soug

M»y be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. «.
Fessenden, Marquis. Brunei A Go., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland*
and

Robert Costello,
Chisholm Bros.,

ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.

MOSIO AND THE) DRAMA.

foretell the result.

arrested by officer Buruhain
and denies the whole affair, saying he had no

Thompson

was

knile and never cat

man

a

in his life.

Obituary.
Kov. Dr. David Shepley, of Providence, KI., died on the evening of Dec. 1st at an ad_
vanced age. Dr. Shepley was born in Solon,
this Stale, and when sixteen years old he began to study for the ministry in an academy at
Saco. Afterwards went to Bowdoin College,
where he graduated in 1825 in the same class
with Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry W.
the Theological
he wits ordained
the next year as pastor of the First church in
Yarmouth, where he remained until 1849.
From September 1851, till June 1862, he
preached in 'Winslow, and then during 1864 in

Longfellow. Graduating at
Seminary in Andover in 1828

Falmouth,

after which he

was

appointed

Pro-

visional Secretary of the Maine Missionary Society. In 1871 tailing health had unfitted him
for active ministerial labor and he became a
Dr. Shepley was
resident of Providence.
chosen as one of the corporation in Bowdoin
College in 1867, and received the degree of S.
T. D. the following year.
George A. Page died on

Thursday in Charlestown, Mass., at the ago of 67 years, after an
illness of six days, caused by pneumonia. The
deceased was a native of Hallowell, Me.,
where he was born Ang. 90, 1814, bat for the
past forty-six years he had resided in CharlesFor thirty-three years he wa3 in the
town.

employ
ness as
row

of Asbbel
a

morocco

Wait, who carried on busidresser at the corner of Ar-

and Front streets.

Accidents.
Mr. F. A. Smith, of Smith & Gage, was out
shooting the other day, and afterwards cleaned
the game. It is thought he must have poisoned his blood in some way durlbg the dressing,
for his hand
Ur. non

is

and

arm

auenuiug

are

fearfully swollen.

mm.

Saturday afternoon, Walter Weeks, a little
boy aged about eight years, son of Joseph
Weeks, fell while playing in a barn on Quebeo
street, and was Tory badly injured.
Mr. Ezra Drew, of tho Merchants Express
Company, got his hand caught botwoen the
express car door and a heavy package, and
split his thumb open on both sides to the bono.
Inflammation pet in and he has had a serious
time with it.
One of the men

employed in Burnham &
factory on Franklin street,

Morrill’s canning
cut the index finger of the loft hand completely off Saturday, while working a stamping machine.

Mrs. Daniel Black,who resides oh Tate street
was Btrock by the pole of one of Robinson’s
hacks Saturday night, in Congress Square, bu
with a severe cut on the back of her
head. The horses became unmanageable, and
the driver could not pull them up in time to

escaped

escape her.
Mr. Ezra Rnssf II, master carpenter on the
Boston & Maine railroad, while superintend
ing some repairs on the railroad bridge here
Saturday, was struck by the cylinder of the
engine on the 0 43 a. m. freight train. He re-

ceived

a

cut on

the hand and several severe

bruises.__
Portland Rolling Mills.
meeting of the corporation of the Port-

At a
land Rolling Mills, held Baturday, the company organized by tho choice of tho following
officers:
President—C. R. Millikon.
Secretary and Treasurer—John W. Leavitt.
Directors—C. R. Milliken, S. E. Spring, H.
N. Jose, J. EL McMullan, of Portland, and Arthur G. Tompkins of Boston.
Mr. Peters, the now superintendent, will
take hold of the mills on the 20th inst., and
the works will bB pushed night and day. There
has never been any trouble about securing
plenty of laborers, on account of the convenience of the location of the mills, tho excellence cf the water, the general bealtbfnlness
of the place, and tho great accommodation in
the way of rents.

State street church was crowded last evenan audience deeply interested in the
On the
work of the Associated Charities.
were Rev. Dr. Hill, Revs. W. Ht

ing by

platform

Fenn, Asa Dalton and J. K. Smythe, with Mr.
J. P. Baxter, president of the Portland Asso.
ciation. The published order of exercises was
adhered to, after which Mr. Robert Treat
Paine, president of the Boston association,who
has devoted himself to this work, delivered a
of an
very exhaustive and admirable address,

Of course, in the space at
hour’s duration.
command, it is only possible to touch upon
the main features of the essay.
The speaker began by stating that the organization of charity means that the wisdom, enwhole comergy and Christian devotion of the
shall be
perfectly developed and
our

munity

as to

brought into complete cooperation so
grapple with every varying need of all the
needy classes, and to achieve the best possible

eradicate the worst phases of pau
perism, the festering sores of all groat cities.
The first work of organizing charity is to
bring many of the chariiable societies, agencies, churches, benevolent men and women
To make cooperainto cordial co-operation.
tion most successful, all the societies must be
left independent; no distinctions of race, color
or creed must be made; no proselyting must be
permitted; no money must be raised and no
Thus the regular charitable
relief given out.
societies will not have their work interfeiod
with. By following these rules the deserving-,
are helped, and ilie dissolute and professional <
mendicants are discovered and reform can be
Two or three out of every ten
attempted.
need kind, steady, generous aid; the same
proportion need strong, stern, judicious repression, while five or six can be raised to independence. If we can rescue the great army
of children growing up into life out of the degraded habits, ignorance and sloth of their parents’ existence and make them self-respecting men and women, we shall accomplish wonders. The sneaker then referred to ibe
opened in Boston, New York and Fhilide4hia
where working women can leave their children for the day to be fed and cared for while
they work.
By these three things are done:
The mother works, the children are cleansed,
made neat and attractive. aDd exert an elevatiug iutlueuco on tue family, and the child is
got into a school where great power for good is
exerted. Is book-learnieg, the glory or danger of the day? The eye and finger are, perhaps, more important to the poor than the
brain; skill in those means the oertaiuty of
rising above poverty. Training schools in the
in laundry work,
use of the sewing machine,
cooking and carpentry are growing in many
cities.
The speaker then gave a detailed account of
the Wayfagprs’ Lodge, which he considered
A
one of the Dost of Boston’s institutions.

results;

to

places

large, old schoolhonse, possessing Urge, airy
dormitories above, eating room and office on
the main floor, and bath-room below; this is
Here people are sent who can’t
the lodge.
pay for a night’s lodging and a meal. The
lodge is open all the year round, and, practiThe men usually
cally, at all hours for men.
apply from 6 to 10 p. m., are questioned in the
ofiice, recorded and numbered, sent below for
a

hot

bath.

Tho clothing is

done up in

a

parcel, with the owner’s number attached, subjected to intense heat in a boiler, which kills
all vermiu, and then left to dry. Each man
has a nightgown and slippers and goes to bed.

Before breakfast each man saws a stent of
wood in the yard, for two hours, to pay for bed
and Jood. He is then given a solid breakfast
and goes to seek work, directed to the Industrial Aid office (a big intelligence office in the

Charity Building

near

by.)

Only

two

men

have refused to work in two years. Prior to
the establishment of this institution wayfarers
were taken to the police station and locked up
in cells like criminals. The lodge began with
160 and ran down to an average of 60 to 80.
Tramps soon learned that in Boston they mast
work and weut elsewhere. Three nights only
Bv this course tho vagabond
can a man come.
element is eliminated and driven ont. The
lodge is gladly patronized by worthy men passing through Boston seeking work, glad to pay
for tbeir lodgings and meals by work. Tbe
Temporary Home for women and children in
Cbardon street, in the same group of buildings,
gives like aid and shelter to females, although
it is harder to find work for them that pays.
It will he seen then, that in the organization of charity its great aim is the building
up of character, without which all else is temI he forporary and trivial and snre to fail
mer uuwise methods of dealing with the poor
have filled New England with paupers until
one oui of every eighteen in the population is
Tiie reintegration of "the family
a ptuper.
horse” should always be kept before us as our
main ultimate object. As elements of character, potent for good, to be taught, we should
enumerate temperauce, thrift, courage, industry, energy and steady habits. Give the poor
friendly counsel, for health, where to go for
medical and surgical advice. Help them out
of damp, unhealthy rooms into purer streets.
Set them up in trade. Help them to be selfsupporting.
As to tbe

methods of organized charity, registration is the first essential. First, by collecting reports of all relief, and all information
by daily, weekly or monthly returns and posting them on cards kept in alphabetical order.
Stcond, by mailing to any society, or person
asking, a reply to their questions, stating who,
if any one is relieving the case they report, or
what society. Thus frauds can he detected.
The practical use 01 registration, then, is that
if the person is not being relieved by any one
that what
you have the pleasure of knowing
If other relief
you can give is really wanted.
Registrais given you learu of the deception.
tion thus aids every private person to give only
to the worthy poor, lessens the labors of the relieving agencies, stops imposture and makes
relief sure.
A long list of statistics were read belonging
to the central office, Boston. The speaker continued by saying ihat the second great branch
erf work done by his society was organizing
work among the poor at their homes by means
of district and ward conferences, paid agents
and a great number of friendly visitors. They
have ten agents and 700 visitors, 7760 registered cases in 1879-80 and 8212 in 1880-81. The
agents' salaries range from 8300 to 8780, and
The district conference
they earn the mouey.
has its own executive committee and its work
is greatly increased in value where some of its
active members are familiar with all the local
charitable agencies.
Friendly visitors aro the
life and soul of ttie society, a good friend to a
poor family is better than alms giving. The
visitors should be patient, cautious, courteous,
and considerate.
The allies in tbe organization of charity mus
be every existing agency for good. They must
be free from jealousy.
They must co-operate
in knowledge, in counsel, in action, in abstaining from interfering with the work which
another visitor, church or society is doing, and
especially in hard and difficult cases. Iu the
Let the friendly visitor
latter try all at once.
and the paid agent get all the facts which can
in any way avail—where the man used to
work and why he left, and if his employer will
give him another chance to reform and work.
Let police bring pressure to bear simultaneousLet the truant-offily, by caution or threat.
cer watch closely and make sure the children
go to school. Give the man kind words, good
cheer, and an offer of work. Cat off all relief. Interest in his children may have opened
his heart to you. Or perhaps you call iu also
the agent of the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children. Iu the last resort, if all
elso fails, break up the family. Send man and
woman to jail and children to reform school,
or, better yet, to new homes, where, free from
contamination, they may grow up good citiWhere one agency alone is almost sure
zens.
to fail, all the agencies adapted to such hard
cases may by co-operation achieve complete sucIt is the only hope, and the hope is
cess.
strong.
The speaker continued: I have described our
machinery. 1 love machinery. What wonders of machinery this agejof ours is inventing
I like to go to the United States mint at Philaselphia aDd see the beautiful gold coin come
out, better than clock work. I like to ride on
the New York elevated rsilroai a win t) it takes
from the time they stop, for the passeugers to
get out and then the new ones to get iu and
the cars to start again, on an average trip, sevI like our associated charily maen seconds
and wish it were more perfect. When
chinery
*1
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Personal.
Miss Emerson has resigned from the Cummings school at Lunt’s Corner, and Miss Gerry
takes her place.
Ur. Charles I). Smith takes the position of
Dr. Stoner at the Marino Hospital during the
latter’s absence.
James E. Eianuagan, of this city, and Paul
Chadbourno, formerly mayor of Saco, have
been added to the list of customs inspectors
for winter service.
Mr. William K. Khodes has been elected by
the Marine Engineers’ Association of this city
to the meeting of the National Assoa

delegate

ciation in Philadelphia Jan. 10th next.
ThiB divisiou of the new telegraph company
will he undor the management of Snperinteudent D. J. Hfcru and Mr. A. C. Preble will
be manager of the Portland office.
T. C. Horsey, Capt. J. B. Coyle and Mr.

Taylor, of the International line,
visited Norwich, Conn., tho past week, whero
they inspected the new Sound steamer City of

Andrew

ting and furnishing
State of Maine.

tne manner in which their programme
has been oarried out and the quality of their
audiences, has always been phenomenal. This
year’s entertainment will eclipse all previous
fashones, and will certainly provo tho most
ionable and interesting military event of the

gards

season. Gov. Piaisted and Gen. Chamberlain
with their respective staffs, Will be present on

tho occasion.
The ball will open with a grand concert from
7.30 to 8.30 o’clock, by Chandler’s full military
with the following programme:
March.

^*ra^tula

Diamonds).4

Overture (Crown
Waltz (Les S'renes)

.Waldtuiel

Selection (from Olivette) .4Sf,aD
Galop (Inauguration).Ripley
The concert will be followed by the Cadets’

exhibition drill, in the following order:
Company Movements
Silent Manual to Music.
SilSnt Bayonet Exercise.
Dflll by the Markers, (Johnson and Skillings.)

Fancy Drill, by Rogers, Hogan at d Cush'n£.
Upton's Silent Manual, by the Champion Eight.
After the drill, will come the dancing, with
grand march at 0.30. The hall will be open at

7 p. m.

Cape Schools.
The Ferry Village schools begin the winter
today, after a vacation of three weeks,
uuder the discipline of tho former instructors'
^r. Geo. F. Henley, and Misses Hutchins,
JjloltoDhouse and Spear. It is needless to say
that the term will be a success, as the mention
term

of the teachers’ names is a sufficient guarantee
of prosperity in their undertakings.
The Knigbtviile schools also commence today
as well as those at those at Turner’s Island and
the High school at tho town house. They will
be under the charge of the same teacher as last
term: Knigbtviile, John Milliken, Prinoipal,
Misses Minnie A. Sawyer and Annie Barnes,
assistants; Turner’s Island, Misses E. F.
Huchius and Annie Watson and the High
school, D. W. Hawkcs, principal and Miss Annie Nichols, assistant.

for use in fittheir new steamer the

some

points

Tbe music was ail that Chandler’s select team
could give, and “all went merry as a marriage
bell”. The ladies looked pretty, dressed tastily and danced sweetly, ana if “Parepa”, the
lamented child of song had been present, either in earthly or spiritual form, I know she
would have sung “Five o’clock in the Morning”. Thus ends, for at least this season, our
Tnanksgiving among the
^

Change of Time on the Railroads.
It will be seen that some changes of time
table are advertised to go into effect on the
Portland
and
Ogdensburg Railroad today. Morning train from Portland continues
The afternoon
at 8.25 o’clock, as at present.
trains will leave at 2.45 o’clock, instead of 2.15.

Morning train in arrives at 11 o’clock, instead
of 11.45, and afternoon train in arrives (1.30
o’clock, instead of 5.57 as formerly.
On the Eastern the 1 p. m. train will leave
at 1.10 p. m. The 12.05 p. m. train from Boston will arrive at 12.30 p.m.
On the Boston and Maine the 1 p. in. train
will leave at 1.10 d. m.
The 12.05 p. m. (rain
from Boston will arrive at 12.30 p. m.
On the Maine Central the 12.30 and 12.40
day trains will leave at 12.45 and 12 53. The
day trains from Bangor will arrive at 1 and
1.03 instead of 12.45 and 12.50.
On the Portland and Rochester the train
which now leaves at 1.25 p. m. will leave at
1.05 p. m. Trains now arriving at 1.10 and
G.10 p. m. will arrive at 1.25 and 5.45 p. m.
Better Carriers’ Report.
The following is the letter carriers’ report for
November, 1881:
DELIVERED.

Letters. 70.302

29,910
Papers. 67,G33

Cards.
COLLECTED.

79,929

31.17L
11,501

Papers

Portland & Ogdensburg.
President Anderson of the Portland & Ogdensburg received a dispatch from Louisville
on Friday last, announcing that the company,
of which he is president, had been admitted to
the great Blue Line combination which embraces so many of the leading railroad corporations in the country. This ([arrangement will
afford the road many faci lities not hitherto enjoyed by them, and will be a matter of satis-

Thanksgiving in the Mountains.
North Conway.
Mr. Editor;—Thanksgiving for every earthly blessing, happiness and enjoyment is always
in season, whether amid the storms and chill-

ing blasts of Winter or in the brightest days of
gentle Spring time, or through the many golden gifts of glorious Summer—days that are full
of life, of hope, and fond anticipations, when
every human heart is touched with a keener

of that divine love that sends its blessthe children of the poor as well as
those of the rich, when the humble dwellers of
the Hills make glad and light with grateful
hearts their own New England homes, and
to

from their own surroundings, among the
charms of country life, within their native
balls, make vale and mountains, ring with
“Welcome home,” “Be it ever so humble
there’s no place like home.”
But m any, alas! very many the changes that
have taken place in this time-honored festival.
The

“Thanksgiving Daysof our grandmothers”

have nearly gone out of fashion, days for
which we longed—and almost counted—which
seemed almost an acre from ono till another
slowly rolled round. We remember them all,
bright, joyous, and full of teuderest memories.
The dear old form of Grandmother Osgood in
her snow-white ruffled oap, with rosy cheeks
and dark, bright eyes! How she always hailed
Thanksgiving morn, and made the day a
world of happiness and enjoyment to all
around her, when aunts Hitty, Polly, Nabby,
Sally, and ancles Sam, Jim and Lewis were
more
than
half
a
there together with
hundred of us cousins around the festive
boards. Alas! most of them are gone, and
"strangers dwell in our cnildbood homes—
there the loved and loving no more may come
as in days of yore; though all that is beautiful,
all that is fair in the beauties of Nature, still
dwelletb there, ’tis our home no more.” But
while the silvery voices of the loving and the
loved are to day “silent in the grave,” while
all the remembrances of dear departed days
well up from the fountains of our heart we
would again twine one more wreath in memory
of them all, add one more “forget-me-not,” and
again thank God for giving us such noble examples of Christian love, of genuine deeds,
and withal true Christian charity, the greatest
Heaven-born gift to the world. In connection
with the subject upon which we have torn hed. it
may not be out of place to speak of 1 otv
unoonrl
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among those who were fortunate enough to sit
down to one of those real, genuine old Thanksgiving dinners under that old time hospitable
roof—the McMillau’p—a name that needs no
introduction to Portland people, for it was at
familiar in the past as“Uncle John” is popular
and wtdespread to-day. Suffice it to say,
what he don’t know about setting a princely
table (every day, Tbaukseiving not excepted)
Mrs. McMillan aud Miss Jennie do.
We are very glad to learn that "Uncle
John” will keep his house ooen through the
winter for the accommodation of all who
would like to view these grand old mountains
We would therefore suggest
at this season.
that it would be very flue to make up select
to
a Sunday, take a sleigh ride
pass
parties
time
and have a good
The
generally.
Portland & Ogdensburg road would doubtless
issue tickets for such parties for one fare the
round trip.
We will not allow this occasion to pass without extending in behalf of ourself and others,
our thanks, first to "Uncle John” and family
—aud also to conductor “Hazeu Osgood” aud
family, for their generous hospitality, in making us both glad aud grateful in two glorious,
well cooked, old fashioned Thanksgiving dinners.
May their shadows|uever be less, and
may they live to enjoy many more like them,
and their years be crowned with Heaven’s
richest blessings to themselves and their children. It would seem that after so much of
good things one might be satisfied, but how
could we resist the extreme politeness of Dr.
J. A. Sweat of an invitation to the ball at
Brownfield on Friday night? We didn’t do it,
but went right down with a delegation from
North Conway and Fryeburg, were driven directly to the Doctor’s fine residence, made
comfortable and happy over an old fashioned
wood fire, sat down again to the third Thanksgiving dinner, or rather supper. Oh, Phoobus!
what shall we say? as the Dutchman would
say, it was a “Pig ting”. Yes, the flavor of
that roast pig “haunts me still.” A most
dainty supper was serveo, aud all, after days of
stuffing "eat well” but could not rise to explain. The ball at the Town House was a grand
Buccess, and again places os all under obligations to our popular young M. D. whose perseverance aud enterprise, assisted by the village
lads and lassies rnado everything complete.
There were present some fifty couples, the
larger part being scholars of only this term.
They danced finely for beginners and we don’t
wonder that "Gee*’ felt a little proud of them.
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DISPLAY TO-DAY

Holiday, Wedding and Birthday Gifts.

cyrusIevdavis,
Art Store, 598 Congress St.

eodlw

decs

'eenosEE

ver>
offer a
at a lower
ever been nan.
es before in this c
buy Plushes until
examined this lot.

ELEGANT OBJECTS OF ABF,
for

Bailey

R

a

'•mission
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An aged tramp, name, res'donce and destination unknown, put up on Tuesday with Mr.
Mial Witliam, of Raymond, During the night
he was taken violently sick and he now lies In
a critical condition at the house of Mr. David
McLellan, cared for by the overseers of tbe
poor of Raymond. He gives his name as Stevens and his residence as Portland, but there
are reasons for
believing that both are incorrect.

.-_^=

—

Hi

about 9 o'clock. When fouud he had been
dead some hours and his face and hands were

frozen.

259 Middle Street,
will

LINCOLN COUNTY.

this, Friday,

open

morning

The postmaster at Waldoboro has been reprim inded by the Post OiBco Department for
allowing the mail messenger to present mail
matter at tbe cars outside the locked pouch in
violation of Section 407 of the Postal Laws
and Regulations. This practice has grown out
of the spirit of accommodation shown by the
messenger t those people wht^ are too late to
get their letters properly mailed at the post

immense

an

MELINERY
ROODS.

last John Patterson, of Bangor,
on board schoonor
a seaman
Lucy Ames, of
Rocklard, off Townsend, while shaking out a
reef from the main sheet was knocked overboard by the slattiog of the sail and drowned.
A line was thrown to him, of which he took
no notice; a boat was
also seDt to his rescue,
and two men in it grasped the drowning man,
but he was perfectly helpless and slipped from
their hold and sank. He was probably stunned
by his fall.

Don’t

Go North, South, East or West, and you will
find Coughs and Colds at this season of the
year. A remedy which never fails to give satisfaction is Dr. Bull’s Congh Syrup. Price 25
cents.

cold, and severe suffering is the result.
say, “Don't use medicine, and it will soon
That may bring about the desired rewear away.”
sult in some: but very few have sufficient physical
strength to throw off a severe cold, without the aid
of some good balsam, and we should certainly recommend something of the kind. One of the best
ever introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
Neglect

a

Some

preparation long
Cherry and Tar,
speedy and certain re'ief of coughs, colds,
1 he pecusore throat, hoarseness, bronchitis, &c.
liar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasant and soothing ingredients makes it easy to
take, speedy te relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.
Physicians prescribe wild cherry and tar as remedies f r pulmonary affections and if you give Dr.
of Wild

known

a

for the

Cherry and Tar a trial you
get elief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 60
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co.,
30
Portland.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild

will

they

were

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

show:

10 Doz. Fnr Felt Bonnets, in pearl,
cream and white, at 75 cents,
former price $1.50.

Trains l eave Portland.
l>atlv ^Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newbcryport, baiesa, Lynn and boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
AepeciJi Sleeping Oar will be
ready for oeoupancy in Portland staiion, at 9.00
y< r». and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready until 1 11
a.

p. m.
At 8 45

m.

Remember the mark-down
we have just made on all
fine

our

Trains leave Boston.
At 8JIO a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.80. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. in. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. ana trails leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
yo. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping!
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points Went and
Month may be had of J. M. P'r^nch, Ticket Master, i
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office I
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Oar Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIU S TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T»c«et AgeiA
O, w. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

dtf

dcc5

___

DOMINION LINE.
this Line will
run during the winter soaton
fortnightly between this port and
Live? pool. The vessels are Cl* de
bui t. ful powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers
Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to thoso desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
DOvilNlON, C pt. Reid.,,...9th Dec.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.23d Dec.
The steamers of

ONTARIO, Capt. Williams...Oth Jan.
BATES OF

PASSAGE.

colo.’s,

STUDLEY,

A larare lot ol Bich Black Ostrich
5

Ostrich

Shaded

Rich

Doz.

Colors,

at the lowest

Black and Shaded Ostrich
in great variety.

Also

Tips

Rich Fancy, Brocade and Plush
Ribbons
at half the nsual

prices.

SI. L

•JtfC.- MtC.
a.

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.-—For all stations, through to Bur-

liugtou,

Suniilou. Illanirenl nod

Ogdt HH-

burg.
'2 4) p. in.—For F&by&n’e and intermediate sta-

t).

H AM LLTON

Sup’t.

Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.decSdtf

Christmas Cards.
A very Choice Assortment

cyrus~fTdavis,
593
dec5

Congress
°

Street.
eodtf

meeting.

stockholders

Stockholders of the

THEEASTERNMent'ng
TELEGRAPH COMPANY, will be
of
of ihe

Annual

Augusta,
City
Augusta House,
WEDNESDAY, the twenty-first day of December,
at teu o’clock A
M., for the purpose of

held

at

the

in

the

instant,

electing a board of dire tors tor tho ensuing year
and the ransaciion of any other business which
may legally come before 'he meeting.
FRED E, RICHARDS, Clerk.
deo5u2w*

PORTLAND, Deg. 7,1881.
VT7 E hereby notify all lumber stevedores or conT ▼
tractors on lunger ships that the following
prices will he charged for handling lumber on and
after the above date, namely: 30 cents an hour for
holders; 25 centH for wharimen.
(Signed)

THOMAS BOYCE,
Vice President P. L. S. B. S.

dec5-d3t

-OF-

UNBLEACHED
in vast

COTTONS

Quantities, CHEAP, at

HORATIO

STAPLES

To Let.
High and Plcafan
streets, lately occupied by Dr. Green.
JOHN RAND.
dec3 d2w is

THE

house

on

tho

corner

of

Dividends to Policy Holders on
^Premiums Terminating in 1880

4© PER CENT.

Thirty days

Paid in

After Proof.
J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vies President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,

RAVEN,

Sd Vice President.

To Perns Desiring Insurance.
ROLLINS & ADAMS
doing ps well for their custom-

arc

In matter of insurance
any oilier Agency in Portland.
ers

DOXGOLA BOOTS, water

ns

oetildti

ROLLER SKATES!
IOE SKATES,

Club, Ladies’ and Gents’
Boys’ Skates.

Roller Hkntes of different make*. Also,
Ike Winslow's Patent Roller Nkaie, beat
Roller Skate in the market.

PARLOR GAME OF B1LLIARDETTE.
Finest Parlor Game In the market.

$8.00, 13.00, 15.00.

Wholesale Department is a.w fu
complete, and vre offer special inducemenu to Wholesale Buyers of Christmas
Roods.
Oar

and

proof.

Grand Opening in Retail Department December
1st, at which time we shall be able to show
the finest and largest stock cf
cne ol
Chi i»tniM» €*ooil« in New England.

and Children.

The public are earnestly invited to
tion, whether intending to purchase or

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen, Ladies
WATERPKOOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
FRENCH
CALF

Chas.

examina-

an

not.

Day, Jr., & Co.
—.

EPROMS.

E. T. MERRILL.

ing,

brushing.

always

M. GL

reasona-

ble.

nov30

Linen
dtf

FLANNELS

XI oratio

iuuuj

ijuauucn.

Staples,

From $2.25 up to genuine
all wool Blankets at

$tO

a

Horatio

pair.

Staples.

HEAD

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and Nautical Store, removed to

No. 51

old

stand_

QUARTERS
for

A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and
riety of

great vaimported
a

Cards.

Also,

Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid

Thanksgiving,

Birth

the crowd.

Exchange street,

directly opposite their

Towels,

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Removal.
William Senter &

Damask

HORATIO STAPLES’

BLANKETS!

BLANKETS!

PALMER,

Size 23 by 43 inches, Weight 7 1-2
ounces, plump. Place

__

auu

Market.

_eoatf
MAMMOTH

4|

in Uli cuiurs

easy

MIDDLE STREET.
230
novSl

/

DRESS

Donga

polishes

best and

prices

sepftdiu.l

FRANK B. CLARK,
STORAGE FOR CARRIAGES.

Bookseller and Stationer,

Good storage for the winter

can

be

had at the

515

HORSEAND CARRIAGE MART,
32 & 34 Plum St.

nov26

d?w

Notice.

Manufacturer’s Remnants

dtf

SPECIALTIES.

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.45 a. mi.—From F*-by*B’8 and Bartlett.
in.-From
6.30 p.
Burlington aid ©wanton.

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

259

after Monday. DeccBibcrSth, 1881,
further notloe paeienger train*
will run as follows:

7.

SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
187 MIDDLE STREET.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
nov21
M,W,&F2w
W
Hafid
Boots
Kid,
Sewed
for Ladies.
Undervests and Drawers at lowest
LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
MIDDLE
STREET.
possible prices.
American
eod2w
French and
i!ec2
STAPLES.
HORATIO
Kid and Goat.
The only stock of fine, fancy
REST
SLIPPERS in Maine.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
YOUR
Boots in Calf, Straight,
EYES
Goat and American Kid.
Fine
Holbrook’s
On
An elegaut assortment of Embroi- DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
in
Boots
style,
every
dery Patterns in Slippers, SlipFrench h id and Patent
sold only by
per Cases, Towel Racks,
for Gentlemen
Leather
Ottomans,
Screens,
and Boys.
Foot Rests, Rngs,
etc., Zephyrs,
Misses’ French Kid School
Crew Is,
you forget those Common
Boots with low heels: Don’t
Sense Bools. E. T. iWEHRIEE
PatAppliqne
is making a specialty of
very serviceable.
terns, Embroidery
them.
Colored Boots and Slippers
Chenille, Etching Silks
THEM
and all articles pertaining
for Ladies and Children.
to a first-class Fancy Work DeBoots!!.
Nubian
Waterproof Black- Those
partment. Our goods are the very
without The most
flitting and Durable Stock in the

_Until

N.25

BOSWORTfl,

TIME.

OF

water-borne.

and

253 Middle Street.
novl9

5 Doz Plain

ONLY.

This Company will taka risk* at their offlee, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and Issna
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

Acme

at low-

est

For passage, &c.. app’y to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

CHANGE

RISKS

cents to $1.25,

Cab'n... SSO.O"! Gold.
Cabin return...$9**.00 Gold.

Ob and

OF NEW YORK,
AGAINST MARINE
INSURE

A. A.

a. m.

points.

ern

Mutual Insurance Co.

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
leb9dlmteodllnUtw6wfl
Fab. 9, 1881.

better value
ever before offered in
than
5 Doz. Beal Beaver Top Trimmed
Hats 75 cts., former price $2. this city. Don’t spend your
until you have ex20 Doz. Trimmed Derby 75 cents, money
our stock and learnamined
$1.00 and $1.25.
ed our prices.
10 Doz. Satin Bound Derby 87 1-2

for Cape Elizabeth. Scar boro,
Ke nebuuk Wells; North and

Saco,
South
Biddeford,
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division- Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Lynn. Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p m. for Cape Elizabeth, .'carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells. North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern and West-

ATLANTIC

Losses

makes them

Bonnets,
prices.

■■■■■-*=—

$12,608,356.71

15 Doz. Trimmed Felt Newports,
$1.25, former price $1.75.

prices.
4

■■

ASSETS,

Garments

Plames.

At

INSURANCE

$5,738, ©‘2*.3

DRESSGOODS

Plnmes.

_.J'i&rl ii'iJi

or

25 Doz. Moscow Beavers, in all
colors, 25 cents, former price
75 cents.

in ail

-*n-

clock a.
ocLMtt

o

Consignments solicited.

Total Amount of Premiims for the Year

of any kind until you have
examined our stock.

20 Doz. Fine Felt Hats, in pearl,
cream and white, at 75 cents,
former price $1.50.

-ON

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

ui.

soon as

Children’s

Beal Full Napped Beaver Hats and

Eastern Jtailroad.

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera.
Saturday, commencing at 10

dise every

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

bought at ruinous low prices and will
be sold at great bargains, as
the following price list will

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

buy

Ladies’
As

BAILEY,

Black and Colored
Plush
finish, something
and
a good imitation
new,
of a fine Plush, at onefourth the price.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

Tuesday

Hnligrootu IN Exc.
V. O.

SILK VELVETS,

Skillings.
On

F. O. 1».
Auctioneers and Co*.

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we shall
sell cheap.

stock of NEW

Wm. E. Skillings & Co. are moving their
spool and bobbin machinery from BnrliogtoD,
Vt., to Bethel. They will have twelve spool
finishing machines running by the first of
April, requiring 1,500,000 feet of white birch
annually to supply them. They also advertise
for 500,000 feet of yellow birch, white and rock
maple, in sled lengths, the white birch in four
feet lengths. They will carry on their busisteam mill, owned by Mr.
ness in the Bethel

dec5 dl w

SILKS

,

COUNTY.

One day last week Mr. Alden Plummer, of
Hope, went into the woods, telling his wife he
should be at home by 3 o’clock; and not having returned at 5 she sent some one to fiud
him. One after another joined in the search,
until tbe number was increased to nine, when
they beat the woods but did not find him till

A

COLORED

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

KNOX

mi«i e»

,.

STATE NEWS.

sense

ings

I

pany’s fund.
Mr. S. L. Purinton slaughtered two last
spring pigs the other day, weighing, in the agPgregate, 636 pounds.

The ladies connected with the hospital entertainment wish to thank Miss Bryant and

the Bell.”

Afternoon

’"‘"•pssi
'F. 0.

obliged to go to Cornish to look after the interests of their evaporator at that place, as Mr.
King, the agent there, has absconded and taken with him, it is said, a quantity of the com-

Card.

Miss Bartlett ol the Cecilia Club, and Mr.
Seward, the professor of elocution, for their
valuable services Saturday evening, not for
getting Mr. Gilbert or Major Bean, and all
others who so kindly aided in the success of
the tableaux illustrating Schiller’s “Song of

Pllish"

"J*

Limlngrton Items.
Liminqton, Dec. 3,1881.
Andrews & Co.'s evaporator, at this place
has been shut down the past week, in consequence of Mr. Foss, the agent here, being

faction to all interested in Portland’s welfare.
A

’Ctl

On
n1tv

OXFORD COUNTY.

Wesley Sawyer.

Letters
Cards

NEW AD\ERT1SI

Highlands^

-O'** --J

Misses Margaret Pillsbury and Sarah Gould in
charge. At Cape Elizabeth Depot Miss Carrie Gilmore will resume her duties as teacher.
The school in the town honse district commenced last Monday under the oharge of Mr.

“V..

“mui

sends Christian friend into Hevery home of
need. It sends him or her there, to do all that
money and
a friend can do; not to do harm by
coal and clothes and food, tempting the occupants to lie down on you. Its object is to enable you to do good; to study what you cau do; to
get all the facts and go back to the conference
and there consult and decide what is the thiDg,
the very best course to take, with just that particular family, in just these circumstances in
view to put them permanently on their ioet.
Wlien our machinery cau stop fraud, discourage vice and idleness, and send a friend
into every needy home, make sure that the
magic of our charitable machinery will be,
strong, beautiful and simple.
lu conclusion the essence of the society is
thorough system, investigation, and preservaIt* makes permanent
tion of information.
character, teaches self help, saves children, and
brings the whole community into diviner relations withj.heir suffering fellowmop.

Worcester to obtain

Portland Cadets.
Since their organization, twelve years ago,
It has been the custom of the Portland Cadets
to give an annual ball, usually accompanied
by an exhibition of their military skill, and
the success of their entertainments, both as re-

—

i

snaues

)rice than has!

partnership heretofore exffeting betweeu
George H. Irish and Samuel S Powesland.
under the firm name and style of George H. Irish
& Co., is hereby dissolved, having this day disposed of my "entire interest in the stoCK of g-xids. store
fixtures, notes and accounts due to the said firm,
to John W Smith, who will continue the groceiy
business with said Irish, under firm name and stylo
of George H. Irish & Co., as before.
GEORGE U. IRRH,
SAMUEL S. POWE -LAND.
decl dlw
Portland, Nov. SOtb, 18S1.

novO

salboro’, Mo

aug20isdfim I

given

to

Difficult Fe t,

E.T. MERRILL

Goods I
Prices in Children's
Low
Children's Soring Heel Extension Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

Startlingly

Misses’ Solid Leather
School Boots, $1.00
octn
_d“_

FRENCH

DRESS GOODS.
Plain and Brocade Silks, Satins. Surahs
and Velvets, Merveilleux, Rhadames,
Shawls.
Cloakiugs,
Plushes,
Skirts, Table Linens, Blankets, Flannels Quilts. Cas-

llo-icry,
slmeies,
Gloves, Buttons.
Fringes,
Trimmings, Laces, Yams, Small Wares,
&c. Best assortment. Best goods.
Lowest prices. Ladies’ & Gents’
Meriuo Underwear at 50c,
worth 75c.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
Jll Congress Street.^
WM.

M.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
Winter lintels and Drawers

THE

SURECUR^O^DRDNKESNESS”

Congress St.

Great attention

from 25 cts. and upward.

HORATIO STAPLES
~

W. YV. SHARPE & CO.,

Advertising
a

FABH BOW,
Advertisements

written
free ofs

A rents,
SEW VOBK

appropriately displayed

and proof, given,
The leading [tally and
ekly Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on hie for the accomAdverttaere.
of
modation

V .-inters’ TCxchaase,

111

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Vine Job Printing a Specialty.
Onisra oy mail or la person promptly attorned t*.

Pitrtlcnlnr attention paid to H

Pamphlet Printing

k

and

TnThStl

MISS LADD. Dren Maker, No. 1M 1-3
t'ongreaft Sircri.
Particular attention given to fitting and doslgnina
bridal
work for home flniali. Sieoial j-latcs for dlw
(loco
and mourning ord«n.
f~

—

T IE PBES&
[Harper’s Uozar.]

A Dinner Card.

Became

‘Madame est servie.”
As tbe.low voice of the well-trained servant fallenher ear, Mrs. Atherton Huntley
slightly turned her head and gave one swift
1 glance toward her husband.
| Mr. Huntley, whom long years of practice
had rendered iKsrfoctln his metier of host,
1

«■

comprehended the almost.imperceptible signal, offered his arm to Mrs. Elphinstone,
with whom he was talking and moved toward'the door. The conrtiiny followed in a
softly-rnsliing procession, Mrs. Huntley
bringing up the reajp- on the arm of Aleck
Deut, her husband* junior partner, freshly

returned from China, and the guest of the
evening. There was no confusion as to
place. Mrs. Huntley had reduced dinnergiving to a science, and each least detail
j^ivas carefully planned and provided for. A
a
smile, a gesture of a lilac gloved
hand, and each person was at his appointed
a table spread in the wondrous
seat at table
fashion of the day, and to whose adorning
had gone all the resources and the lavish appliance of modern decorative art.
The faintly tinted and heavily embroidered clotb was overia'd here and there with
lengths of linen, transparently fine and
edged w ith priceless old lace. A multitude
of tapers, rose red or green, each with its
little lace trimmed shade, cast their pale
glows on the low bauk of flowers which ran
me table’s length, on the altermte tire and
iridescence of many liued glasses, and the
jewelled gleam of Silviatis decanter and
salt cellars. Beside each lady’s plate stood
an arrangement of choice roses in the form
of a horseshoe; for every gentleman was a
boutonniere of lilies; aud upon the napkins
lay exquisite dinner cards of white silk,

•^od,

I_

J

..

...ItU

.-1_1

r.i..Uto

Such dinner tables are too common in the
luxurious life of to-day to attract special attention from those to whom they are customary spectacles. But Aleek Dent had
gone to China before the tide of modern
luxury had risen to half-flood, a> d was too
lately returned to have grown wonted to its
He admired and spoke his adexhibition.
miration—admired the arrangement of the
flowers, the beautiful gla*s, the perfect
adaptation of detail to effect; and Mrs.
Huntley listened to his euiogiums with
pleasure It was an old story to her, hut
women do not easily weary of hearing their
household gods extolled.
“What a land of luxury it has grown to
be!” he went on. “What pains are lavished
on the merest trifles!
This card, even”—
picking up the one at the side of his plate—
—“why, it is a little work of art, really-

charming.”

Mrs.
“So
is,” admitted
Huntley.
“Tltose people at the Decorative Art Sociehave
the
loveliest
do
things. A great
ty
many of their designs are made by real arit

tists. you know.”

“But I don’t know. There was no Decorative Art Society when I went away,”
replied Aleck, still studying the silken painting intensely. As he looked a sudden
thought seemed to come to him. His eyes
gave out a swift sparkle, then set as though
seeing a vision. For a brief moment he was
oblivious of the very existence of his handThis was the picture that
some hostess.
Aleck Dent’s mind was looking at: A room
iu a stately city house; a girl seated in a bay
window shaded with amber curtains, painting flowers at a little table; himself, a raw,
sensitive boy, seated near her, his hat on his
knees—watching the sheen cast by the amber light on her satin-smooth hair, watching
the long lashes which shaded her eyes, the
slender fingerB which played rather nervously with the paint brush—struggling not
to speak, wretched at the enforced silence,
at the sense of coming separation. It was a
picture which had frequently risen before
his mind during the 10 years of his absence;
but what had revived it now? He studied
the dinner card to find out.
Cyclamen! Yes, it was a group of cyclaMorris was painting that
men that Evelyn
Haremembered it perfectly
last morning.
There was something in the graceful
now.
little picture that recalled her style—the
cboiceness and charm which seemed inseparable from all that she touched or did. And
just, at that moment two tiny letters caught
his eye traced in the shadow of a leaf—“E
SI.” Could they stand for E— Impossible!
and yet—
leu

years

uau

uvugui

lu« raw

uuy

wuriu-

wisdom. His pause of retrospect took
him much less time than I have occupied
iu telling, and he recovered himself in time
to betray nothing to his brignt-eyed hostess.
Soup aud chablis bad been followed by fish
aud entries, before, with skilfull inadverence
he re'urned to the subject of the din-

ly

ner

card.

“Who creates these

suppose?” he queried.
“All sorts of people,

dainty things,
no

do you

doubt. They don’t

tell unless you ask, and perhaps not then;
but I never thought to ask. I presume a
great many things are the work of poor ladies who are glad to earn a little something
under the rose.”
“And at'- all these on the table by the
same hand?’’
“Oh, yes, they come in regular sets, ten
a
dozen
or
dozen
and
a
or
a
silk
ones
in
These
half
each.
are awfully dear—but then they are the
prettiest I ever saw. Therese, please show
your card to Mr. Dent. He has been so long
in China that he isn’t used to such vanities
as ibe rest of us are.”
“
lon’t you use dinner cards in China?”
asked Therese, otherwise Mrs. Denham, a
handsome, sleepy blonde, with a fringe of
oddly-colored hair falling above her eyes.
She outdid her commission, for she borrowed
her neighbors’ cards left and right, aud
placed half a dozen of the pretty things with
in Aleck’s reach while she spoke.
“I suppose we must have something of
the sort, but not like these, or surely I should
have noticed them,” he replied, as he studied the cards, The subjects were various—

spray of-wild azaleas; a woodbine tangle
with an elf balanced therein as in a swing;
a lily with a sleeping fay in its cup; a curve
of jasmine framiug in a reach of sea and
Each atd all bore the impress
one tiny sail.
of the same delicate taste, and in every one
—in the darkest leaf of the lily, beneath the
shadow of the woodbine swing and the crest
of the breaking wave—appeared the same
faintly traced E. M. Aleck Dent studied
them with an interest which made his neighbors smile; then, recollecting himself, he
pushed Hi*-m aside and the conversation
shifted to other matters.
It was not till the ices had come and gonp
that he ventured on the question which,
through all the progress of the dinner had
been uppermost in his mind.
“By the way, what has become of the Edward Morrises? Miss Morris married long
ago, l suppose?”
The Edward Morrises. Let me think.
It is so long a time since I heard anything
about them.”
“Are they not in the city, then?”
“Oh, no! Didn’t you know that? Mr.
Morris lost all his money, and they went
away. Where did they go? I heard at the
time, but it is so long since.”
“Mr. Morris! Why, they called him a
a

vnllli. noirfl

TTnur

pnnlH

1)0

IrtQO

nil

llifl

money?”
“Oh, it

was (hat horrid business of the—
railroad. I never can recollect such
things. Atherton will tell you all about it.
It made an immense disturbance at the time
aud R iberl Morris—the other brother, you
know—was found to have forged an immense
quantity of stock or bonds, whichever it
was, and ever so many people were ruined
by it, or would have been had not Edward
Morris sacrificed everything to buy up the
forgeries and save the family credit. But it
took all he had to accomplish it. Arrd after
that they sold that lovely house of theirs
and went away to some little place—in Jersey, I think; or was it Connecticut?—some
little cheap place, anyway, and there they
have been living ever since. I met Evelyn at
dinner once; it was about four years ago, 1
think. She was staying in town for a few
days, but I forget with whom. She was a3
handsome as ever. It does seem a thousand
pities—doesn’t it?—that such a pretty girl
should he shut up in a poky country village
where no one sees her.”
“And you are sure she has never marsome

ried?”

“Oh,

no; certainly not.
there for a girl to marry

What chance is
in

a

place

like

that?”
as
or
it Connecticut?”
thought Aleck; hut he noted a certain gleam
amused
of
interrogation in his hostess’s
bright eyes, and having no desire to arouse
which
or sharpen any latent suspicious
might be in her mind, he dropped the subject. None the less was he mindful to slip
into bis pocket, when they rose from table,
the silken trifle which might prove a clue to
lead him to the hope relinquished so long
ago. Evelyn Morris unmarried! He could
hardly credit the tidings.
That she would, must marry some man
her equal in wealth and worldly position,
become the mistress of a splendid home and
shine a star- of constantly increasing magnitude in the social sky, had been a fixed part
of his boyish creed. He believed it absolutely, aud it had availed to keep him silent
when his heart would fain have spoken.
What had he to offer the brilliant girl at
whose feet ali the treasures of earth seemed
laid? A pair of strong hands, a heart that
loved her, such good or evil fortune as might
He
chance to he his portion- that was ail.
was very much in love, this young Aleck
Hem '>l ten years ago; but he. was wise beyond the fervor of his years, and he had
calmly reviewed die situation. Why should
he -peak? Why should he trouble this exquisite creature with what must prove only
vain complaint—an empty appeal? As well

“IVew

Jersey,

■

ask some bright, paiTPWar niinet to come
to earth ami servcd|^HIhmina»ion to a mud
hovel as to ask liof tt^^har/' his uncertain
fate. So he sailo^fcaav, no words spoken,
and carrying witll^Mllie bitter conviction
that good luck,
at all, would come
too late for auyBrope of winning this ono
chief good whiclt his heart craved.

Good luck came in its own time. He
stood again iu New York, at 31, a rich man,
prospered beyond his wildest dreams and
He had liked
holding an assured position.
many girls during the ten years of his abbeen
half
in love with
had
even
lie
sence ;
one or two; but the memory of Evelyn Morris had been a spell potent enough to prevent him overleaping the other half. He was
free still—a freedom he had hardly rejoiced
in till that day, when in his incredulous ear
rang the news that his early love was still

unmarried.

For two or three days after the Huntley
dinner he went about like a man in a droain
Everybody was ready enough with histories
of the great forgery, but no one could tell
him anything about the Edward Morrises or
The Robert Morrises
their whereabouts.
were in Europe, living under arxiloud, no one
exactly knew where. By what seemed fatality all the families whom he recollected as
intimate with the Morrisies were abroad just
then, or in Florida, or scattered by the
changes which tcu years had wrought. No
one seemed to have cared to acquaint themselves with the movements of the ruined
family. The little ripple caused by their departure soon subsided. People easily forget
in the busy life of cities, and all this had
happened nine years b fors.
Ii' dispair Aleck Dent at last betook himself to the rooms of the Decorative Art society, and produced his dinner card. Could
they tell him the name and address of the
person who painted that? He was anxious
to—to order some others like it.
‘‘I will take your order, sir,-’ said the business-like young secretary. “You will please
give me your name and address.”
But this was by no means what Aleck

“Thanks; but I should prefer to commudirectly with the artist.” Then seeing a surprised displeasure in the face suddenly turned upon him, he made haste to
add,'“The order will of course be given in
the usual way, through the society, but it is
indispensable that I should have a personal
interview with the designer.”
The young secretary looked puzzled. She
tapped her book with a pencil, and was silent for a moment, evidently balancing the
proprieties. Then, as the door opened, she
exclaimed, with sudden relief: “Oh, there’s
nicate

Mrs. Curtis now;
and I’ll ask her,”

me

excuse

a

and hurried

moment,
the

across

room.

the new-comer walked

Presently

straight

up to Alec« Dent.
“Miss Dunn tells me that you are desirous
of an interview with one of our correspondents on the subject of dinner cards,” she
said. “Personal interviews are not usual in
such commissions, nor are they at all needful—if the cards are really all that you wish
to talk about;” and the lady flashed upon
him a maguificent'pair of Irish eyes, blue,
with black lashes, and full of the peculiar
faciuatiou which sometimes accompanies
the possession of short sight. “I can furnish
you with a set of cards on silk, painted by
the same person, and exactly like |these, but
with different subjects, which we happen to
have for sale at this moment. Will that anyour purpose?”
There was a mingled archness and soft
sweetness in the manner which was infinitely captivating, and which won Aleck to sudswer

den confidence.
“No, that will not

at all,” he said.
“I don’t care specially about the cards, but
I am anxious to see the artist, and verify a
suspicion I have that she is a friend of
answer

mine.”

He was amazed afterward when he remembered his own frankness of speech.
The lady listened with an interest which
seemed to divine a moaning beyond his
words.
“I will be frank in my turn,” she said at
last, her beautifiv eyes full of the sympathy
which a love tale, revealed or suspected, al“Evelyn
ways excites in a true woman.
Morris did paint those cards. She was a
favorite of mine always, and wheu this society was started I wrote, urging her to turn
her (talent for painting to account through
us.
They are greatly reduced in circumstances, as you may have heard, and she was
glad to take my advice. Their quiet life gave
her plenty of leisure, and her things always
sell, they are so choice and so exquisitely

done.”

“IiiHpp.I

T flhnnld think

p.n.

Whfifft do ihfi

family live?”

“1 think I may tell you, though they prefer to keep their retreat a secret from most
people. It is at Neriton, a village in southIt is an out-of-the-way
ern New Jersey.
place. You have to take three railroads to
there
is a long drive besides.
get there, and
I wish you might have time to go down and
see them.
They have few visitors, as you
may .suppose, and an old friend will be a

treat.”

do so.”
“When you return,” continued Mrs. Curtis, “perhaps you will kindlgycome to see me
and tell me something about Evelyn, whom
I have not seen for nearly two years, though
we are continually corresponding about dinner cards and the like.
“A thousand thanks,” taking the card she
offered him. “It will be a great pleasure to
do so.”
“You begin with the New Jersey Central,
aud change twice, but I can’t tell you where;
you will have to learn that on the road,”
went on his new friend. Then with a glint
of fun in her mobile face: “Good by, Mr.
Dent; don’t lose your way. Neriton, I have
always heard, is a very hard place to reach,
and an equally hard place to get away
from.”
So, indeed, Aleck found it. A long day of
“I shall

certainly hope to

slow, jolting railway travel, with continual
stops aud frequent changes, ending with a
drive of miles over sandg roads, brought him

to Neriton; aud once there, he was in no
hurry to come away. Evelyn Morris at 29
was no whit less charming in his eyes than
in the early bloom of 19. Nay, time had

lent a further charm, a soft courage, a ripened gentleness, and amid the simple refinment of her surroundings her beauty beamed with added lustre. Aleck gazed at her
with a wonderment which he could hardly
conceal. By what inconceivable good fortune bad this lovely creature remained till
29 unmarried? It could,not be for lack of
suitors. Even if, like the poet’s star, “confined in a tomb,” some eye, he was sure,
must detec and covet the treasure. What
happy chance had saved her for him—and
was L for him? That was the question
which he longed to ask, nut dared not

yet.

In a single week all the friendly relations
of old times seemed restored. Aleck secured
a lodging in the village, aud spent as many
hours a day as he dared in the society of his
love. Always the same gentle welcome met
him as he sat by Evelyn’s side, aud she
wrought ot her dainty handicrafts; their
talk bridged the long interval of separation,
and the old time sense of intimacy revived,
blent with a new fascination as each recognized in the other the qualities which ten
years had matured and ui folded. Day by
day Aleck’s hopes strengthened, but with
the misgivings of a true lover he delayed,
loth to break the blessed peace and certainty
of the moment by a rash orpermature word.
At last he spoke, taking the dinner card for
—

*

“You see,” be ended, “this way my clew.
It helped me to find you. And now that I
have found, I will not believe that I ever
must lose you again. I have loved you for
ten years, without
daring to hope that
l should ever have the chance to speak my
love. Now, Evelyn, dearest, tell me my

fate. ”
She did not

answer in words, but she put
her hand in his. and her eyes were full
of happy tears. lie drew his arm round
the slender waist, and as he stooped for his
“At
first lover’s kiss, she murmured,

last!”.
“At last?” he said, surprised.
“At last,” she repeated. “Oh, dear Aleck,

foolish Aleck, did you

never guess

that when

_

[Providence Journal.]
Planets in December.
Mars is morning star till the 2Gtb, and then
evening star the rest of the month. He wins
the place of honor for the month, for he reaches

during its progress the

most

interesting epoch

in his course, his opposition witli the sun.
Tliis event, so auspicious for terrestrial observers, comes off at midnight on the eveniug
of the 26th. Mars then dons his brightest
the
phase, for lie is at his nearest point to us,
earth being directly between him and the sun,
the three bodies being in a straight line. When
say that Mara is nearest to us at opposition,
we speak in general
terms, the fact being that
at some oppositions he is much nearer than at
others. The reason for this is that Mars moves
we

in a very eccentric orbit, and when in perihelion is twenty-six million miles nearer the
than when in aphelion. If, therefore,
sun
an opposition occur when Mars iBiu perihelion,
he will be just as much nearer the earth, and>
about thirty-tivo million miles distant

only

the nearest approach the two planets ever
make. If an opposition occur w hen Mars is in
aphelion, ho will be just so much farther from
the earth, about sixty-two million miles distant. The oppositions that occui in AuguBt
and September are the most brilliant; those
that occur in February and March are the
least brilliant. The result is that Mars is
than four timeB as bright wneu an opponear his perihelion than when
Few observers
one occurs near his aphelion.
of the stars will fall to recall the superb aspeot
more

sition occurs

of Mars at the

opposition

of the otb of

Septem-

ber, 1877, which took place only nine days
after the planet had passed poriholion. Not
only was our near neighbor in his most brilliant phase, but one of tho great telescopic discoveries of the present century was made.
Professor Hall, observing the planet through
the telescope of the Naval Observatory of
Wuslrngton, detected two tiny moons revolving around the primary. Thoy were barely
perceptible, even in the great telescope, and
are supposed to be only a few miles in diameter, the smallest heavenly bodies yet known.
It will, therefore, be seen that oppositions of
Mars near perihelion are events greatly to be
desired. Unfoaiunately, they occur only at
intervals of fifteen years. We shall, therefore,
have to wait till 1892 for one a3 favorable as
that of 1877, when, perhaps, more powerful
telescopes will show some new features on the
Martian disc, or substantiate some old theories,
if they do not pick np additional Martian
moons.

The present opposition or that of 1881, its
astronomical annals, is o> medium
name on
character, the diumeter of the planet’s disc
measuring nearly seventeen seconds of a degree, the maximum being twenty-four seconds.
Mars will, however, be near enough and
bright enough to attract attention throughout
the whole month from every observer of the
starlit skies. His tiery red disc now comes
beaming above the eastern horizon at a quarter
before 7 o’clock in the oveniBg, and his ruddy
glow illumines the heavens almost the entire
night. Every evening he will rise earlier, but
not till after sunset until the 20th, when, being
opposite the sun, he appears in the east as the
sun sinks
in the west. He then passes to the
eastern side of tho sun, takes his place on the
records as evening star, and travels from the
earth and towards the sun until his conjunction on the 10th of December, 1882. The time
of several subsequent oppositions may be
found with sufficient accuracy to recognize the
planet by adding two years and two months
for every opposition, oxcept during the Spring
months, when only one month is to be added.
Thus, the next opposition after the present
will occur on the 31st of January, 1884, the
following one in March ,|188G, both oppositions
being as unfavorable as possible. Mars now
rises at a quarter bbfore 7 o’clock in the evening; at the close ol the month he sets about a
quarter after 7 o’clock in the morning.
Jupiter is evening star throughout the
mouth. Though his lustre is growing dim,
and his distance from the earth iB increasing,
he is by far the brightest gem in night’s starry
crown.
Kising an hour before sunset, he
comes grandly into view as soon as the sun has
sunk behind the western hills, and reigns supreme till it is nearly time lor me ureaum* ui
His aspect is superlatively
the morning light.
beautiful as he leads theetarry pageant on
is like
moonless nights, for his coloring
liis
and
molten gold,
bearing is that
whose right to reign
of
a mighty prince
ig
unquestionable. We had a view of
in the telescope
since
a
few
him
evenings
which was impressively beautiful. The giant
of the system loomed up in the field of view
with a majesty and grandenr that pen may
not paint. All eartbly tints are muddy by the
side of the celestial hue of liquid gold there revealed in the hnge sphere that seemed so near
and yet was so far away. The bands crossing
the disc were tinted with roseate hues with
which no earthly colors may compare. We
seemed almost to have passed beyond the golden gates as we viewed our giant brother poised
in space, radiant with the same glorious sunlight that enlightens our insignificant sphere,
and surrounded by his family ef moons, shining like stars on the blackness of the sky. Only
three of them were visible ontside the planet,
for the other was making a transit, looking
like a bright bead passing over his disc. Jupi
ter now Bets about a quarter after 5 o’clock in
the morning; at the end of the month he sets
abont a quarter after 3 o’clock.
Saturn is evening star and ranks third on
the list in comparative brightness, being now
obliged to yield the palm to ruddy Mars as well
He holds the honor of being the
as Jupiter.
leader of the planetary trio that through the
month wili win the admiration of every beholder. He passes the meridian or point overhead at half-past 9 o'clock and then commenhis westward course.
ces
Neptune follows
quickly on the track, making his transit about
10 o’clock. Jup’ter looks down from the meridian heights at twenty-one minutes past 10
o’clock. Mars lags far behind, making his
transit about a quarter after 2 o’clock in the
morning. There is nothing new or important
in the movements of Saturn daring the month
to the naked-eye observer, excepting to note
that his light is growing dim as he draws nearer to the sun, although the difference is barely
perceptible at present. One who wishes to be
impressed with the yvondrons beauty of Saturn must observe him aB revealed in a telescope. A three-inch aperture will show hisrings
and some of his moons, and the present phase
of the planet is so superb and surpassing powthat we never look upon this
er to describe
ringed wonder of the system without wishing
that the eye were powerful enough to see him
painted on the sky in the fascinating phase
the telescope brings into being. Saturn now
sets not far from a quarter after 4 o'clock in
the morning; at the end of the month he sets
about ten minutes after 2 o’clock in the mornis only interesting as a telescopic object. He is still in
close proximity to Satnrn and Jupiter, setting
about three quartets of an hour after Saturn,
aud about twenty-two minutes before Jupiter,
He sets now about 5 o’clock; at the end of the
month he sets about 9 o’clock.
Venus is morning star, and makes up for her
low rank on the list by getting up a special exhibition of her own with which to reward the
star-gazers woo anticipate the dawn. On the
morning of the lOih she passes near a Bright
It is known
btar in the constellation Scorpio.
as Beta Scorpii orGraifiaS, aud is a star of the
of
the
in
the
head
second magnitude
Scorpion,
about eight degrees northwest of the wellknown red star Antares, the leading brilliant
of the constellation. The two stars approach
very Dear to each other, Venus passing five
minutes of a degree south of Beta Scorpii. The
conjunction occurs at noon-day on the 10th,
but the stars will be close enough together on
the morning of the day to make a charming
picture. Veuua then rises a few minutes before
6 oolock, nearly an hour.and a half before the
sun, aud about three degrees and a half north
of the snnrise point. On the morning of the
4th, Venus is in conjunction with Mercury,
passing a degiee and a half west of the planet.
The planets rise within a few minutes of each
other on that morning about a quarter before
6 o’clock, Venus being easily seen and serving
short distauc to the
as a guide to Mercury a
east. Venus rises now about half-past 5 o'clock;
at the close of the month she rises about (i
minutes before 7 o’clock.
Mercury is morning star during the whole
mouth and keeps close to Venus throughout its
course, both planets being bound for superior
He precedes his
conjunction with the Bun.
fairer mightier Venus by coming into conjunction with the same star, Beta Scorpii, on the
8th, passing, when nearest, five minutes south
of the star. Mercury then rises about C o’clock,
three degrees north of the sunrise point, and
may possibly be picked out by observers with
exceptional eyesight, Venus serving as a guide
She is then about haif a deto his position.
rtb, aDd a little ways west of her swiftgree
footed brother plauet. Mercury rises now a
few minutes after half-past 5 o’clock; at the
end of the month he rises about twenty-three
minutes after 7 o'clock.
Uranus is morningstar. He reaches his quadrature with the sun on the 10th, being then
ninety degrees distant, having advanced half
way on his passtee from conjunction to opposition. At quadrature, ho rises at midnight,
reaches the meridian at 6 o'clock, and sets
about sunrise. He rises now about a quarter
of an hour after midnight; at the close of the
mouth, he rises about a quarter after 10 o’clock
in the evening.
The December moon fulls on the 5th. She is
Junear Saturn on the 2d, near Neptune and
Diter on the 3d, near Mars on the 7th, and near
in
she
comes
19th
On
the
on
the
13th.
Uranus
close conjunction with Venus, passing twelve
minutes south. Planet and slender crescent
will be near onough on the 20th to make a
lovelv picture on the morning sky. On tho
29th the new moon of the 21st pays her respects
to Saturn, and on the 30th to Neptune and Jupiter. On the 5th a nearly total eclipse of the
It is invisible in New England,
moon occurs.
but may be seen in the Pacific Ocean.
December may not present so active a scene
in planetary festivities as those that have renthe preceding
dered illustrious several of

Neptune is evening star, and

mnnthD nf

t.fcft inmnuntnnn
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First Class in Reading Stand Up.
[Do>ver Tribune Printer.1
Oh, what a Bad Mamma to leave Little Esther all Alone in the Dark Boom. No wonder
Esther is Crying. She is afraid a Big Bugaboo will come down the Chimney and Eat her
up. Bugaboos like to Eat little Children.
Did you ever see a Bugaboo with its Big Fire
Eyes and Cold Teeth all over Blood? The
next Time Mamma leaves you Alone in a Dark
Boom, perhaps One will Come to Eat you.
Daisy is crying. Poor littlo Girl, we are
Sorry for her. James has Hit her in the eye
with a Dornick. Fie on James to Do so, and
on

Daisy

to

Hit him

back.

Will

Daisy

pray for James to-night? No, She will Pull
the Slats from his Bed, so he will Fall and
Break his Arm on the Floor. That will bo
Bight, w‘11 it not, Children?
Has the Printer tobacco? Ha Has But he
will not Tell you So. He carries it iu the Leg
of his Boot and when ho wants a Chew he
Sneaks down in the Back Alley where Nobody can See him. When he Spits tobacco, it
Sounds like a Duck diving in the Water.
The printer is a Queer man. He is a Fickle

PROFESSIONAL |RAILROADS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

and Took one Chance. The
his
seven Hundred Dollars. Editors
like Diamonds. Sometimes they Wear them
in their Shirts, but Generally in their Minds.
Who Put the Salt in the Sugar Bowl? MamOut. Wiilie is Busy
ma is Anxious to Find
looking Out of the Window. Can you Gues8

EDUCATIONAL
STEPHEN

$ook; Jfoh

is Thinking about? Perhaps lie is
Wonderiug what Mamma will Give him beIf
to Bed without his Supper.
he
Goes
fore
with a
we were Willie we would Feel Safer
Latin Grammar in the Seat of our Pants.

what he

Who is this Ferocious looking Man? He is
Foreman in a Printing office. He gets Paid
for Throwing Men Down Stairs when they
Come to Lick the Editor, and for Printing
wrong Dates at the Head of tho Paper. He can
more Type in Fifteen Minutes
than Seven
Printers cau Set up in Two weeks. He loves
If it were not for
to ask the Editor for Copy.
Him, the Paper would Look prettv Weil every
would
be Fat and None
Morniug. Everything
of the Live Ads would be Left Out.
The Dramatio Critic is asleep. The play
Does not Interest Him. He will give it Thun-

(gaid Iil,u/ndti/

?. H. EAS3KTT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

t

ARCHITECT,

180% Middle street.

Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dly

WANTS.
J

who can furnish rho beBt of refMust be light emplojment; Writing
erences.
preferred. Hours from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Address
giving full particulars, Lock box 286, Yarmouth,
decldlw*
Me.

BY

0. JORDAN,

E.

I

Situation Wanted in Portland.
young

man

CIVIL

ENOINEKBAN

I

ND

8UKTBWQB,
Street.

184 Middle

LAWYERS.

The following are members
Bar Association:

YOUNG man, between 16 and 20 years of age,
residing with his parents i»* the ci«y, as bill
clerk and general assistant. Add «ss in own handwriting. giving age, reference and salary expected,
deelutf
BOX 1986, Portland, Me.

A

of

AS. C. ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR

Cumberland

the

LAW,
Middle Street.

AT

188

WANTED.
W. R.

i
n

in Steam Saw Mill:

to run
can

engine
work
Blacksmith shop. AdAN Engineer
so. that
dress P. O. Box 1066.
dtcldlw*
in

ANTHOINE,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
48

Pi

der in the Paper. The Actors will be sorry
when they read the Paper because it will say
they are uot Artists. After the Play, the Critic
will go to the Variety Show. Will he Sleep
there? No, he will Not. The lady in the
Short DreBs and Pink Tights will Buy six
CopieB of the Paper in the Morning because
the Critic will say she is an A rfist. It is very
Comfortable to be an Artist when there are

Exchange Street

SALESMAN and book-keeper in the Varnish
and Oi business. Addre s with reference P O.
Fox 1019 Portland. Thi* is a good opportunity
fra young man who can make himself useful in
both positions.
novl7 dim

A

a

LAW,
31% Exchange Street

Schooner Smack, 35 »o GO tons N. M.
preferred. F. W. MILL* It & CO.,
oct29d2m*

go to the Bureau and Blow out the Gas. Then
she can go to sleep like a Good Little Girl.
That is what you Would do, is it not, Dear
Little children?
What a Delightful Mud Hole!
It is quite
deep and inviting. How Cool and Pleasant it
must be in the Mud Hole. Good little Boys
and Girls can Play in the Mud Hole and Make
Lots of Nice Patty Cakes. Tell the Baby to
come, too, and then You can Put Mud in his
Ears and he will Splash the pretty Black Water all over Susie’s new Frock.
Here we have a Joke and a Man. The Joke
is very Old. It is Bald and Toothless. It must
Be about one Thousand years Old. Tho Man
Big Diamond and a Shiny ping Har.
He is a Negro Minstrel. Go and give the Old
Old Joke to him and be will Tate care of it
He gets
very Tenderly. It is his Business.
Forty dollars a week for it.
The Old Man is Blind and cannot see. He
wears a

Holds his Hat in his Hand and there is a
Dime in the Hat. Go up quietly and Take
the Dime out of the Hat. The Man cannot
See you. Next Sunday yon can put the Dime
in the Sabbath School box and the Teacher
will Praise you. Your Papa
will put some
He will
Money in the Contribution box, too.
in
than
do.
But
his OpportuMore
You
put
nities for Robbing are Better than yours.

AT

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

0

they

make

JAMES L>. FESSENDEN,
COUNSELLOR

Driving Horse for Sale.

COUNSELLOR

Brown Horse, 15.3, {food in sindouble harness, and undersaddle. To be seen at Mr. H.
StJ. Smith's stable, Cushman St.
dlw
dec2

know

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

Don’t throw away your old flour barrels
They are useful. It has been f und that an
ordinary flour barrel will hold 678,000 silver
dollars.— Quiz.
There

are

political outbreaks

so

popular with

the whole people that the state dare not interfere. The breakingoutof pustules,pimples, tetter and the like on the face, can he pleasantly
cured by Dr. Beuson’s Skin Cure. Also good
for the hair and scalp.

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
1UO Exchange Street.

I

P.

L

J. J. LYNCH,

L

TO LET.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

LOCKE* LOCKE.

I

L
rooms;
at No.

Cumberland street.

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange

L

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
61% Exchange Street.

I

WILBUR F. LUNT.

L

Alder St.
JOHN C. GERRY,

one on

157

High

ATTORNEY

AT

LAW,
Poet

MC.

Rooms 518 Va Congress st.
recently occupied by J. M. Peck, and now occupied by C. W. Hearn, aDd also other rooms.

PhotograDher’s
rjlIIE
£

octl4dtf

*

i

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

31% Exohange St.

86

0,7AMES

COUNSELLOR

AT

eRAY

BKASToW BROS.,
brewer Villag % Maine

DIRECTORY.

BUSINESS
Accountant and

Notary Public.

&

DYER,

LAW.
100

Exchange St.

AT LAW.
93

Exchange St

COUNSELLOR* AT

;

e

THOMAS B.

B

EMERY

REED,

COUNSELLOR

8. RIDLON,

COUNSELLOR

AT

Express.

Wide Awake Delta.
Messrs. Sargent Bro3. druggists, Delta, Ohio,
in ordering a quantity of Thomas’ Eclectkic
Oil, write that they never sold anything that
gave snch

universal satisfaction

in

Book Binders.

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
34 Exchange Street

STROUT

SSTROUT,COUNSELLORS

AT LAW

31 Vi Exchanges

THOMAS A BIRD,

T

iirSHCV, Eioorn 11, Primers
H-xrienngr IV®. Ilf Rxrl.anii'r Street.
A.

WM.

J. 1.
JMr.

Pattern and Model Maker.
SS .4 ROT K, 32 ( ron» Ht., Portland

COUNSELLORS AT

33

COUNSELLOR AT

Kh. kotzschmar,
PIANO,

ORGAN AND

low connts as much as high it it is only a
tramp. The devil has Btocked the cards, but
jnst play ’em honest, and when it comes yonr

run

deal yer boon’ to get a winuin’ hand every
time, and the old Bplit-hoof will jnst have to
jump the game and look for a softer snap. Also, if you happen to turn Jack, call it lucky,
but don’t forget to remember that turnin’ jack
is uncertain business, and’ll never do to bet
on.—Carl Pretzel.

WH. MURRAY,PIANO AND

TRIAL SIZE,

riUfE, $1.00.

&TRADB NARK

Age,

and many.
Diseases that

and
BEFORE TAKIROa Consumption
Grave.

a

>

Premature
SSpTuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to evenr one. {J3jrThe Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at f I per package, or 6ix packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

and

Young

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

In Portland, bv Fred. A. Turner. 221
if atone, cor. Congrcu and lirean otu.

WOLFE’S

Comrress SL.

Molers, Made by SPENCER OPTICAL CO.. N. 1’
eedtim
.ep2

H. KKIISOY
has opened on offieo
Portland andean be form

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps it superior to every
a

other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of oar country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty aud a sale uneqtialed
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it tho reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

f
CLASSElJ

AHE THE BEST
1mm they are the LIGHTEST. HANDSOMEST.
> \ STRONGEST known. So d by Opticians and

F

Ho. 276 Middle St.,
over

Edwards & Walker’s
store, from
2)tb.

Hardware
Dee. 3tl to

oodtf

ocl7

JERSEY MILK.
an addition to my herd of Jerseys
prepared to furnish a few more families with
milk delivered every morning, cun
days included. I have al-o Sweet Corn put up expressly tor family use. Address, V. H. Soule, Wood

Having made
Jersey

ford’s.
nov21 eod t

mar

1

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

of nil IcindM. in ibe

OHIGINAC

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

dlj

New

York.

Trains on Boston & Maine road conneot with all
steamers railing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eaetport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Bonin may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FuRBER, Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS. Gan- Agent. Portland.
dec2
dtf

-BETWEEN-

New

--BOB Bil.B

BOSTON
Steamers !
FARE $1.00.
The .avonte Steamers Forest Cltt and John
Brooks will alternately le^ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 >’clocfc p. cu. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’cock p. m. 'Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that the* secure a comfortable uigbt’s rest And avoid the expense
a id inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
HT Ticket* and Staterooms for sale at I>. H.
77? Middle street
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Fre ght take » as usual.
•I H. t OVLE, Jr., Geoeral Agent.

*

dtf

aprfi__

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Enstport, iTle., Calais, NIc., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. 1.

><V —

Importers,

11M FORK NT., PORTLAND ML.
40581

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

loins.

Boston Mass.
Every one who gives iho Reactionary Lifter
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.

exercise imIt is the most
asinabl*. It is imrticulai ly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
oiatio Gomez, 91. II.,

York.
with your machine and its ef

New
satisfied

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst.
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Daiheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othat^

stations

I was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronic
It has been a now revinfirmities o» long stauding
elation to me and other me Heal friends.

David Woodier, 91. D.,
San Francisco.
1 do rot beside to unqualifiedly commend the
Reactiouary Lifter to all pe s ms suffering fro o dyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
C* Pcckhnm Filch, 91. D.,
New York.
It is almost indispensable f^f the maintenace of
health: it devei> ps the entire muscular struotnre
and imparts tone and vitality to th© whole organism

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MI DIE STREET.
rttf

the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter
and Annapolis, Western CounEdward Island Kail Roads,

on

colonial, Windsor,
ties,

and

and

Stage

Prince
Routes.

received up to 4 p. m. and any Ing&"FreighJ
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the
Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further
information apply at
T. C. HFRCompany's Office, 40 Exchange St.,
nov24dtf
8EY. President, and Manager.

freight

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia A Mew
England

iteats

or

ROUTE.

{ SSJEfi,
AGENCY’,

Washington Street, Boston.
H. P.
Gen. Pass.

BALDWIN,

Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

Rum l ord Fall s & Buckfield
Srl—A-X X .3 jErt O
Leave Canton for Portland
fcewiston, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

OLD CO EON V BAIL.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rinse. Low
fieml-Wcekly Cine, Quick
Rates, Frequent Departures.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteanacr«, MaiSiutf every WKDND8DAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting al
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charlesten, S. C., Wnrthingtwn, D. C., CSeeraetewn. D.
and w&ter

€., Alexandria, Fa.,

196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Wcm. P. Clyde da Co., General Managers,
No. 13 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
feMt

Baltimore. Norfolk & Washington

Steamship Line,
will sail
WV.

LAWRENCE,

3 o’clock, P. M

from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Non oik and Baltimors.
Freight forwaroen ,T> n n< rtoik tc all part" of

ai

TENNESSEE,

VIRG'NTA,
GEORGIA,

a.

m.,
m.

80

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiaton and Auburn, 8.30 a. in
12.30. 3,16 and b.00 p. in.
From Gorham, 8.30,9.40 a. in., and 12.30

Chicago, Montreal

uehec,

and

m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Rednced Rates !

Bibs of

Lading given at

Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
306 Washington St
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
Ji. ftaHPNON, den. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, BoMton.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Island*,

Sandwich

New

Zealand

and

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New
10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
The
York

S.

new an
on the

S.

Acapulco,

for

Isthmus

of

only

Panama

Nov. 10.
Colon.. .Nov. 30 | S.S. Crescent City,. .Nor. 29
For freight or passage atea and the fullest Inlor
mat!on, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 Slate Street, coi, Broad Si., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE A 00.,
31 FxnhangA St.. Portland.
J088dtf

S. 8.

Portland, Bangor & Machias
Winter

point* In the
Northwest, H ost and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
SPICKU Superintendent.
octl7«itf

GEO. I*. ROWELL & CO.

Advertising Agents,
found

oil

file

a

oar

Steamer

LEWISTON,

m CHARLES
MasDEERING.
UJ> ter. will loavo Railroad Wharf,
mSSmSSOSABSSSm Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at 11.15 o’clock.for Bock land .Cnetine, Deer l*le, Nedgwirk «to. We*» Harbor, Bar Harbor, Hill bridge, Jonenport
and Hachiusport.
Beta ruing, leaves Machiasport every Honda* Horning, ai 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, 'xmeeetlng
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
at
Rockland with
Sanford 8. 8.
Connects
Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
also
sritb
steamer
for
Green’s
landings;
Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for L&moine and Sullivan. At Sedgwlok
with stage for Blue Hill.
Coming West,
connects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and Hive* Landing* tor Portland.
GEOKGE L. DAY, General Tioket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Nov. 23, 881.
nov23-dtf

PHILADELPHIA
Dir«ct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Fort Every Wednesday and

Saturday,

Wharfage.
From

otoc*.

NFW

YOB**

S. K.

NILES,
Advertising Agent,
sTREnonrr »t.,
roitos
Contract, for Advertisements In Newspaper, In all
eltle. and towns of tbe United States and tbs
British Provinces.

From

Pine Street Wharf.
at 10 a. m.
insurance one-half the rate of
Balling vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and 8onth
by consenting lines.forwarded free of commission.
PnwnHge Eight Dollar*. Ksund Trip 818,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. II.
Anal,
»*
SO •
delft
Itnrf, Rmui
m.

Philadelphia,

V

mm.

ALLAN

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Fortnightly services from GLASGOW. GALWAY,

L< »NIX'vr»KRRY
AND
KENSTOWN,
LIVER ►•OOL, DIRECT TO PORTLAND. Fortnightsteamers from Liverpool and Queenstown to

Q

ly
Baltimore.

Kind tieatment

to

steerage

specla ty and guirauteed.

passengers

made a

For passage and information apply t< E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE A ALDEN.207 Bway, N. Y.; 201 Washington St.. Boston; 107 South 6th St, Phila.
Tickets for Male nt E. A. Waldron'. Ticket
Office.
10-d t Jan 4

_nov

ISLAND STEAMERS
TELEPHONE 433.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Tonrists’

SI

Line.

bat

STEAMER MINNEHAHA
LEAVES

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
IO SPRITE STHEET, NEWTORK
ROW

Arrangements.

Commencing November 25th.
ONE TKIP PER WEEK.

and all

m»v

the wharf.

TICK fell* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through 3 ickef* to all arts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wanlir e

4 PARK

CAROL1NAS,

FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI.
By Va.,Teno A Sin. Air Liu**. Hi) s of Lading g veu by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic ('onat Line and Seaboard A»r
l ine, bills of lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Akent, N>*. 221 WnfLin^toii st.
By Inland dr Neaboard l oavtiag f# to
G orgetown and Alexandria.
W-u-hingion, D. C

m

The Pkkh#

^

Long Wharf, Boston, 8 p,

ITtb,

12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p.
For Gorham. 4 Ob p. in., (mixed )
For Montreal Quebec and C hicago, 1.
p. m.

W. J.

first-class

SATURDIK

and

WEDNESDAY

lo

after MONDAY. OCT.
I.VNI, trains will run a» follows:
Dfc PARTY ft KS:
For Auburn and Lewidou, 7.10

To

of their

steamships

ALLEGHANY.

every

one

WM CwaNE,
D. H. MILLER,
Bc RKSH IRE.

JOHN HOPKINS,

and

HAYFORD. Supt.
dec3 dtf

and

From

and all Rai

Lines.

Rate 4 named and Bills of Lading
Ives
from any point in New England to Philadelphi «
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,

Through

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

12.30 p.

BOSTON

lu connection with

Leave Portland for Cant n, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.37 p m.
connections
with Byron. Mexico, Dixflolt*,
Stage
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

p.

LINES

STEAMSHIP

FROM

Cincinnati, St. Loui., Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Fraaciaco,

Long, 91. D.,

Buffalo.

navt>

BROOK

NEW ENGLAND

Mioor, iff. D
New York.

AFTER MONDAl,NOV.Mih, Ntrnn-

s

The

JF’AJFS.IE,

ON

St

WEEK.

of
era
ihh Cine will
■miiiwi Learf Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
evenr
street,
Monday
and Thurslav,
at 6 d. ui.,
for Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinstoc,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,

CHANGE OF TIME.

Brooklyn.
perfect compendium of

fully

bay ticket, (at any railroad
boat Office la New Ragland) vta

tabSttdtf

PEB

ON AND

4Mmm

w/f-rti&7

BERKS STS.

Hire la

919

M

TBIPS

STEAMBOAT CO.

Net, Turk aad Philadelphia

a

accelerates to a high degree, and exalts to great
perfection all the ordinary processes o* nutrition,
forming new material in larger quantities nnd of
better quality, removing at the same time, and with
like rapid ity, tbe effete material by oxidation, by
which both warmth and power are simultaneously
furnished in Increased quantities to the constantly
renewed fabric.
Caroline B.Winslow, 91. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months' use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a ph\sic ally regenerated woinnn.
has been magical. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
not be oTer-es'imated.
R. CL Moffat, 91. D.,

Bii m u■»

STATION IN

OTIS

Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
mental vigor, and wiil be found particularly
valuable in toning up the muscles of the back and

1 am
fects.

ww

TWO

Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <fc Reading R. R.
NINTH AND OREEI STREETS),

and

PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY & SON,

it

BOUND

I have derived, personally, advantage from Ps
use. and I have known of its having proved beneficial in several instances. Judiciously need it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body
and mind.
T. 31. B. Crons, 31. D.,

f.awaon A.

I am
pure

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
and THURSDAY.at 6
East River, New York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted ap with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 15; meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdoofkltx
sengers will be taken by this line.

Portland, every MONDAY
I.M., and leave Pier 37,

«.

7.26.
Port'na
OTNOTE-'The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will no« *«®p at Scarborough Be ch. line
Point. Old Orchard Beach, Kenuebunk or Wells,
except to take passengt re for Boston.
Farlor C r» ou trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
2*30 p. m. and Portland at 8 4 ♦ a. m. and
a. m.
l.lt* p. m.
Parlor Car Meats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
aggPThe 1.10 p. iu. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Steamer* for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3 30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail Line* for New
York and the Month and Went.
TRAINS Leave Portland for
SUNDAY
BoMtou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m. Bouton
for Portland at 6.00 p. ra.

Bt

It

WHY THE

ELLULOID

DR

Steamers Eleauora and Franconia

Ber-

Express Trains, Bauble Track, Stone Balias

prominent Professional Men.

JameN M.

EYE

BRANCHES

Soloist, 93 Park Street

Helmet, 31. It.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form • f exercise which
I have found salutary, agreeable and exhi araiing
The particular apparatus vouuse, The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement
Austin Flint, 31. D.,
New York.

aug29<llyr
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IN ALL

Oliver Wendell

AFTER TARIKQ.

sen cl

THE

E. PENNELL,
VOICE, SINGING
Tenor

from

Trains

wick, Salmon Fall*, Great Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 3.46 a. m.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. tn. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. tn.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 3.*6
For Alton Bay,
a. m.
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Maacheater
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,! at 8.45
% m.;
(via New Market Junction) at 3 30 p. m.
Mo uing Train w ill lenv<- Kenuebunk for

ORGAN.

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

10 Cents.

Seminal Weakness.
all
Impotency, and
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
other

after Monday. Dec.

LEAVE
PORTLAND
BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
p. in., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m
Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. in (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
12
30 5.00, and 8.00
at
Portland
at
arriving
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p. m*
Pine Point* Old Orchard Beach, and Krone bunk, at 8.45 a. m
3.30 and 6.3» p. m (See
Note.) For Mnco and Biddeford. at 8.45 a. m.

M^ATSnSPS

The Great Eng-

REASONS

schnapp s.

jS^^Swill

and

ISNI, Panncnser

Bound Brook Route.

-FOR—

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE

On

b—^SgfgSSli

HARMONY,

Brief Extracts from Testimonials

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W.F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale A«ts.
M.W&Fly

Old

Schiedam Aromatic

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

AND THIRD AND

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Diseases, Female WeakMercurial
Sores,
cf
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss
Appetite, Juanaice, Affection* of the Liver,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General Debility. Directions in elevculanguages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters -ill satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en earth.

addressing

As

PA.

[Rnn

is

Dr. Green’s Oxygenated Bitters
is the best remedy for Dyspepsia, Biliousness.
Malaria Indigestion and diseases of the Blood
Kidneys,Liver Skin. &c

dec2dtf_
RONTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Henry’s Carbolic Salve
the BEST SALVE for Cuts, Bruises, Sores,
Ulc'-rs, Salt Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all kinds of Skin Eruptions, Freckles and Pimples. Get HENRY’S
CARBOLIC SALVE, as all others are couu
terfeits. Price 25 cents.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sop’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

Meu/Vork & PMIpfiia New Line

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Boys, you’ll find this life just like a game of
seven-up. You want to save your tons and
look out for a game, and nover beg when you
have a good baud. Also, recollect in the long

Middle St.

MUSIC TEACHERS

for a while?” Farmer Groggins—“Oh, yes,
sir.” The rector—“I believe you will find
him to be an immensely studious and a deeply
religions youDg man.” Farmer Groggins—
“In which case, begging yonr pardon, sur, I
expex my money in advance.”—Fun.

E. Pinkhara.

LAW,

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange St

W

The rector—“A gentlemen I know slightly is
coming down from London, Farmer Groggins.
Do you think you could board and lodge him

Lydia

Exchange St

BYRON D. VERRJLL,

\l

coughs, colds, bronchitis, rheumatism, neuralgia, etc.

Mrs.

LAW,

191

caring

has done thousands of women more good than
the medicines of many doctors. It is a posi
Send to
tive cure for all female complaints.

LAW,

61Vi Exchange St

B

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
Runs
t
through to Bangor eyery morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
Limitud Ticket* Aral and second clan for
9-. John and Halifax on sale at rcdnced

*

GAGE A

«EO. c. CODtlAN, Office Ho. IS-i middle

LAW,
119V* Exchange St

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange Street

FOR SALE.

a.

ror
l. lv, o.ou iiuu u.ou p. iu.
rui,
For
North
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)

HENRY 0. PEABODY,

p

nilllE Orriiigton Flour Mill, situated in the town
S of Orring on, Maine, about three miles from
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never failing
water power, two run ot f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or Irss western wheat
and has the reputation ol being'he b«st flour mill
in Lite vicinity. Good dwelling uojse goes with the
be propriemill Kea>on for selling: 111 health o
For further inforinaiion, call on or address
tor.

Exchange 8t.

O’DONNELL,

KCT A 'rid'

rct2ld&wtf43

m

—“-“-FOR
(Express.) and 3.30

P. MATTOCKS,

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

M

9.46

St.
m.,

______

Oftioe Building.

Street.

To Let.

O L

n

a. m.

Street.

|

decl dlw

TO LET.

J. LARRABEE.
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle Street.

I

oc26-dtf

to

LAW,

399% Congress Street

FOR SALE.

lO LET.
Tenement, No. 62 Parris st,8
GENTEEL
all modern improvements. Enquiie

AT

Street. Perilaad.

The world will never progress far enough to
believe that a man’s black eye was caused by
anything else than somebody’s fist.—Rochester

Mddl Street.

AARON B. HOLDEN,

dlw

Apply

11L4R

m.; ttucknport*
m.;
Stephen,
5.30 a.
5. p. m,. Bancor, 7.16 a. m., t7.46
7.05
a.
4.40
Dexter,
m.,
p. in.;
p. m.; Belfast,
o.35 a. m., 2.6u p. m.; Mko*» began, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.66, tlO.UO
m.; and D.10 a. m
(Mondays only) A ngunta,
.00 a. in 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p m., tl0.65 p. m.;
Oardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m.,3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brnnnwick, 7.25 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.36 p. m., tl2.35 a. rn., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiatou, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m.. 4.15 p. m. Phillip*., 6.40 a. ra.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; fl'inthrop 10.25
as
a. m. being due in Portland
follows: The
morning trains from Angnsta and Bath,
8.40.
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
1.05 p.
and
connecting
trains from
m.
The afternoon
Watervillo,
and
Rockland
Lewiston
at 5.40
Bath,
Angnsta,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

M

Tiie two fine Horses belonging to estate of the fate Dr. Wm. W. Oreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Eoqnire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

ONE

l.pwiiitAn.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m., Ml.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00

COUNSELLOR AT

SIIAW, CODING & CO.

xov24dlf

anil

m.
fjewiaton Tin Hrunnwick 7.00
m., til.16 p. m»; Farmington, Phillip*,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Read field, Went Waterville and North
An*on. 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

S.

COUNSELLOR

tenement in rear, and

AnKnpn

m

CLARENCE HALE,

H

power boiler: both iu excellent
Can be seen at our factory, 160

HORSES

406

LAW,

199

I will go

hops are good.”

MAWE CEATBAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Ceave Portland
for It. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.55, and tll.15 pm.; Hi. Andrews, *t. nte4 ountv,
Fredericton. Aroostook
loosehead Cake, and all stations on B. A
K
R..
111.16
p. m., (or 12.55 p.
Piscataquis
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Bncksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Bkowhegnn, 12.45 p. m., 12 55 p. m., Ill .15 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.46 p. m., 12.55
p. m., ll.15p.ro and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hullo well, Curdiuer, ftichmoad.nud Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.16 p. m.. tll.16 p m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
32.65 p. m., 6.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
R. R., 7.00 a. m.. 12.55 p.
A Uincolta

M. P. FRANK,

r

twenty-horse

nov20

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

8hia,

FIRST-CLASS eight horse power engine, and

running order.
Middle St.

Steamship Company.

Maine

the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer. Portland, with through
at GrandTrunfc
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot ooces and at JtoMins & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street
*
Does not stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GKO. P. WES
T. Supt.
dec3dtf

a.

Engine and Boiler For Sale.
A

AT

42% Exchange Street.

gle stnd

Apply to ELBivlOGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14tb. 1881.

George—I

Springfield, also with N. Y. A. N. E. K.
(r‘8teamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outn and with Boston A Albany R, R. for

LAN,
172 Middle Street.

AT

H. FOGG,

r

Given up by Doctors.
,‘Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and
at work and cured by so simple a remedy?"
“I assure you it is true that he is
tirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters; and
only ten days ago his doctors gave him np and
said he must die!”
"Well-^'-day! That’s remarkable!
this day and get some for my poor

ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p.
Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Mpriugvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Mac© River.7.30 a. m., 1.05
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
11.24
tave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.,
a. m., and 3.35 p. ro.: arriving at Portland
9.35
a.
5.45
m.
1.25
re.
and
p.
m.,
p.
(mixed)
For C»orham,
Maccarappa, Cumberland,
Westbrook and Woodford’s.
Mills,
at 7 30 a. m.,
1.05, 0.‘JO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tialn from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with 11 oosne Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,

dt

HTIIRRT.

«

a.

Wit and Wisdom,
Chinamen don’t rock the cradle;
the sky rocket.—St. Louis Hornet.

Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
and EpNashua, Lowell, Windham, m.

Ftr

5,05 p.
r

Saddle &

and 11.15 a.
and 5.45 p.

m.
m.

Nteamera

T. P. McGOWAHI, Bookseller,
n

For Clinton.

FOR SALE

Fly

cracker in his Mouth. Where is the Frog now?
Why, there He is in the Water with his Ears
blown out. Why does he not Come back to
the Log? Perhaps he has Forgotten all about
the Fly.
Mamma has gone out of the Room and Left
little Maggie in Bed all alone. The Gas is
Burning and Maggie cannot go to Sleep. What
shall she Do? She should Crawl out of Bed,

LAW,

93 Exchange Street

CJOHN 0. COBB,
COUNSELLOR

The

for

COUNSELLOR AT

European

Anchor Linen of

sailing weekly from Boston and New York.
farther particulars call ou or address

m.

Rhen,

W. COOMBS,

CARDON

WANTED.
a

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
0OUNELLOR8 AT LAW,
30 Exchange Street

C

WAITED.

Mobile,

Frog is sitting on the Log. He is waiting
to come Along.
He baa Business
While he is Waiting let us
with the Fly.
Have some Fun with Him. Put a Lighted Fire

BBJON BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34

LADIES

buv

Exchange St.
v

WANTSD.
who wt h a rice clean and renumerative
w< rk that c ->n be done at home to call at room
6 Williams Block, 379A/fe Congress street.
dlw*
nov30

6tna*.k
TOWellAla.

2.16 p. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.

via
R,

Warned.

a

at

E.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Cabin and Steerage Ticket, by the
i'unartl, Allan, Inman, White Hear and

na .,

For

H. KIMBALL,

KCHAS.

Squire, Partlnad.

p.

European Ticket Office.

Trains will leave

7.30 a. ua., and
arriving at Worcester
and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave

■■“’I-05

■■

at

FRESCO PAINTERS,

a

AKKANUEMENT.
On and after Monday, Der. 5,

Passenger

.IOST & lUOKTOiS,

Paper
faged
'in is worth

WINTER

£t^"' w^*Porduud

ARCHITECTS.

No. 37 Plum Street.

111 market

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
___

BERRY,

and

STEAMERS.

Portland and Worcester Line.

-AJSTD-

1R.

however, by no means barren in materials for
observation for those who love to watch the
moving panorama nightly unrolled on the
dark cauoDy of the skies. The op position of
Mars, the quadrature of Uranus, tha conjunction of Mercury and Venus, the close conjunction of both planets with the star Beta Scorpii,
are some of the prominent incidents that adorn
its annals. The greatest iuterest of the month
will cluster around the movements of the trio
of planets, Satnrn, Jupiter and Mars, as nearly
in their most superb aspects they track their
way among the glittering stars, Saturn and Jupiter having passed their prime and Mars hovering near the goal. The moonless nights in
the middle of the month are the most favorable for observation. These are also the longest nights of the year, and those, too, in which
the most brilliant stars and clusters that And
place in the heavous make their way in stately
procession from the eastern horizon to the
western. The season is highly favorable for
telescopic views cf the planetary trio, aud ail
who have access to telescopes should improve
the opportunity. Wonderful as are the sights
brought to view in the great eye of the instrument, it reveals nothing so surpassingly beautiful as that which the December sky displays
tfie
on every starlit night to every observer of
twinkling mysteries that stud the Armament.

fie

person. Sometimes lie Has ten thousand Em
the String, but they are always his Dupes
If you are a Pri oter, Do not Be a Blacksmith
or you will get Fired.
The Stove is Bed Hot. Bun, Ella, and get
tho Castor and put some Bed Popper on the
Stove. Then when Mamma comes In, She
will be Bed Hot too.
Seo tho Fish. Tho Fish is a Trout and
Breathes throngh his Ears. He iivos in the
Brook and May be if you try you can Cate
him. Any little Boy who catches so many
Measles ought to bo Able to Catch one little
Fish. The Trout weighs four Ounces, but
you can say he Weighs four Pounds. Do not
call him a 8peckled Beauty or you will be
Shot. Eat Him, Head, Tail, inwards and All,
and get a little Boue in your Throat If you
Can.
This is a Diamond Pin. The Editor won It
There were Ten Chances
at a Church Fair.
at Ten Cents a Chance. The Editor Morton

Portland.
0.16 A.M.
8.46
10.30
2.00 P.M
8.15
4.30
0.10

Diamond, Trefetfcon’s
and
Evergreen Landings.
7.00 A. M.
9.30

11.05
2,30 P.M.
5.00
0.40

Tickets for Bonail
••I 4

Trip 98

Peaks.
si
7.10 A.
8.15
10.65
2.20 p. M.
3.35
6.10
0.30

cent*.

4rf

•

